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BUSINESS CARDS.
E.

CO«f

PUBLISHING

At 109 Exchange St., Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Tear in advance. To
n?ail subscribers Seven Dollars a Tear it paid in advance.

7 HE MAINE STATE

a

less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in rhe “Maine State
a ress” (which has a
large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1 00
per square for first insertion,

subsequent

insertion.

Couitrea* au«l Exchange

Hired*

Proprietor*.

JOM C. CO SIB,

J.

Anl the Comedy of

Lady.

CHASE 1

CONSTANCE.MISS SOPHIE MILES
WlLDROKE.JOSEPH F. WHEELOCK

MUSIC

74

se2dtf

FREE

€.

York Origiuut

MODEL

35

Brown

St.

fel4eodtf

BABCOCK.

MAKER

&

JOBBER,

Watch and Chronometer markers’ Tools.,
mathematical. Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus. Arc.,

5fi Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, JV1K.
Jul
dly

P.

CRAM,

LAW,
Exchange Street,

119 1-2

Legal business

She ouly Credited Rival of Gee.
L. Pox, (lie White Faced Clown*

Reserved Seats 75 cents, to be secured at Box
Office. Music Hal', tliiee day in advance
mal8d5t
H. E. PARMELEE, Agent.

Grand Barnabcc Concert,
City Hall, Thursday Eve’*., Mar. 9.1. ’70.
Mrs. H E. H. Carter, the distinguished soprano;

Miss Anna C. Holbrook, the pleasing contralto; Mr.
W. J. Winch, the eminent tenor; Mr. H. C. Barnabee, the renowned basso and humorous vocalist;
Miss Persis Bell, the talented young lady violiniste;
Mr. Howard M Dow, the accomplished pianist. Admission only 35 cts.; reserved seats 50 cts., for sale at
Stockbridge’s music store. Doors open at 7.15; concert at 8
First and only appearauce of “Barnabee”
this season. Secure your seats in advance.

MOTLEY^

WM. H.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
OYER I. P. PARRINGTOX’S,

Middle

180

Street. dtf

jan.5_

D. W.
OFFICE

O.

-BY

PORTLAND

to

FESSENDEN,

IJolcit,

amateur

49

HALL,
21st.

For pariicula*s see posters. Tickets 23 and 33 cts.
Reserved seats 50 cts for sale at Stockbrioge’s.
mch!5-dlw

THE

FAVORITE

PERRY,

No. 55

1-3 EXCHANGE

ST.,

jan21

dlw'ttf

JF*. Jk/Lm lELATV,
ATT011NEY-AT-LAW,

FUEL.

Saccarappa,

Blaine.

Walnut Chamber Saits

at half price.
at half price.
at half price.

Marble Top Tables
Lounges and Safas

•

Chairs and Tables

&e.,

NO.

55

fet)16

MANUFACTURES OF

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, M.attresses,
fllcDonongh Patent Bed Loangp*, Enameled Chairs, Ac.
dP“All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

<?

ORATES.

tlae

by

os*

oct5-*69T T&Stl

Cargo

!

EXTRAORDINARY

Souvenirs of the Colonies,
Birth Marks of tbe Hepublic, and
Mementos of the Cradle-days ot Liberty
Being fac-simile reproductions, in actual met.il,
from perfect specimens ot the OLD PINE TREE

SHILLING and the copper coin ot the different colonies.
The first cent coined by the U. S., Washington
cent, 1783.
The first half cent coined by the U. S., 1793.
44
Silver half dollar, coined by the U. S., 1795
"
44
44
44
1795.
dollar,
44
44
Gold half Eagle,
1795.
44

Eagle,
Also, a reproduction

44

60

STEPHEN

30 cts.

44

4‘

set.

Sirion, in

$1 00.

dtf

must accompany order.
By mail tree on receipt ot price. Usual
to the trade
AGEN FS WANTED.

discounts

throughout the United States and the world. These
beautiful goods sell themselves at sight.
Complete
outfit of samples with tull information will be sent
to agents on receipt of $5.00. P. O. Money Order.
Address
C. J. SQUIRE,
‘93 Park Bow, New* York Cily.
ma9

d3m

Goodyear’s Pocket Gymnasium.
The Mo§t Complete
System
OF PHYSICAL LXEItCISE

Ever Devised
for
Home I’ractice.
*

PRICE LIST—No. 1.F..r
Children 4 to 6 years $1.00.
No. 2. For Children 6 to 8,
<
#1.10
No 3
Eor Children,8 to 10, $1.20, No. 4
^
No 5. For Ladies and
For Children, 10 to 14. $1.30
Children, 14 years and upwards. $1.40. No. 0 For
Gentlemen of moderate strength, $1 50. No 7, $2 GO
Complete sot of seven, $9 00. No. 7 is fitted with a
screw-eye and hook to attach to tbe wall or floor.
Two of this size properly arranged make a complete
Sent

post-paid

upon

receipt

of

price.

UNDER FALYgOUTH SIOTEL.
dtf

malO

Your Own

No. 37 Plum Street.
9

tt

OXYGEN TREATMENT.
many predictions.
from the Oxygrn
Treatment would be only temporary, I am happy
to say that in my case the cure is radical. I cannot
say more for that mode of treatment than that to it
I owe my life. 1 advise all Sufferers to try it before
it may be to late. By so doing, most of them will
save months of time and hundreds of dollars.
maOdiw
MRS. B. M. JACKSON.

silver, 3J inches dia-

beautiful and appropriate mementos of our centennial conceivable.
They will be sent, framed in anv desired stjle,
from 15 cts, each up for tbe singles, from 75 cts, up
for the sets and Medallion, which extra amounts
tbe most

A Farm or

ST.

the
Notwithstanding
that the benefits derived

44

35 cts.
gold
the complete set, mounted on gilt embossed
Bristol, 7x9, ready for framing:
The 9 pieces, all in copper, $1 50 per set.
44
44
9
copper, silver and gold, $2.00

BERRY,

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

febl2

1795.

Hall's Rubber Store,

fect 8asi5laction

Randall &

44

Or

Gymnasium.

retail a clioice variety (or
uso, warranted to give per-

At

44

very high relief of the celebrated ECCLESlNE
WASHINGTON MEDAL10N, STRUCK IN SILVER in England, in 1790,
a beautiful work of art, the most noted profile of
the period, of the “Father of our Country.”
The origiuals in the archives of the U. S. mint,
Philadelphia. Handsomely mounted on Bristol,
singly, carte de visite size, ready for framing.
25 cts each.
Any of44the copper coins,
44
in

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

THE BEST REMEDY FOR HARD TIES!
FREE

AND THE

FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

EIOYT&

A. QUINCE.

are ou

UNION

Book Binders.
WOT#

Ifrst and Cheapest

II, Printers’
Exchange,
Exchange »t.
0NALL & HHACKFORR, IVo. 35 PZnra

the Line of the

PACIFIC

Room

—

IVo. Ill

IS

KAILROAD,

—

NEBRASKA.

Street.

SECURE A HOME NOW.

Caritenicrs and BuUdeis.
P.a.l Slreee, op-

WHlTiVKV & MEANS,
polite the Park*

Full information sent FREE to all parts of the
world. Address
O. F DA VMS,
fe29dlwt Land Com'r U.P.R.R.. Omaha, Nebraska..

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
YVAf.TEK CORKY
8 8 x?ree Street.

A

CO., Arcade, No

GKORCE A. UHITNEI, IVo. 56 Exchange St. lrphol*tcriag of nil kindH
done to order.

X* A. Tv3I SOKT,

Horn Sheers*
Ar
YOUNG, Experienced

PHOTOGRAPHER

RORINMON
Uoim dhoem nl

novSdtf

244= Middle Sti-eet>
The

Rent Work

nt

A 131 :-T 0

XIoiicrnte Price..

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARROUB, 250 Pore Street,

J. I.
of Cross, Portland.

Photographer.

dtf

A. JJ. DAVIS A

W 0 0 D !

any

he

Name

quantity desired,

a*

low

if

HIVE

h»

OF THE

PORTLAND

MUTUAL FISHING

Street.

Is

now

open, and all applications for stock should be
made during ibe present month.

GEO. W. RICH, Secretary,

Clairvoyant

J. A.

aud Silver Ware.
H£BUiU,«t VO., IKO middle St.
MERRILL.

j, El Til.

which
or

ME A CALL BEFORE
CHASING ELSEWHFUE.

2,1^ CoEiimercial

1

Price, Complete, $4,

Abridged $3.

Moore’s Encyclopedia of Music, 96.
book oi easy Anthems for
Perlfln’s
Anthem BooF
Chorus Choir
Choir8. and

equally ood book

same
!

Fortune Teilei,
describes your future wife or husband, looks after
absent friends, ost or stolen goods, gives advice on
Jaw and business, gives names, A c. Office,
564 1-4 Congr^KN Street, (up oue ftiicbt).
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. in. to
10 p.m.
50 cents,

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Jerms. Ladies
Gents $1.00. Do not ring, but walk in.
dtf
in urKjjj.

Members ol tbe Southaate Dvkiug Company
1
are hereby untitled that their li'rst
meeting will
beheld in tlie School House, at Dunston Corner
Scarlioro’, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, March
22d, ii.st., at 1 o’clo :k, for the purpose of accepting
their Cl arter, organizing under the same and acting
upon any other business that may legally come before them
SETH SCAMMON,
Three persons
)
SEWELL
named iu the
IRA MILLIKEN.
act ot incorporation.
Scat boro’, March 10,1:70.
maUd2t

rpHE

of

a

ings !

71. €.
• »>»
in !ol»

FTTR.

St,,

HEAD BROWN’S WHARF.

dlw

PATTLA,

[$*2.0i>] to
difficult Anthems for the

OLIVER DITSON &

CO.,

JT. E. Ditson & Co.
Successors to Lee& Walker

Philadelphia.
mar8W&S<!few2w

jal2

Obtained in the Uuited States
I
V Canada, and Europe: terms as
low as those ol any other relia\
i 1
il ble house. Correspondence inLil 1
KJ vited in the
English and foreign
languages, with Inventors, Attornevs at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases onr fees are
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are successful.
want a Patent,

Miyrmfi
]

\

\

and

us a model or
a full

sketch

description ot
your invention, We will
make an examination at
the Pa*ent Office, and if
we think it patentable, will send yon papers and advice, and prosecute your case. Our fee will be in ordinary cases, $25.
| T\ TT T fi nOral or written in all mat-

MVICItiM

W.

accounts, partnership settlements
eic., etc adjusted. Previous business written!
and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed
Compromises between debtors and creditors effected financial ability of debtors investigated,
aud settlements effected when desired
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from this city and vicinity respectfully
solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities
man
TW&Fteodtf

INTRICATE

!Ta;<c

spring MALTIN’
wagon, nearly new.

&

at

50 l ab§ Choice butter.

t ries.
4001* Lbs*.

SMITH

TIME

the
HEREAFTER
.Gaboon B'ock,
will

Homoeopathic Dispensary In
Cor ot Congress and Myrtle
be oiien every
day (Sunday excepted)
from 4 .o 5 n’c.och 1». in
Advice and toedictne will be cheerfully given those who
apply at tbe
room8 at the above time.

FENNELL

Enquire at this Office,

feb25dlm*

S. E,

SYLVESTER, M. D., Sec.

&

—

PHILBROOK,

Southern Pine
300 M.

dtl

Flooring.

1 & 11-4 Inch

Dry

FIRST QUALITY FLOORING,
For sale in lots

loans at Cargo PPoes.
OEEUIKC,

or car

J.W.

*

310 Commercial Strtet, Fool of Centre MI
nel2eodtf

SUCCESSFULLY

CA/I

TREATED

[«

at the home of the patiPDt without the use of the

M^IFE «■*CAUSTICS
Anti without pain. Address,

ffl II
HM
gc
JBJ U

C

DU.

a.

EV.

BISOWIV,

I1AVEN, CONN.,
'Correspondence from Physicians
NEW

de22d«Yw6m

also solicited.

»

ULE.

FOR

minutes walk from
10 finished
rooms,
cellar, large new
stable, and all in good repair. Lot containing about
i acre of ground. For further particulars apply to
A T. SMALL,
Yarmouth Village.
mar7d&wtf

Upper Village,
IN depot,
1£ story house containing
with cisiern and well iu the
Yarmouth

5

a

R M.

Payson& CO.,
DEALERS

IN

Government Bonds,

D. C.

5ar*Sen(l Stamp for our “Guide fob obtaining
Patents,” a bonk of 50 pages.
Address:—LOUIS BAGGER A CO., Solicitobs of Patents. Washington, D. C,P O
Box 444.
dec28dtf

State and

City Securities.

BANK STOCK, Ac

CJ T Y A D V E RT LfvEM ENTfe

City of Portland.

For Sale at

Board of Mayor and Aldermen, I
March 6, 1876,
J
That the City Clerk give notice by
publication in the daily papers printed in this
City as required by law, to all parlies interested in
Sidewalks constructed during the past year, that
this board at some time and place to be fixed in said
notice, will hear all parties interested in the assessments made for their proportion of the cost of same,
and will thereafterwards proceed to establish the
assessments on said Sidewalks as follows, viz:

Great Bargain

a

If

ORDERED,

Street, east side, from

On Thomas

Streets.

Pine to

Spring

Pine Street, south side, between
Emery
Thomas Streets.
May Street, east side, between Danfoith

and
and

Spring Street.

Cumberland Street, south side, fiom Greeu to High
Streets.
Emery Street, east side, between Spruce and
Spring Streets.
Green Street, west side, between Cumberland and

Portland Streets
Smirh Street, west side, between Cnmbeilaud and
Oxford Streets
Plum Street, ensl side.
Adams Street, south side.
Pearl Street, east side, near Laurel Street.
Lincoln, No. 22.
Cross Street, east side, near Middle Street,
Franklin Street, west side, between Fore and
Middle Streets.
Spiing Street, south side corner May Street.
Congress street, north side, corner Congress Place.

Portland Street, corner Brattle Street.
Brattle Street, east side.
Fore Street Eastern Promenade, east side.
Washington Street, east side.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk
Attest,

THE PARIS

SoutfB S'aris, Maine,
Ilnuse. Store, Stable, Land, Water Privileges
and all other property connectei therewith. Will be
sold separately or together. The mill contains five
run of stones and all the most approved machinery
This mill is
for the manufacture of Flout and Meal
the most favorably situated of any in the State to do
a large and increasing grain business,
having long
enjoyed a very large local trade, which, with its shin
it
the
most
desiiable
mill propping facilliies,remJeis
erty ia the State. It lias sufficient water power the
full
of
a
control
near
having
pond
year round,
targe
the mill, amt also of Bryant’s Pond.
The above property will be so‘d low and on easy

Also,

Address

terms.

Paris

mchlStfPORTLAND, ME.

!

FERNALD’S

Tailoring

Clerk’s Office,

i
March 13 1876.
J
is hereby given that the above named
streets have, by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, been renumbered according to plans
in the City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers so designated must be affixed to the buildings on said
streets witliin sixty days from the first day of April
next.
Per order,
H. I. RDBINSON, City Clerk,
mal 1
did

Also all the

Nohhy_Styles

lor Spring.

FEBNALD,

237 Middle Sticct, tip Stairs.

mal3

d2w

WE SHALE OFFER

SATURDAY, MARCH 18,
A JOB COT
—

OF

—

Men’s & Boys’Vests.

Men’s at
Boys’ from

$1 00 each

25 to 75 cents

ORI HAWKED & HO.,
482 & 484 Congress Street,

insecrets.

we are

Ihe

the

1S7CL

FOR

Invest Now According to Your Moans
order, and

see

Centennial €»ood§

NOTICE

*10, *25, *50, *100, *200.

Emporium

and

A. 8.

To Owners or Occupants of Buildings and Lots on Alder, Brackett,
Elm, India, Myrtle, Preble and
Smith Streets.

ALEXANDER
&
FKOTHING11AIV1
CO. 19 Wall Mfreei, New York. Bankers
and Brokers, are prepared to invest in Stocks and
other profitable ventures of a legitimate character.
This firm is famous lor money making, and it num
hers among its patrons thousands who are well oft*
and are so because of their employment
of,
F KOTO! NCJ HAITI & CO
to procure invests
ment8. Send tor their explanatory circular. Stockpurchased and carried as long as desired, on a mar-

gin

—

91 Commercial Street,

of Portland.

of

OR

—

CAI.L IN AT

IN

one

FlouriDg Co., South Paris,

CENTENNIAL 76

City Clerk’s Office, 1
March 11, 1876.
}
of
the
pursuance
loregoing order, I hereby give
notice that on M >NDAY, the third day ol April
next, at seven and a half o’clock P. M., at the
Aldeimen’s Room, in City Building, the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen will hear all parties interested in the Asesssu,ents above referred to, and will
thereafter establish the same.
Per order
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
mal3
did

How to mako mcney is in
clined lo tell tho reader

FLOURING MILLS
—A T—

City of Portland.

City

,

Exchange Street.eodtf

32
mj27

of from three to five per cent .—From Boston

Saturday Evening Express, February, 19, 1876.
ma28
deodly

OFP. PREBLE HOUSE,
male__dlw
For Sale.
or the whole of a schooner now
building, including the Captain’s share, suita-

FIVE-EIGHTHS

fishing, fruiting oysterman. Can be completed in live or six weeks. Apply to It. N. Merrill,
inchlG-lw*
205 Pearl street, Portland.

ble for

or

"boston infirmary

for rupture.

3*20 llnrrmoii Are., BOSTON.
Specially devoted to the permanent cure of Hernia
or Riipturr,
Hydrocele, Varicocele and
analogous surgical diseases.
Geo. Heaton, M. D.
J. H. Davenport, M. 1).
ma!4d4wt
to Loan.
Entate
on Real
fi. B. WAVIft,
&c,Ac,
Real few*ate and Mortgage Broker

money

IN

hum*

to suit

parties

nov2iseod6m_

Window Shades,
Nice
priorn ih<t defy competition.
broad Ciiold Bond Hhadcn with fixture.-,
At

€

L A UK S O U

83

.

f r 75 cults Pninie
All kiudN of whadew
and ni.de ho order.

B

,
mai6d2w*

JEWELER,
CHANGE OF

YOB SALE BY

No. 12 Market Htreet.
aecl3

inventions.
References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett, Ex-Commissioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O H. Kellez.
Esq.. Sec’y National Grange, Louisville, Ky ana
the Danish and Swedish ministers at Washington,

WEEK.

Homoeopathic Dispensary.

New Prunes,

and

TSSSS

All diseases and difficulties of the feet treated in
the most skillful manner without pain.
Office Hour* from 9A ill. till S G*. HI., S*fmhl4
d5t
nsilay till G l* HI.

febl5tf

4000 Lbs. Cheese from best Maine Fac-

the

street#,

M ason for Sale.
I.1GHT

rooms

HOTEL

ME.

Send for circular.

Butter, Ac.

BOSTON.
711
Broadway,
New York.

ST.,

500 Bbie. Prime Michigan Apples.
44
400
Fastern Baldwins.

30c

Keni§on,
Has

Expert Accountant,

FEDERAL

Apples,

CHIROPODIST.

515 COMMERCIAL ST.

A

PresHCH, Door Plnif*, House NumSteel
Stamps. Stencils. Burning
Brands, Baggage and Klotel Checks, Arc.

gera is JLiving Waters, for Praise meet-

C. XX. Ditson & Co.

stamps,

Weal
bers.

MILLIKEN,}
)

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

—

Name Stamps for Marking Linen. Rubber
and Metal Dating Stamps,Ribbon Wtamps,

purpose.

What

and

few_

Watches, Jewelry
3. A.

ma2(12w

MDLLE. BOUTELLE,

Stair Builders.
R- F. MRBV, No. 252 Fose Street, cor.
CroMM St in Delano'* i?j ill.
G. B..
EIOOFEB, Cor. York and 71 a pie
Street*.

Bassinis’ Art olSiiii standard book in Voc il

City’

INSURANCE CO.

Dr.

«»r I.-ond,

BOOK

—

MANUFACTURERS OF

civ.

on

W. E.. DENNISON,
mal5

g .tieet.

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTEII, No. OK Kxcliuige

.JOHN C.

Practical and

m',h

—

Seventh daughtor ot (he seventh Son,

Roofers.

COAIj 2

;"r-F-FWa°’

middle Street.

J. N. JTlrCOY A CO., KS *»

for ilic Slorr in

mart
the: Iovte*if.

No SO

Plumbers.

Best Nova Scotia Hard Wood, delivered,
at $8.00.
Hood Nova Scotia Hard Wood, Delivered,
at $7 50.
Second Growth Hard Wood, Delivered,
at $7.00.
Hard Wood Slats and Edgings. Delivered,
at $7.00.
Soft Wood Slats and Edgings, Delivered,
at $s.00.
Soft Wood, Delivered, at $5.00.
I

CO.,

JA:UE8 IfllLIiEK, No. 91 Federal Street

I have on linuri n large quantity of wood
whieli I niONi cIom1 out tin* inonih at the
lot lowing low price*, viz:

Will prepare

Cor.

STOCK

Portland, March 1,187G.

PLEASE.

jat>8

No. 70 Pearl Nt.

THE

—

PORT LAN D

irvrwj Howard,

Culture Used everywhere.

—

Railroad Land

P0KTL1MD RUBBER TIPE CO*,

—

HOMESTEADS
—

Booksellers and Stationers.

TI. SARGENT.

P-S.-H **• RICH, will remain at the Old
Stand, where he will be pleased to see all his old
customers and a host of new ones.
jan3dtf

(SSP^A cents wanted.

By John W. Moore.

Tourjee’s

1876.

E.

NO. 232

BOOK,

INFORMATION.

jua*ier curois.

CENTENNIAL.

Addre«s

Family

MUSIC

What a prize is Shioiug River, for Sunday
Schools! 35c.

1776.

All parties in want of Coal will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere.

Rubber Hand

FOGG.

Information-about [2.000] prominent Musicians,

an

dtf

A

musical Instruments, musical Events,Musical Terms,
musical Theory, music Books, and
everything else
that one wishes to know about music, all concisely
and clearly stated. Valuable book ot reterence. The
possessor of this [and perhaps of Ritter’s History of
Music, 2 Vols., each $1 50] is perfectly posted and inquiry-proof in musical subjects.

STREET.

EXCHANGE

NEW

Price $1,95.

BROS.,

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
Parlor

cautioned not to

MUSICAL

Don’t Fail to Improve this Opportunity.
BEAN E

und°r the name of
& CO., was dis-

Dictionary ol

at half price.

....

HOOPER,
UPHO L8TEBEH

OPEN

-A.

at half price
at hair price.

•

J. H.

POSt

St.,

prepared to tarnish all those in want of Coal

am

LOWEST market rates.

Said Fogg has gone to parts unknown. The fimi of
Johnson
Fogg is hereby dissolved
NOAH W. JOHNSON.
Attest, JOSIAH CROSBY.
feb24d3w
Garland, Me., Feb. 21, 1876.

Hat Trees, Shaving Stand-*,

Probate Business and Collections.
tl3m
jan20

Inxed and matted.

I

the firm of

St.

Exchange

Parlor Suits

Forming

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

JUDKINS,

118 Commercial

as a

Our stock
st be sold in thirty
days to make room for new goods
and will be sold at a great sacrifice.

meter.

Attorney at Law,

talent, at

March

Tuesday,

are

BROS.,

DEANE

44

dlf

J.

RICH <fc

mhl61fcv

trust ALBERT
ALLJ>.persons
member of
FOGG, of Garland, Maine,

JOHNSON

silver

Exchange Street.

janl8

TURNYERE1N,

MUSIC

STANTON BLOCK,

JOHN

THE—

Assisted by the well-known

IN

No, 31 1-2

F

COAL !

Having bought out the Stock and St md of

Champion

receipt of price, $1 OO.

AT

44

Attorney at Law,

TIJfiEYVEREI.Y,
Prof. J.

COAL !

GO.,Corset*

Dissolution and Caution.

FURNITURE

RAIAEY, M. A. M. I>

499 I »2 Congress Street*
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.
Hours—10 to 12 A. DK.t and 2 to 5 P. M.
in a 3
d&wtt
Office

mchl6-td

complimentary Benefit tendered

IT !

solved March 1, 1876.
A. E. Cnase is alone authorized to sign the firm
name in settlement of all accounts.
mal3d3t*
Portland, Febiuary 23, 1876

Damaged

kinds promptly atnovlOdtf

of all

tended to*
—

Clown,

Grand

WOODS <V CO.’S ORGANS.
orders by mail promptly attended to. Please
decl4
call or send for Catalogue.
dly

COPARTNERSHIP.

OF1

PORTLAND.

THOMAS

<£s

Copartnership existing
THE•-AKTIOA.
PAI*ti

COUNSELLOR AT

James 3. MafQt,
as

STREET

MANUFACTURER OF

CENTENNIAL TROUP® !
wrrn

P.

JOBSS

HIMPTYDUMPTY

—

Block* (Boom No. 14)

a!6_

and 234.

PEOPLE

on

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

two ktights,
Wednesday and Thursday, March 22<1

35

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Brokers!

Opposite head of

HALL.

LaJe Geo. L. Fox’n New
and Only

TRY

FURNITURE.

CLARK,

«. A. CLARK, H.

Bailie*’ Matinee every Wednesday and Saturm.

BRASS AMD STRING BAA'D.

at the

We are also prepared to receive orders for tbc copy
ing of Specifications, Deeds, Bonds and all kinds oi
Papers, wfiich will bo done in a prompt and sattsfactory manner.
Writing Visiting Cards a Specially.
dtf
jan26

Monday. .Tlai-ch JOih,
MISS SOPHIE MILES,
in James Sheridan Knowles’
Comedy of

—

All

H^Senl to any par of the United States

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT,
Office Fluent

FOR

UEO.

495 Congress Street, Portland, Mo„ Agents for the

Corner Congress & Exchange Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.

La.dy Audley’s Secret!

in., to 9 p.

j

DSTELSOIsT

GEO. M. CLARK

Insurance

Saturday evening, March l»tb. and Saturday Matinee,

a.

—

Exchange St,

DAVIS &

all
Instruments
and Music

Wirings

IN THE MARKET.

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW,

F. Weelock.

from 9

jald3m

FOGG,

CHAS. W. DAVIS.

GREK Hi BIJs MIES !

day at 2 p. m.
Box office open

Cornet" and

WHO

PORTLAND, MAINE.
jan!3d&wtf

Friday eveniug, March 17th,
By Special Request,

LOVE

H.

42 1-2

Supported by the Talented Young Actor,

THE

°

Violius,

CORSET

St. Cor. of Milk.

Exchange

Also constantly on hand
Onitars, Flutes,
Accordions,
UariuouicuN. Clarionets,
"**®JOs*

Dress Makers

Fitting

a

Lam; Collection of tlie LatestPoplar Music.

the

Hi 81

COUNSELLOR -AT-LAW,
31 1-2

ALL

^

Has removed to

Sophie Miles,

Feint Heart Sever Won Fair

Best

f^ilcio,

Ja29_

The Popular Aitist,

Joseph

BECAUSE IT IS THE

BLOCK,
PORTLAND, ME.

Monday March 13th,

Miss

522 CONGRESS $T., 1’ORTLAND, ME..
Have j ist received

febl0d6m

Natural Magnetic Physician*
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Roon>9 Ifl and 12 Flu out Block
dtf
_nov8_

PORTLAND MUSEUM,
1. T. WVEB A CO.,

ox*.

Clocks

Watches

und

Jewelry

Ac
left for
Fire

Insured Rg«.ioit

201, Nearly
yam

Repair

Onn, die Falmouth.
dtf

Bnuds for 50

constantly

ccnt».

on

bund

PIKE,

53 Exchange Nl., Portland.

FOB NALL

201 MIDDLE ST.,
Waltham, Elgin A Swiss Watches, Mpecla^.
cles. Opera (Classes, Silver Ware,

►

JOIi W.titK of <very desc iption
executed

nl

ibis office

neal

PRESS.

The Nation has Ibis to say about the

charge of literary piracy brought against

Mr.

Dana:
Tbe expected report of tbe Senate Committee
against tbe confirmation of Mr, Daua, to the
body which has just confirmed Billings in the
judgeship at New Orleans, would be a wretched piece of business.
Wo believe the agents
who have contributed to tbis result are Mr. W.

ANNUM.

IS ADTAKCE.

The Democratic
papers all exhorted New
Hampshire to “speak up loud” so that there

should be no
misunderstanding of what she
said. But they didn’t
suppose she would
“holler”,so right in their ears.
It fairly
deafens them.
We do not read anonymous letters aud communiMr. Black worked very hard
among his
cations. Tlie nam< and address of the writer are in
Democratic friends to persuade them to vote
B. Lawrence, who accuses Mr. DaDa of having
all cases imlispcn&aole, not necessarily tor publication
pirated ihe notes of his edition of WbeatoD, against the commitment of his client, and
but as a guaranty cf good faith.
and Mr. B F, Butler, who accuses him of havWe cannot undei take to return or reserve commuing “bolted the tegular ticket” on certaiu occa- was highly indignant at the actbn.
“But,
nications that are not used.
sions, and being generally obnoxious to bitu- judge,” said one, “we couldn’t do difflerentAs regards Butler’s hostility, we had
fe'fly.” “Couldn’t do differently 1” retorted the
hoped that the Senate had learned enough to
be indiffeient to it
As regards Mr. Law-' judge, contemptuously; “couldn’t do differEvery regular attache of the Press is furnished
rence s charges, we shall
only say that tbe ently ! All that the Democrats iu this bouse
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
matter is.still before the
courts.haviug been re- are after is garbage,
ferred some time ago to a master to
garbage; and it won’t be
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
report oo
the tival editions
He has made no report belong before you’ll be thrown ont as garbage
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
cause. we venture to assert, there is
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
nothing to yourselves!”
report that would not be altnust ridiculous as a
journal.
The Baltimore American says that the rescharge against Mr. Data We made a careful
collation of the two books ourselves m 1866,
olutions of the New York Union League exand published the result iu No. 66 of the NaOffice-Seeking.
press a feeling which Is being manifested by
tion.
The only basis for Mr Lawrence’s
Some one has said that a larger portion of charges wottb
notice was that Mr. Daua's
Republibans all over ’he country. It also
the male portion of Americau citizens are at translations from foreign languages occasionalsays that the incumbents of United Slates
like
were
his
to
which
noly
textually
owo,
some time of their lives
engaged iu office- body wbo has ever translated from modern offices iu Marylrnd should understand that it
seekiug than in any other vocation. The languages will attach any importance in tbe would be both discreet and
becoming In them
person making the observation was doubtless case of a mau like Mr. Daua, wbo was himself to take a very modest share in
a master ot international law and a
making up the
leading
a cynic, an enemy oi the
Republic and so far practioner in Admiralty cases when he under- State Convention.
as literal and exact statement is concerned
took tbe work.
As to idenliiy iu the illustraEven Tammany Hall so
clearly sees the
tions cited of cei tain lu'es, since the illustranot a disciple of George Washington. We
tions were promineut eveuts in modern history,
hopelessness of Gov. Tilden’s cause that it
must all admit that there is some reason for
it is almost absurd to base od them au accusaopenly abandoned him.
the observation. The American citizen, big tion of bad faith offered to educited roeu.
If the Democrats could blunder over some
There is one case of literal copying uf a quotaand little, rich and poor, of the first as well as
other investigation, we should have some
tion of four lines of Lawrence's from Blackthe last families, delights iu official position.
stone, with the typographical error which it hope of
carrying Counecticut.
contained—over which Mr. Lawrence has been
One seeks office because ho has
money and
Secretary Talt says:-I have worked hard,
childishly exultaut, but there is uo doubt that
craves for honor.
Another strives for office
this was due to au oversight by tbe punter, tu
made some money, lost some, spent some,
whom, improperly as we tbiDk, Mr. Dana had
because he has no iflouey aud feels the need
and have a moderate
left the task of striking out all of Lawrence’s
competency. But I am
of bread. Let there be a vacancy in any ofa working-man.
notes
That this ertor was not detected* by
You see I have gone upon
fice and from ten to a hundred applicants ap- him in the pioof-sheets was natural enough
the principle of preferring to give the
boys a
The ordinary terov eagerness hut In fact, to attack Mr. Daoa’s character iu th s
pear.
matter iu ever so slight a degme is to give
good, thorough educational training rather
feebly sets forth the quality of their seeking. proof of a perverse and maligpant temper,and if than any large inberitaued of
property or
Frequently it is more than seeking; it is ag- the Seutte Committee is influenced by such money. One of “the boys” was the valedicattacks iu making its report, without giving
onizing lor office. Such viilues, such desert8
him a hearing, it will be guilty of a gross
torian at Yale in 1807.
such superhuman excellencies as they se"
offence agaiust justice and decency.
It’s the same old story wherever the Dem»
forth! Were the old .Roman custom lor of
T>*1
<1_TT_i
ocratic bumbuging is repudiated—it's always
VW1*( Ultd nuitu
>* ILn vU J
flee seekers to Darade the streets in white
“money and fraud.” The party of Fernando
■suggests to Judge Kelley tbat, if bis theories
gowns, how very white and long and fall
Wood is always liable to be cheated at elecbe right he cau easily find a remedy for the
would the garmeut of our average applicant
tions.
lack of ventilation in the Representatives’
for official honors require to be to set forth his
The Connecticut election occurs two weeks
Hall at Washington. He has always mainmanifold merits!
tained that anything will circulate which has Iron next Monday. Inspired by the grand
But here we are appalled.
Think of the
the government stamp upon it and a law to victory of New Hampshire the Republicans
spectacle of all of the office-seekers in Wash
it. Now let him induce Congress to of Connecticut are rousing for the fight.
support
ingtou or even in Portland appearing in white
The Montgomery (Ala.) Journal quietly
a
bill
pass
declaiing tbat the air ot the House
flowing robes in the streets on t^given day! of
says: “The air about Atlanta appears just
ta'ives is American air and is as
Represen
Not only would the disciples of Miller who
now to be full of dark and ugly rumors of
as anybody needs; that after the passage
have been watching so many years (or the good
and bribery. Georgia is the modcorruption
o! the accompanying bill it shall circulate
sudden and very unpleasant termination of
el Democratic state of the South.”
the hall as freely as any air circuthrough
mundane things, conclude that their day had
Southern papers credit Congressman Benlates anywhere; that it shall be receivable
come, but everybody else would be surprised
in all lungs for the duties of life on a par jamin H. Hill with the Intention to deliver
and dazed. It would, on the other hand,
on the first opportunity aa elaborate dtieuse
with aDy other air; and that within the
produce a corner in bleached cottons and set closed circle ot the
of the Confederacy and of secession.
The
hall the
Representatives’
our Manchester a-runuing at an unwonted
world’s air is not required. If that doesn’t advice they give him is—Don’t.
speed to produce wearing apparel for the of- make the air circulate
Like the man on the chimney on the first
then his theories are
fice-seekers.
day of the flood, the Democrats are looking
all wrong.
But so grave a matter cannot be dropped
over into New Hampshire and
crying, “It
Thebe seems to be a difference of opinion
after a few light remarks. There is no quesisn’t much of a shower.”
between the Finance Committee of the Eastion but that there is too much effice-seek
The Indianapolis Journal says that Mr.
ing. Time, lots of it, is wasted—time that tern Railroad and ex President Wooldredge. Landers roars lor greenbacks in Congress,
The
chairman
of
the former tells the Massamight be money or bread. And, first, what
but in his home dealings exacts promissory
is the cause ot the great desire on the part of chusetts Legislature that the Committee was
notes payable in gold.
never consulted relative to purchasing the
the American citizen for official position?
The triumph in New Hampshire proves not
Maine Central stock, and Mr. Wooldredge
what
means
have
so
citizens
been
By
that the people will tolerate Belknaps, but
many
says the purchase was made by its consent
tnrned in that direction ? We think it is
that they believe Republicanism something
and approval. It was rather a silly if not a
to
see
how
a
of
it
comes
about.
If
easy
part
And they
very different from Belknapism.
disreputable transaction and it is no won jer are right.
parents do not stimulate their children to
after the deluge that all implicated would
seek office when they have grown up, one of
It is a libel upon the people of New Hampstrive to shirk the responsibility of the disas- shire to
the first and the most constant lessons they
charge that they annually sell them
get at school is iu that direction. The teach- ter. Nevertheiess, the gentlemen were under selves to the highest bidder. The only parties
oath when they made these conflicting slaleer too often incites tbo boy by telling him
“sold” were the Democrats who expected to
that this and that president, congressman, ments.
cany the state.
governor or other official was a poor boy and
A gain of 160 Republican Supervisors in
By mistake an article from the Tribune on
a good one.
No one who has attended a
the recent New York elections. Add those
the conviction of Sooy, the defaulting New
to Maine and New Hampshire victories.
country school can tail to recall the little
Jersey
treasurer, has strayed into the colspeech of the commitlee-mau and how im- umns of the
“Privately,” says a Washington corresponArgus. The Tribune says no
dent, “the aduissiou among Democrats is
pressively he repeated at every visit to the time was wasted in
of
talking
impeachment,
district school, the declaration that some of
made that the nomination of a copperand the Argus applauds, for it does not see freely
the boy within Found of his voice might be
head candidate, together with the Confederthe hit at the Democratic managers in the
ate speeches of Hill, Tucker, ‘Sammy’ Cox
president, governor, or congressman some
House who are wasting time talking of imlime in his life if he would but strive for it—
and others, was what lost New Hampshire.”
instead of going before a grand
peachment
how the more pretentious school official
The New Hampshire correspondent of the
and
jury
giving evideace to secure the couwould inspire and even fire the youthful
New York Times writes of the election:
viction ot Belknap on a criminal charge.
minrl. nritl, Via a^nl.an-a-la at--... _1-,
“There is no reason for believing that
----■---”1“-"“VMV
“excelsior” aud positions of houor and trust,
In the matter of the County Treasurer’s either party made a lavish or illecitimate use
and never a vgord to encourage them to be- cLeckbook, it is
of money.
The Republicans certainly did
proper to say that any error
come quiet and intelligent citizens.
What
which may have been made in the Fbess not, because they did not have it to use.
I
a crop of town assessors that committee-man
know to the exact ceutjust how much monstatement of the cost will be fully corrected
sowed who urged a teacher to take np a cer- and explained when the facts are ascertained.
ey was sent into the state by the Republicans,
tain principle in arithmetic so that the boys
and I know, from careful calculation, that it
The official from whom the information was
might be able to ascertain from the valuation derived is engaged in an investigation into was tar less than was required to meet tbe
and amount of tax to be assessed, the perthe subject and our delay is with the conordinary and proper expenses of tbe camcentage. Then there is the hoys’ literature— currence of County Treasuter Hardmg. It paign, and that the deficiency had to be made
these attractive but really mischievous books is hardly necessary to add that there is noth- up by the Republicans of New Hampshire,
dedicated to hoys, such as the “Bobbin Boy,”
ing in the transaction at all compromising few of whom have dollars to spare.”
the “Tanner Boy” and scores of others—all that gentleman.
Between thirty and forty gentlemen met at
has a tendency to make the readers disconthe Bay State House at Worcester Thursday
The Argus unites with Ben Butler in op' night to talk over the political situation.
tenied with home and aspiring after something beyond, generally office. Is it not fair posing the confirmation of Mr. Dana to the
They appointed the following committee to
The Argus has sympato say that all of this sort of leaching is perEnglish mission.
prepare an address to the Republicans of the
thized with Butler’s financial views, but not
nicious—that it reudcrs useful employment
state: W. S. B. Hopkins of Worcester, Walter
of late, it was supposed, with his political
and every-day work so irksome as to be abanAllen of Newton, Hon. W. B, Pierson of
doned when begun ard so distasteful as not
sentiments, and it is curious to see that pa- Holyoke, Hon. A. J. Bartholomew of Southto be entered upon wlie it can be avoided?
perjoining with him in condemning Mr. bridge and Hon. John D. Long of Hiogham,
Dana for
But office-seeking does not pay.
It is the
bolting” a regular Republican and tbe following committee on corresponnomination.
most wretched business a man can undertake
dence: Hon. W. W. Rice of Worcester, Hon.
Charles Allen of Boston, Hon. A. L. Soule of
if he is looking for a means of livelihood.
The New York soft-money Democrats have
First the chances are not over one in fifty or
SpriDgfield, W. B. Hale of Northampton and
met and resolved that the genuine National
a hundred that he will succeed; and, second,
J. Evarts Green of Worcester.
Democratic Convention was that of 1868 and
if he is the fortunate man this year the next
Tbe Springfield Union says: ‘‘The stupidthat the platform then adopted—repudiation,
time the term expires he has to make the
est allegation of the opposition is, that tbe
denunciation of constitutional amendments victory in New
Hampshire was the result of
same desperate contest.
If he fails he isn’t
and all—is the only real article.
The Balti- bribery. In individual cases there may have
and
happy
frequently sulks. If he has en- more
been
bribes
used, though the charge that
Convention ot 1872 is declared to have
joyed the emoluments and honors one term been merely a ratification
they were as freely used by Republicans as
meeting. Little Democrats is most unjust: but the idea of
and is rotated he feels quite miserable. If be
by little theJDemoorats are beginning to show talking of a bribed majority ot 3,700 ia simply
is retired to private life at the expiration of
their hand.
ridiculous. The charge is an ouliageous libel
two or three terms, he is frantic. He really heon an Americau slate, and should be iudigbelieves after so many years of official life that
The Democrats are playing their old
nanlly repelled by all who are interested in
game.
he has acquired a sort of “divine-right-of-kiug”
They rupport David A. Wells for Congresa in vindicating tbe Americau character. A party
title and has a right to think that the purposes a district where there is no chance of bis must needs be in a desparate plight that ventures thus to blacken the good name ot an
for which the government was instituted have
election.
Wherever they have undoubted entire
community tor the sake of breaking
been thwarted when he is required to step out
majorities, they set the Independents adrift, tbe moral effect of a fair defeat.”
aud likely to retire from office a political dys
aud send men like Eaton and Cockerell to
peptic. If he does not there is enough of the Congress.
Boobs Received.
saintly about him to suggest him as a candi.
An endeavor will be made in the House The Chevalier Cane Cob. By Fortune du
date for political canonization.
But this is
Bolsgobey. Translated by Thomas Plcton. Paper,
to appoint a special committee to investigate
350 pp. New York: Robert M. Dewitt. By Mall.
not the worst ot it.
When a man is obliged
Mr. Clymcr. Of course the Democrats will
Belief-of (he Unbelievers, and Other !»>■to letire from office after a few years, he finds
conreea.
By Octavius Brooks Frothingham.
oppose the movement. They will never care
himself not only poor but without business.
Cloth, 280 pp price *1.00. New York: G P. Put
to investigate the doings of their own rasDaring the years he has been in office he has
nam’sSsns.
Portland: Lor in?, Short A Harmon.
cals.
got out of the regular channels of other busiBaisy Brenlvrrll. By Irene Wk] demur. (IreThe
the
If
he
ness.
left a trade for office, others
Tribune in denunArgus quotes
land Ward.) Cloth, 43t pp price *1.75. New
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have taken his trade aad his customers.
So
with other employments; if he was an “in”

ciation ot

in office he is

Democrats of a

an

“out” in business.

Lastly, any man who is lookiug to official
employment for a livelihood, can obtain a
more satis'actory one in other directions
by
the exercise of the same industry, perseverance

and lirnilr-nee.

At. first, lie

mav

net oet

as large an income, but once in Ibe way of in.
dependent support by bis owu efforts, bis
condition is likely to improve from year io
year. lie has the satisfaction, loo, of knowlug that he b bis owu man, and that it does

not rest with one man or the defeat of a party to take his bread from his mouth. OfEcc-

seeking

and even

oflice-holding

is the poorest

business in this country. We warn our friends
to let it alone. It brings vexation, auxiely,

sleepless nights, disappointment, p ditico-dyspepsia—in short, everything which a mtu
who desires to be'good and happy will, if wise
flee from. It is the wretched state of perpetual Micawberism.
Dn. Bacon

publishes in the Congregationletter addressed to Prof. Egbert C.
Smythe, urging the Andover church to appear before the commission provided by the
late Advisory Council and prefer charges
against Mr. Beecher. He believes the commission will be an eminently able and impartial tribunal, and that its decision will be
accepted as a fiual disposition of the scandal.
In a postscript to the letter he refers to Dr.
Starrs’ address of Sunday night and attributes his reflections upon the proposed tribunal to the heat of argument. In regard to
Dr. Slorrs’ intimation that he might be comalist

a

pelled to withdraw from the Congregational
church, Dr. Bacon says: ‘‘Dr. Storrs can
church but the church of the Pilthere is no Congregational chutch
which includes all others, as there is amoug

leave
Steam Engine and Boiler
fdTHE ENGINE au upright of about six horse
A powei. and ail Upright Tubular Boiler of about
loubie the powei ot the engioe. Apply to V, 11.LlAM LuWELL, 36 Uuiou street or W. H. PENNELL A GO., 38
niox street
'neigiltf.

l|r

TERMS 88.00 FEB

THE
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of

ot

Dr. R. T.
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a
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BUY THE CHAMPION CORSET!

respectfully inform the citizens ol Portland tbot he is prepared to turnish Cofflna,
CnskeiNand <»ra ve-V lothc», of all styles, at
the shortest jKissible notice. Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,

corner
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uo

grims,

as

the Presbyterians, bat each is independent.,
standing by itself, associating with others of
the same sort as it pleases—and thirl is its
life, beauty and power.”

bribery

in

New

1

1

Hampshire

IV

but

Tribune accuses the
large part of the bribery.

omits to state that the

Gov. Tilden appears to have been beaten
In the New York Democratic State Committee, his friends, who wished to fix an eaily
date for the meetiug of the State Convention
having been out-voted.
in... rt:

t-

<•

n_•

■»w

with a

willingness to consent to the
Democratic advocacy of an unconditional repeal of the Resumption bill.
The Republican convention in Chester
County, Penn., refused, by a vote of 33 nays
to 27 yeas, to instruct its delegates to tbe
National Convention to labor lor the nomination cf Gov. Hartranft for President.
Considering the vote in Congress on Monday, the Cleveland (Ohio) Herald says:
“The position stands thus:
Against the
right of secession, the Republicans in solid
phalanx. For the right of secession, the
Southern Democrats. On the fence, or hiding behind it, the Northern Democrats.”
Mr. Watsons, a promioeut member of the
Union League Club iniorms a newspaper
mau that “the Reform Club is not
pressing
the claims of any Presidential candidate. It
contains men who would like Bristow at the
bead of the ticket, others who favor

Blaine,

W. A. Wheeler, or Hamilton Fish. The
members only demand that themanebostn
shall have no ambiguous antecedents on re-

or

form

principles; also that the New York delegation to the national convention shall be
unpledged and uninstructed.”
“And

now

Pendleton is gone.

Original Plays#. Bj W. S Gilbert. Cloth, 366
pp., price $1.75. New York: Scribner, Armstrong
& Co. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
The

All our

Rye. A Novel. Paper 25i
price 75 cents. New Yoik: D. Appleton &
Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes
Ilifttory of ihe United Slatca of America
from the Diacoyery of Ihe Continent.
By
George Bancroft. Vol. II. Cloth, 598 pp. Bc§~
ton: Little, Brown & Co.
Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.

Recent Publications.
Unseen World, and Other Essays. By
John Fiske, of Harvard University. Boston: J,
U. Osgood Sc Co. For sale by Bailey & Noyes.

The

This is a collection of rev'ew. and essays’

published origioally in the Atlantic

Cornell, Judge Robertson, Con
Speaker Husted.

Monthly;

and which—with the avowed two-fold desire of
makiog an offering to friendship and clearing
out his workshop—the author has compiled id a
A review of reneat aud substantial volume.
views is a reflection at second hand, a shadow
of a shade; and it is rather with Mr. Fiske’*
merits as a writer than with especial points of
his taste, opinion, or modes of thought that a
journalistic notice conc“rus itself. The essay
io two parts, which gives its title

to

the

vol-

displays learning, tboueht and philosophy, together with a genuine religions sentiment, aid refined imagination. Throughout
Mr. Fiske’s writings are to be met finely ear
pressed ideas, as well as good thoughts that

ume,

tiou.

A. B.

Sparling

pp.,

owe

gressman Wheeler and

and

Cornin’ Thro’ Ihe

lican nomination for Governor of New York

little

Kcaacll

By Arnold Burges.

Cloth, illustrated#
201 pp., $4.00.
New York:
J. B. Ford & Co*
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
DiMcancM of Modern l.ifc. By Benjamin Ward
Richardson. Cloth, 520 pp. New York: D. Appleton & Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyfr.

men are breaking down.
I am doing a
forging myself,” said Jones, pensively,
yesleiday.
Among the men mentioned for the Repub-

great

are

American

Field.

Political News.
man

York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Portland:
Lorlng,
Short A Harmon.
Mia Milchceck’e Wedding Drees. By the
author of “Mrs. Jerningham's Journal." Cloth,
frontispiece, 259 pp., price *2.25. New York:
Scribner, Armstrong A Co. Portland: Lorlng,

litt'e of their force to manner of

presenta

The review of Mr, Longfellow’s tianslation
of Dante’s ''Div.ua Ccmmed «” ii the finest

and most purely critical chapter in the volume.
The paragraph upon the partiality accorded to
German poetry above that of the Latin lan.
guages, on account of its Saxon element and
consequent sympathy with our own speech—
is so original, just and acute that want of space
only forbids its transoriptiou here. Mr. Fiske’s
theory of the two distinct methods of translaIt leaves
tion is open to criticism, however.
no middle way where the translator may go
safely—but sees only upon the one hand the
austere rocks of literalism, and upon the other
the bewildering whirlpool ot free paraphrase.

second boob of.Daniel Deranda, George E'ioi’s
new novel, is given in this number.
In these
chapters the hero of the story appears, and the
masterly sketches of his youthful career are

In Dante Rossetti’s preface to his admirable
translation of the “Vita Nuova” and some
works of the circle of poets which were Dante’s

Benson J. Lossing’s opening article on The
ltomauce of the Hudson, illustrated, is not confined to Bevolutionary events, but deals also
with lighter legends and matters of literary in.

contemporaries, is to be found so clear, so ful*
and practical a comment upon the translator’s
art, that all difficulties of theory—not of course
of practise which are of individual application
—seem at once solved by it.
A word upon Mr_
Longfellow’s literalism may not be out of place
here, lest a previous mention of that trait seem
to lack appreciation of its worth, when employed as his is. Mr. LoDgfellow possesses a
peculiar power of moulding words to his meaning and following with strong, sure touch the
outlines of his copy. Tips trait found admira
ble room for its legitimate display in his Di-

Tragedy—an undertaking almost audacious in seeming, from the sacred na~
ture of the subject; and, in a literary
point of view, from the parallel of its title with
the “Divina Commedia. ’’But so reverently, so
closely has the poet transcribed the scriptural
vine

words, so pure and so harmonious is his verse,
that it becomes a pious work, an altaipieco
which the artist has painted kneeling.
The notice of the performance in our city of
Mr. J. K. Paine’s “St. Peter,” which Mr.
Fiske wrote for the Atlantic Monthly of July.
1873, will of course have much interest for
Portland readers. It is an extended, minnte
and technical critique, following in many
points the review of the oratorio in the Pkess,
the morning after the performance. As a
musical oritic, Mr. Fiske evidences cultivation,
solid generous appreciation, not especially imaginative and at times slightly conventional.
His remarks upon the relative sentiment of
final cadences; his spirited reasoning upon the
comment of the Nation upon the occasion, as
usual, over-nice and over-wise; and his generous praise of the Portland chorus, and appreciation of
difficulties with which they
successfully odhtended—prove Mr. Fiske to be
an impartial, solid and kindly critic.
The other essays and reviews of the volume
have the merits already denoted, and are judicious. sincere and reliable in tone.

theorcfi^tral

even more beautiful than the pictures previously givea of tha “spoiled child,” Gwendo-

len.
Julian Hawthorne’s Garth is continued.

A

story of considerable length, entitled Old GardistoD, is contributed by Constance Feoitnore
Woolson. Three short stories are contributed
by Arthur Hastings, Anna C. Swazey, and
Mar; B Higham.

terest.
In view of the Centennial Exposition, soon to
be opened in Philadelphia, Mrs. Eebecca Hard
ing Davis’s entertaining paper on Old Phila
will be read everywhere [with interest.
This paper, which is profusely illustrated, relates entirely to the social life and customs of
aute-Eevolutiouary Philadelphians. A second
paper will follow, treating of the Bevolutionary

delphia

period.
Professor Sernuel Lockwood’s second paper
The Microscope, amply illustrated,

on

presents

very curious results of microscopic investigation. The First Century paper this month,
devoted to Progress of the Fiue Arts, is contribsome

uted by S. S Conant, and is illustrated with
s'xteeu portraits, beginning with that of Paul
Bevere, of Bevolutionary fame, and ending
with that ot John F. Keusett.

Dr. Samuel Osgood contributes, iu bis char,
aeteristic style, au illustrated paper on St.

Joliuland,

a charity conceived years ago by the
Bev. Dr. Muhleuburg, and now in successful
operation. A homely article, full of practical
and important suggestions, is contributed by
Dr. Bobert Tomes, entitled At, before and
after Meals. William B. Hooper gives, in a

short article,

interesting account of the famous Tulip
Mania, early in the seventeenth
century.
The poetty of the number is contributed by
Bose Terry Cooke, Lord Houghton,Celia Thaxter anj A. F. The Fditor’s Easy Chair pays a
timely and appropriate tribute to Thomas
Paine, as tbe author of Common Sense, and
an

devotes considerable space to Household Art.

BY TELEGRAPH.

POST TBADERSH1PS.
Ex-Gov. Campbell Denies the Charges
Made by the N, V. Deraid*
Washington, March 17.—Ex-Gov. Campbell
ot Wyoming, now one of the assistant secretaries of slate, was before the Committee
on Expenditures in the War Department today and read a despatch published in the New
York Herald, dated Bismarck, including him
with others in post truderships, aud said that
he appeared here voluntarily to deny under
oath every statement concerning him in that
article.
Marc Abol the Manner in Which TrnderE*kips Were Obtained.
C. K. Peck testified that he was of the firm
of Dnrlee & Peck who were post traders at
Ports Sally, Rice, Stevenson aud Bufoid. They
were appointed as such by the army council of
the administration. In 1870 an act was passed
giving appointments to the Secretary of War
when the tradership at Fort Buofrd was taken
from the firm and given to A. O. Layton. Gen.
Hedrickjwas a partuer of Layton. Witness
did not know whether Layton paid the Secretary of War or auy other person for the appointment. He had never heard anybody say
so.
He did not know whether Orville Grant
had an interest in the business. He had never
spoken to Grant. J. W. Vaughn was designated to sncceed the firm of Durfee & Peck at
Fort Stevenson. Mr. Peck informed him that
there was only two companies at the post aod
his impression was that Vaughn wanted $1000
for the ptivilege of the post but he did not receive the money from the firm. The Secretary
of War not having been advised that Vaughn
would accept the position, the firm continued
to supply the post for a while, bat was subsequently put out as Peck understood through
Orville Grant.
James C. Fitz succeeded the
firm at Fort Rice. Fitz in a conversation with
him attribulcd his appointment to the fact
that he (Fitz) had been attentive to Mr. Tomlinson, an invalid, who had been placed in his
care, Tomlinson being a brtober of Mrs. Belknap. Athey was appointed to succeed the
firtr at Fort Sully.
Mr. Peck said he had a conversation with
the Secretary of War who told him that the
appointment dad been given to Athey by order
of President Grant aud that was the reason
why his firm was put out.
Athey had been a
clerk for W. C. Babeock, Surveyor General of
Kansas and a brother of Gen. Babcock, late
private secretary of the President. Thete were
four companies at the post. It was a statutable
post when the firm bad it netting about $10,000
a year.
The firm entered into a contract with
Athey who had no means. W. O. Babcock
came to see the firm about a contract to employ
Athey at the rate of $1,500 a year till he could
furnish means to purchase the stock and supplies of Durfee & Peck.
Athey subsequent'y
obtained such means.
Witness supposed the
was
flrocured
appontmeDt
through the influence oftSurveyor Gen. Babcock.
In fact it
was so understood between him and Athey.
It farther appears from testimony that Dnrfee and Peck were Indian traders at Cheyenne
under license of the Interior Department, and
,1—1

1.

IN

..

V.

u.>i,

was

Air. Banning of Ohio offered a resolution
instructieg the Military Committee to inquire

into the making of contracts for the transportation ol the Army supplies to Texas in
1874.
The House then at 5 13 adjourned till Alon-

THE SAFE BURGLARY.
Nellie.hip's Confession Cnsatisfactoi).
Washington, D. C., Alarch 17.—A letter has
been received in this city from a party who
was promicently connected witn the previous
investigation and trial of the Harrington safe
burglary conspiracy, stating that the so called
contessions of Nettlesbip, Cunze and Harrington were but another chapter in ibis conspiracy, and chat the three had talked over matters
together and told such impossible stories that
no one will believe them when they are made

public.

implicating a.bost of officials and
ring masters as has beeu stated, these confessions implicate no one of any particular prominence. The Judiciary Committee does not
intend to be hoodwinked by these confessions,
which, while they may be true as far as they
go, conceal the most important facts, and those
which the committee is especially desirous of
bringing out. The letter states that the only
man who could and would tell tbe whole
story
is Col. H. C. Whitley, ex-chief of the treasury
secret service, who "has beeu run ont of the
country by members of the district ring, and is
now engaged in sheep and cattle
raising in
Mexico.
Several other letters of a similar import have
beeu received in this city, ana the conclusion
has been very generally reached -that another
conspiracy has been contrived to cover the old
Instead of

Tlie Post-Office Investigation.

other#
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entertaining as
certainly veiy amusing "Chai
well-managed drama, though obscure

origioal

ty”

is

is a
to plot, in prose. The volume
wou'd have
been quite as good had "Trial
by
as

Jurj" b(,en

omitted.

Magazine Notices.
Harper's Magazine for April, with eighty-five
illustrations, cantaios a rich variety of matter,

suMed

to

all classes of readers.

shooks,

The end of tha

government

§149,000.

Cbcney’a Majority 3481.
Concord, March 17.—Returns from all the
towns and cities in the state except two, Eaton
aud Randolph, give Cheney a plurality of 3593
over Marcy, and a majority of 3281.
The two
remaining towns last year gave Cheney 51,
Roberts 149
3'otal—Cheney 41038; Marcy 37,975; Kendall 412; scattering 8. The same towns
last year gave Cheney 39,293; Roberts 39,121;
scattering 792.
The iu-li to the Black Hills increases

daily.

s n

VJ1I

rain and snow, and northerly to westerly winds,
I
and colder, cloudy weather, low hut rising
fog
1
barometer.
Cautionary signals continue on the Atlantic
<
coast
from Cape Uatteras to Eastport.
_

The tivalry of railroads in Western freight
*
tariffs
it is confidently asserted, will again be
1
in a few days by the cutting down
reopened
1
process.
It is stated that the ocean steamship lines
have decided to advance the rates of steerage
]
passage,

to

.cressetl MOgS SCaicemay ui at z-5 10.
firm at 10 @ lo$ for Western. Beet is unchanged. Cut Meats quiet; 1000 boxes dry salted shoulders at 9c; middles firm; Western long clear at l2Jc;
city long clear at 13c. 200 boxes short clear part at
12$. Lard is firmer; 1250 tcs prime steam at 13 70 @
13 75; 250 for seller March at 13 75; 3000 do seller May
•
at 13 90 @ 13 92*.
Freights to Liverpool—market is shade firmer.
Chicago, March 17 —Flour is firmer but not quotably higher. Wheat strong and higher at opening
and closed active and lower; No 1 Chicago Spring at
1 12; No 2 Chicago Spring at I 00$ on spot, gilt edge;'
1 01$ on spot; 1 01$ seller April; sales at 1 05$ @ 117
seller for May; closed at l 05$ seller May; No 3 do
at 862 5 rejected at 75c. Corn is generally unchanged,
some sales rather lower; No 2 Mixed at 43$c strictly
fresh; 43| @ 44c on the spot; 43$ @ 43$c seller March;
43$c seller for April; 46|c bid seller lor May. Oats
nominal. Barley is in fair demand and prices have
advanced; 58$ @ 60c on tho spot; 57$c seller for
April. Bye dull and unchanged. Clover seed ;prime
medium 9 50 for seller April; Timothy at 1 90 @ 2 30
for common to choice. Pork is dull and shade lower
at 22 10 @ 22 15 on spot; 22 15 seller April; 22 37$ for
seller May. Lard firmer and held higher at 13 25 @
13 27$ on spot; 13 35 seller April; 13 52$ @ 13 55 for
Bulk Meats are steady anti unchanged;
seller May.
shoulders at 8$c; short rib middles 12$c; clear sides
at 12gc.
Keceipts—7,000 bbls Lour, 24,000 bush wheat, 51,000 bush corn, 13,001 bush oats, 5.100 bush barley,
700 busb ot rye.
Shipments—7,000 bbls hour, 13,000 bush wheat, 30,000 bush corn, 10,000 busu oats, 1,0U0 busb t-aney,
1000 busb rye.
Un the call of the Board in the afternoon— Wheat
Corn
lower at 1 01$ seller April; 1 052c seller May.
and Oats are unchanged. Pork dull and unchanged
Lard higher at 13 3i$ cash; 23 47$ seller April; 13 65

London, March 18.—A Paris despatch to
the Daily Telegraph savs ao arch of a
railway
bridge over the river III, near Lntterback, gave
way under the pressure of the flood.
A passenger train from Mulhouse for Strasburg
wbicb was passing at the time, was
precipitated
into the river. Tbe carriages fell on
top of one
another aud were dashed to pieces.
Owing to
the violence of the stream none of the
passengeis could be saved. Thirty corpies have already been recovered.
FRANCE.
Prefects

Shipping Warehouses Ruructl.
A block of shipping warehouses in
Portland
sitreet, Manchester, was burned this
morning,

Ship Transit, Percy, (or Dixon) from Key West for
St John, NB, put into Bermuda 6th inst leaky.

Leghorn, reports. 25 miles WNWot Bermuda, passed
the wreck ot a schr of about 175 tons, dismasted and
full ot water; last part ot name was “.t-ily, of Portland.” [Piob.iblv schr George & Emily.]
Brig Jeremiah, from New York for Cardenas, put
pack 16th and reports having run into and sunk the
scbr P A Saunders eight miles from Barnegat.
Brig Selma, Arnett, at New York from Matanzas,
reports, 14ih inst, ott' Capo Hatteras, was struck by
a heavy sea which carried away wheel, started after
house, stove bulwarks, &c. Capt Arnett was knocked down at the time and broke his jawbone, fractured
his shoulder and was bruised otherwise.
Brig Nellie Gay. Dussant, was at St Pierre Jan 15,
to sail next day for St Thomas, and as she has not
been heard irom since, fears are entertained lor her

steady and in f iir demand; No 2 in at 32 (a)
32$c; seller May 34$ @ 35c. Burley is unsettled ana
2 Spring fresh at 87$c; seller for March at
higher;No
] do April
at 80c. Bye shade firmer; No at 722c.
84c;
45c.

■

Oats

Provisions are quiet and steady.
Mess Pork at 22 00
seller April. Prime Lard at 13$ @14.
Sweet Pick]
led
Hams 11$ @ J2$. Dry Salted shoulders 8$ @ 8$
Dressed Hogs are quiet and steady at 9 00 Ccl 9 25.
Receipts—4000 bbls hour, 31,000 »uhl wheat.
Shipments—1,000 br*ls hour, 11,000 bush wheat.
St Louis, March 17.—Flour—double and treble
*
extra
fall at 4 50 @ 5 50, scarce and wanted; other
grades dull. Wheat—buyers and sellers apart; No 2
Bed Western at 1 50 asked; 1 47 bid; 1 53 asked seller
for March; 1 48 bid; No 3 do at
36 asked; 1 32 bid
Corn ea. ier; No 2 Mixed at 41 @41gc cash; 4l$c lor
seller April; 41|c seller Mayc; 44c seller June.
Oats
i;inactive; No 2 at 33 @ 33$c cash; 32$c bid at call 33c

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Cld 15th, ship Pride of the
Port, Baktr, Burrard Inlet and Calcutta.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 15th, ship Kentuckian,
Dunbar, trom Havre.
MOBILE—Ar lull, 6cb Webster Bernard, Smith,
SAN

Sheppard,

RICHMOND—Ar

j j

1

14ib,

sch

low

as

been selected with can?
in any other market.
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GRASS SEE!#.
Herds Grass, CJover and Red
SALE BY-

FOR

—

Littlefield,,

&

Barrie

143 Commercial Street.

DR.

THAYER,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Late of rhilndelplilfi'
CAN

—

CONSULTED

BE

—

FREE
at

bis

rooms

CHARGE

OF
in

Mechanics’ Hall Building.
The Doctor in

of both

Graduate

a

the Allopathic and'

Homoeopathic Schools*,

lias been in extensive practice for twenty years. Disof tbe Eye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion that he never fail*
to cure h here a care Im po**iblc.

eases

sndW&Stf

CAUCUSES.

OlBre IIour« 9 to 12 A. 1H.,
dc8
to 8 P. ML.

1

Republicans of Cape Elizabetn,

are

TO

requested

to meet at the Town House, on SATURDAY,
March 18tb, at 3 o’clock P. M., to nominate Town
officers for the ensuiug year.
Per order of
TOWN COMMITTEE.
malOdtd
Cape Elizabeth, March 10,1876.

Cape

and

U

iebl7sneodtt

LADIES !

BROWN’S FRENCH DRESSING}
Will make Ladies' and Children’s Boots and Shoes’
that have become rough and red, and Ladies’ Traveling Bags which look so old and rusty that they are
ashamed to ca-ry them, look just as good as new. It
will not rub off or smut wbeu wet. Softens the leather.
No lady will be without it after one trial. Beware
of imitations and count erleits. For sale everywhere.
H. F. BROWN & CO ;
mhl5
sneodRh

Elizabeth.

The citizens of Cape Elizabeth are requested to
meet at the Town House in said town on MONDAY.
March 20tb, at 3 o’clock P. M., lor the purpose of
nominating town officers lor the ensuing year.
Per order
CITIZENS COM.

Cape Elizabeth, March 12th, 1876.

THE

5,

lo

Cape Elizabeth.

c-___

mhlldlw

FOREST

TAR.

THK
For beneficent effect

the system, no preparation a
equal those of the Forest Tar Co., of Portland, Mo

TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.,

haler) are unexcelled. For Bronchitis and Throat
affections, Forest Tar Troches are excellent and convenient. For immediate use in cases of Cuts, Bruises,
Burns or Scalds, keep Forest Tar Salve always in the
house.
For Salt Rheum, eruptions of the skin’
chapped hands, dressing wounds, shaving, or the toilet, use Forest Tar Soap. Ask your druggist for these
preparations.

Largest Accident Insurance Company
IN THE WORLD.
Accident policies written.400,000
Eifc policies written. £4,000
Cash asset* Ann. I, 1870.83,730,600
8urplas to policy holders over..# 1,090,000
**aid in benefit* (acc’t policies).$£,300,000

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY,

octl5

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

bn 9m

VICKERY & LEIGHTON.

Also grants Eife and Endowment Policies of
approved forms, of the Best Quality, on the Best
Plan, and upon the Best Terms.

MIDDLE

all

will

AMPLE SECURITY,
LOW

at

PREMIUMS.

to any Agent, or write to the Company, at
Hartford, Conn. Accident Policies sent by mail.
Rales, Blanks, etc., furnished for the asking.

J.

GOODS,

BOSTON PttICES, thi* day.
snlw

STROCT

Cliase,

&

RAGE,

COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW

GENERAL AGENT,

mhl3

STREET,

fine assortment of

a

mh 13

Apply

31 1-2

open

NEW SPUING

DEFINITE CONTRACT,

Andrew

on

For Consumption, Catarrh and diseases of the mucous membrane, Forest Tar in Solution (with the In-

OFBABTFORD, CONN.

Have Removed to Office in Hon. W. XV.
Thoma*’ New Block,

Exchange Street, Portland
311-2 EIC2ANGE ST. COR OF MILK
sntf
STROUT.
dec30

H. W. GAGE.
snd&w3m

S. C.

To Core Catarrh

JUST

RECEIVED
—

PHYSICIANS ARE BAFFLED!

coimotf
Which

ouo

AT

—

OrinHawkes& Co.’s,

\Y by? Scau.e Hie have not made
this disease tile study ol a life-time,
as did old
Dr.
Itaedcr, a disProfessor,
tinguished German
who has probably spent more time
over ibis intricate complaint than
Reflect
any person on the globe.
tor a
moment, use
your good
tbp.t
the
sense, and remember
origin of Catarrh is in a

482 & 484 CONGRESS

ST.,

SUITING',
OVERCOATINGS,
TKIiimiNGS !

COLf>

—

FOB

—

Spring W oar.

Box or the great remedy,

FINE TEXTURES!

NOBBY STYLES!

RIDER’S

Gentlemen in want of stylish garments will do well
to give us a call.

IT'Cmiiug

done

OPPOSITE

German Snuff,

lo

order.

PREBLE

HOUSE.

mhH

d3w

GRASS SEED !

Would have quickly cured.
Now what are the
spmptom3 of Catarrh? They commence with a sense

of irritation about the nasal organs which, if not
alter a short time
extend to the throat.
As you lie down at night,
and tain would sleep and rest the weary
brain,

allayed with GERMAN SNUFF,

have now on hand an extensive Stock ot
Prime HerdiGraM, Ked Top Clover,
Mine
A Ui lie
Clover, Orchard GraM,
Gram, Hungarian Gram and IVlIllet Meed,
which we offer at the Cowent Cash Price*. We
also have a large assortment of Vegetable and
Flower Need*.

WE

HORRIBLE TO SAY,
The Secretions of the Head

PASS TO THE LUNGS,
Causing these delicate organs
with

L Tracey, Meservey, Richmond;
^CkHItlifsch John
Anna
Terry, Port de Paix.

Eastport.

yard.

per
goods have

These

be sold

—

Silks from 85c to $3.00

Biack

§ 1.00.

ma!8

KEY

WILMINGTON—Ar 14lh, sch Carrie Melvin, An-

ALSO

—

Phillips and Perkins supply the trade.

PENSACOLA—Cld llth, brig James Davis, Ellis,

New York.

of

Plain Colored Silts in Choice Shades

Dlt.TlIOS. G. LORING, Prop.

Phiadelphia.

WEST—Ar 16tb, barque Nellip May, Blair,
Liverpool.
SAVANNAH—Ar 15th, schs May Morn, Phinney,
Wilmington : Mary A Power, Wiley, New York;
Light of the East. Hamer, Orient, LI.
CHARLESTON—Ar 15th, sch Lily, Cole, from

opening a large assortment

otherwise possess.

Price
:

Pascagoula

to

Kendall &

become impregnated

^PORTLAND,

CATARRHAL

Paragon, Morang, Irom

BALTIMORE-Ar 16th, sch W B Herrick, Baker,

Whitney,
ME.

Messina.

PHILADELPHIA —Ar 15th, sch Anna Barton,
Me Willey, Kennebec.
Ar 17th, barque Orchilla, Herriman, fm Matanzas;
sch Helen, Robertson, Havana.
Cld 16th, BCbsC B Paine, Hilliard, Matanzas; Elwood Burton. Jarvis. Cardenas.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 16th, schs Aldine. Dennison, Cientuego8 ; C W Lewis, llupper, Matanzas, tor orders; Luella A Snow,-.
NEW VOKK-Ar 15th, brig John Mason, Porter,
Miragoane; Selma, Arnett, Matanzas; schs Phenix,
Randall, and T Benedict, Crockett, Portland; Henry
9M
May, Hatch. Providence.
Ar I6tn, ship Borneo, Shaw. London; schs SpeedCardenas.
and
Drisko,
Dalling,
Dading,
Maggie
well,
Cld 15th, brig Eliza Morton, Leland, Oporto.
Cld 16th, ship Riebd McManus, Beals, Anjier, for
orders: oaruues Uentoo, Staples, tor Reval, (Russia);
W H Genii, Collins, Havana; brigs Giles Luring, Anderson, Valencia and Alicante; David Bugbee, Stowers, Cadiz; Jos Clark, Stahl, Key West; Ponvert,
Moore. Kingston. J ; schs A R Weeks, Farr, Cardenas; Sarah W Hunt, McFadden, BaraGoa.
Passed through Hell Gate 15th, schs Jeddic, Chadwick, Port Johnson for Boston; Douglass Haynes,
Adams, do for do; Skylark, Smalley. Baltimore for

POISON.
In the morning you arise with a dull,
heavy feeling about the head and extreme nausea at the stomach; you cau eat nothing with a relish, to work is a
task, as you have that dull pain and sense of oppression which demonstrates the fact that

EASTMAN BROS.
are

CATARRH

The

—

|

Irlnitia via

Now when you realize this fact, do not get frightened
and run and pay live or ten dollars for worthless
but invest just 35 cents in a box ot

Sid lGth, schs Dexter Ciaifc, Curtis, and Union,
Stevens, Wilmington, Del.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 14th, brig A H Cuitis,
Merriman, New Orleans via Key West for New Bedford; schs Five Sitters. Wallace, Sagua 10 days for
Boston; Bramhall, Hamilton, Elizabetbport for do;
Viola May, Smith, So Amboy for do; Forest City,
Hodgins, Hoboken lor do; Bebjamiu, Aylward, So
Amboy for Salem; F P Hall, Keene, do for Saco;
Grace Cushing, Hamilton. Weekawken for Lynn;
Ganges, Pomroy, New York for Marblehead; Wm
Mason. French, do for Portland; Mary E Van Cleat,
Thrcdike, Cardenas for do; Julia Newell. Guutill,
and Mary B Smith, Maloney, Newcastle for Kockport; Altoona, Fitzgerald, Wilmington NC fordo;
Nicola, Kandall, Providence for Machias.
Bid, schs L M Knowles, Eliza B Coffin, C II Macomler, Wm Connors, Ida May, L A Johnson. J B
Austin, Loretlo Fish, N A Farwell, Wyoming, II G
McFarland, Ida Bella, Wm Mason, Five Sisters.
Ar 12th, schs J C Nash, Crowley, Perth Amboy for
Boston; Cherub, Fletcher, New York fordo; Neptune’s Bride, LindBcy, trom Elizabetbport for Salem;

Bowdoin, Randall, Philadelphia for Portland; Olive
Elizabeth, Randall, Port Johnson for Quincy Point;

Anna Elizabeth. Getcbell, Savannati for Daniariscotta; F Dean, Westgate, Bath tor Philadelphia.
EDGARTOWN-Ar 14th, seb kR Foster, KobinsoD,
New York tor Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, sell Ruth S Uodgdon, Melvin,
Rockland.
Cld 10th, r«1i Addie Todd, Corson, Surinam.
Ar 17th, schs II G McFarland, McFarland, Cicnfuegos; L & M Knowles. Dinsmore. Sagua; Five Sisters, Wallace. Sagua; A W Fisk. Kel'ey, Turks Island; Wm Connors. French, Jacksonville.
Old 17ili, schs Chromo, Wooster, Port au Prince;
J L Merrill, tor Kennebec.
SALEM—Cld 13th. set. Francoma, JordaD, Jacksonville, (and sailed 14th.)
Ar 16th, schs Empire. Ryan, and George Sliattuck,
McCarty, Boston ior Belfast; Carrie Alice, Phillips,
do tor Camden.
PORTSMOUTH -Ar lGth. sell Allantie, Rhoades.
New York.
POKTH.
At. Yokohama Feb 23. barque Jonathan Chase,Curtis, from Newcastle NSW.
At Shanghae Feb 14, ship Golden State, Delano, for
New York.
At Hong Kong Feb 15, ship Charter Oak, Smith,
uuc; barque Metis, Kent, do.
At Rangoon Jau 28tb, shij) Columbia, Carter, for

Europe.

Falmouth, E, 15ili lost, ship J B Lincoln,
Lombard, Independence Bay; barque St Cloml,BagGalveston.
lev,
Ar at

a cure

bargains.

One Case 4-4 Dress Cambrics, slightly
imperfect in printing, at 8c per yard.
Arc

is

aolil in perfect good. nt 18c.

EASTMAN" BROS.,

German Snuff,
Use it according to directions, and
ranted.

—

One Case While Picnic at 10c per yard.

REDERS

KpV WpR[.

ALSO

Black lirilliaiitlnes at decided

advice,

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port 13th. schs J
Rogers, Fletcher, Boston for New York; Nicola,
Randall, Providence for do; BJlow, Bennett, Newcastle lor Rocklaud.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 16th, brig A II Curtis, MerKmv

finest goods at the price ever shown in the market.

A VICTIM.

C

rimon

selling

Black Cashmere for GOc, 65c, 70c, 75c
and 80c.

HAS SECURED

Boston.

j
i

are

Tlie record of cures performed
111 tips Cily by LORING’S SPECIFIC lor DVSPEPSII, HABITUAL
CONSTIPATION, SICK HEADACHE and PILES is without a
rival in the annals ot medicine.
Sold by all Apothecaries, in Town and Country.

safety.

so

do May.
Toledo, March 17.—Flour is steady and in moderate request. Wheat is steady with a moderate demand; No 2 White Wabash held at 1 40$; 1 40 bid;
No 1 White Michigan at 1 30; Amber Michigan held
1 26$; seller for April at 1 27$; seller for May 1 30$
Ooru firm and in lair demand; High Mixed at 49c;.
seller for April 49$c; seller May at 5(*2c; seller June
Gats are firm ami
at 51$c; low do nominally at 45c
in fair demand; No 2 at 35c; White held at 40c;Michat
igan 31$c.
Milwaukee, March 17.- Flour is unchanged and
Wheat opeued firm and |c higher ami
held firmly.
1
closed
firm; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 11; hard do at 1 17$;
No 2 Milwaukee at 1 032; seller for April at 1 04$;
seller May at 1 08$; seder June 9$o; No 3 Milwaukee
at 90c.
Corn is steady and in fair demand; No ? at

years old.

of towage £1200.

91
22
24

ovv UUIB bciici

ly

fifty

MEMORANDA.
Barque Sarah, from Turks Island, arrived at Delawaie Breakwater 17th iu charge of the first male,
Capt Nichols having been washed oveib ard. The
captain was a resident ot Searsport, and usually had
his family with him when at sea.
Ship Garnet, Oliver, from Shields for San Francisco,
which was towed into Ramsgate 15th inst, had lost
sails, anchors and chains, in a heavy gale. Expense

Domestic Markets.
New York. March 17—Evening.—Cotton market
easier and quotations
unchanged; sales 22.000 bales;
123c for Middling uplands; delivered on contract 4oo
bales. Flour—receipt 12,140 bbls; the market is a
shade firmer with a fair export and home trade demand; sales 17,200 bbls; No 2 at 3 25 @4 0; Superfine Western and State at 4 20 @ 4 65;extra Western and State at 5 00 @ 5 25; choice do at 5 30
@
5 75; White Whtat Western extra at 5 80
@ 7 00;
Fancy White Wheat Western at 7 05 @ 7 75; extra
Ohio at 5 00 @ 7 25: extra St Louis at 5 25 @ 9 00 patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 50
@ 7 35;
choice to double extra at 7 40 @ 9 00, including 5900
bbls shipping extras at 5 00 @ 5 20; 4200 bbls of
city
mills extra at510@575; 3800 medium to choice
Western extra at 5 8" @ 8 50, closing steady; Southern flour at 5 00 @ 8 75.
Rye flour is steady at 4 25 @
@510. Cornmeal is steady at 2 65 @ 3 35. Wheatreceipts 12,860 bush; the market is more active and
1 @2c higher; sales 23,800 bush; 1 02
@ 1 07 for ungraded Spring; 1 20 for Mixed Spring; 116 for No 3
Milwaukee; 115 for No 3 Chicago; 1 20 @ 1 23* for
No 2 Chicago in store and afloat; 1 27 for No 2 Milwaukee in store; 1 30 for old do in store; 1 30 for No
2 Minnesota in store; l 36 @ 1 38 for No 1
Spring ;115
for common Mixed Winter Red
Western; 1 30 for
inferior Amber Winter do in stoie; 1 33 for Canada
Club in bond. Rye is quiet and firm.
Barley dull
and in buyers favor; No 2 Canada at 1 05. Corn-receipts 36.796,bush; the market is a shade firmer wit h
a fair export and home trade
demand; sales of 98,000
bush; 59* @ 59.Jc for no grade Mixed; 61* @ 613c for
graded low Mixed and steamer Mixed; 62*<kfor graded Mixed; 62 @ 63Jc for common to prime Mixeu and
Yellow Southern; 51 @ 65c for White Southern; 67c
bid for old Western Mixed in store; also 10,000 bush
steamer Mixed seller April at 62c; 5,000 bush of inspected Mixed seller March at 62Jc: 25,000 bush seller
April 63*c. Oats—receipts 16,100 bush; the market
is shade firmer for graded; sales 56,000 bush; 424
@
48c for Mixed Western and State; 46 @ 52c tor White
Western, including No 3 Mixed New York inspection at 43 @ 43*; No 2 at 46. Hay firm. Coflee— Rio
is firmer with more inuuiry at 15* @ 18*c gold for
cargoes; 15* @ 19Jc gold foi job lots. Sugar is unchanged at 7§ @ 7gc for fair to good refining; 7*c for
prime; 5oO hhds Muscovado on basis of quotations;
refined in moderate demand at 9j|c for standard A;
H»* @ 10j|c for granulated ;10| @ 103c for crushed and
powdered. Molasses quiet and unchanged. Ric: is
quiet aud steady at 6* @ 7*c for Carolina. Petroleum is quiet and steady; crude 8|c; refined at
I4*c;
cases at 18*@2ljc.
Tallow at 9c. Naval Stores—
Rosin quiet at 1 60 @ 1 65. Turpentine is steady at
38c. Wool quiet. Pork is more steady; 430 bbls new
mess at 22 75 @ 23 06; 1000 bbls seller April at 22 90;

Passengers Drowned.

quiet.

102*

.-.

Falls Into the
River 111.

over

Sch J F Chase, 34 tons, built at Harpswell iD 1856.
Sch R
has been sold fo parties in Boston tor $1625.
A Baker, 32 tons, built at Truro in 1831, baa been sold
to L Allen and others of Lubec.
Sch Danl Webster, ot Salem, 60 tons, has been sold
to parties in Rockport, Me.

Central Pacific bonds...108*
Union Pacific bonds...
.105
Union Pacific Land Grants
1033

A Train of Cars

are

She is

Railroad securities:

A TERRIBLE DISASTER.

Lliscouuts

Marine men have wondered why the old schooner
Maine, of Portland, commanded by Capt Brown, has
She sunk some years ago and the
so long.
planking below the water line seems to be petrified.

Telegraph. 19*
Missouri Pacific. 14*
Atlantic & Pacific preierred.
41
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific

N.

EASTMAN BROS.

mchlG&n-tf

lasted

Paul.438
preferred. gi»
Wabash. 4*
Atlantic & Pacific

Crimes and. Casualties.
Mrs. Keys, wife of a laborer on the Morris &
Essex Railroad, was murdered nine years ago
in Swartsville, N. J. A laborer named Cunningham, recently arrested in Cleveland for
beatiDg his wife, proves by the confession of
the latter to have been the murderer.
He has
been brought to Swartsville for trial.
Mr. Osborne, of the firm of Hayden & Osborne of Newark, N. J., was killed at Pawtucket yesterday by a fall in tbs boiler room of
the Conaot thread mill.
Patrick Cullen, watchman in Border City
mill at Fall River, was
instantly killed Thursday night by the bursting uf a steam blow-.jipe.

I FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.]
sch Addie Jordan, Leavitt,

Philadelphia 17tb,

Cld 17th. brig Eudorus, Farr, Matanzas.
Ar at Philadelphia 17th, barque Sarah, from Turks
Island. [See Mem.]
Ar at Liverpool 15th inst, ships H L Richardson,
Morton, Savannah; Imperial, Crosby. San Francisco
Md 16th, ship Bohemia, Delano. San Francisco.
Ar at Falmouth 16tb, ship Florida, Curtis, Astoria, O. Ship J B Lincoln is ordered to Antwerp.
Sid fm Cardenas 15th. ech C P Gerrish, Armstrong,
North of Hatteras.
Sid fm Sagua 15th, sch David Talbot, Amesbury,
North ot Hatteras.
Sid fm Caibarien 14th, barque F H Loring, Loring,
New York.
Sid fm viatanzas 15th, sch Wliitn y Long, Hayes,
North ot Hatteras.

st.
St. Paul

Brislin, Commanding.

ENGLAND.
The Loudon sttocla Exchange.
London, March 17.—After the regular liusi1less hours
yesterday there was renewed dist: rust among the stock
operators aud a general
r elapse in
prices. There were two failures this
nnoruiug.
Liabilities small. Business is res tricied.
Home railways are depressed by tbe
quantities of slock thrown on the market
j111arge
n
consequence of late failures.
Foreign secuJ'ities stronger, aud better prices are realis’d

Ar at

Shore.’

Sinking Funds.
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.
Guaranteed.

Silks,Silks,Silks.

Please tell the people that you saw thei
advertisement iu the PRESS, the cireula
tion of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

Bone Co.

Chicago & Northwestern. 42i
Chicago & Northwestern preierred. 64
New Jersey Central.107

Gen. Crook Pursuing the Indians.
Cheyenne, March 17.—Last evening Mr.
Fielding came iDto Fort Fetterman from the
camp at old Fort Reno, briogiog letters from
men in the command.
On the 7th inst. Gen,
Crook lett the main camp at Fort Reno taking
a pack
train and fifteen days’ rations for the
cavalry, and struck out after the Indians knowu
to be north of that place, since which date
nothing has been heard from him. Ou the way
to Reno the command was attacked several
times by Indians, and two men were wounded.

commutes.

Sell Emma T Story, Fernald, Tremont—Wm H
Preble.
Sch Polly & Clarissa, Ball, Boothbay—Cumberland

ueuirui o£ nuusou it

Illinois Central.

The Garrison at Fart Pease Relieved.
Washington, March 17.—The following ba3
been received at Gen Sheridan’s headquarters,
forwarded by Gen. Terry, commanding the department of Dakota:
Mouth of the Big Horn, March C.—Arrived at
Fort Pease March 4th and relieved the garrison.
The fort was evacuated today noon. The
garrison consisted of 46 men, of whom six were
killed, eight wounded and thirteen left to go to
the settlements by night.
I iound iu the fort eighteen white men and a
uegto and have brought them away.
1 saw no Indians, but found five lodges here
of about 60 Sioux, who fled south.
I tbiDk
•they were watching the fort to pick off the
man
who ventured ont.
We shall start for
home tomorrow.

s ieme

Sch Jennie M Bums, Burns. Rockport for Newport
Sch John Farmham, Murphy. St George lor New
York.
Sch Jos W Fish, Rawley, St George for Fortress
Monroe.
CLEARED.
Brig Geo Harris. Stowers, Cardenas—Isaac Emery,
^ch Nellie Bowers, Stackpole, Matauzas—Phinney
& Jacksou.
Sch C J Wil'ard, Wallace, Philadelphia—E G Willard.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL
;

York,

preferred.
Michigan Central.

THE INDIANS.

jj

York.
Sell Winnie Lawiio. Spear, Rockland for Baltimore
Sch Corvo, Rice Rockland for New York.
Sch Florence V Turner, Walker, Rockland for New

Erie.

1IUIU JlillZaUeiD-

Removed—Verification of the
Elections.
Paris, March 17.—It is understood the prefects
of
tbe
department of the Gard, Giroude
j
Boucbes du Kboue, Vancluse, and Haute Loiie’
will be dismissed, and that the Marquis de
JNaililboc, the
legitimist Prefect of Basses Pyr1enees, aud a notorious
abettor of tbe Carlists
1will also be removed.
The Senate nas completed the verification of
4the elections of all its members
except two.
The election of Marshal Oaurobert for the de1partment of Lot, was declared valid without
1fiscussiou.
Tbe report upon the conduct of
4the elections iu the Gironde and Boucbes du
4Rhone shows that tbe Prefects persecuted tbe
4Republican candidates without intermissiou aud
6supported Bouapartists.
Tbe Senate, however
cxmttrmed the result of tbis election in tbe
latter
lepartment by a small majority. Tbe elections
0>f tbe Bonapartists, M. M.
Dupausquicue and
iVlexaudre in Savoy were also confirmed iu
!pite of a demand for an inquiry. M. Herold of
<)if the Left suppoited the demaud
by citing the
c iouduct of tbe Prefect, tbe
Marquis de Fourlis, who, be asserted, had dismissed certain
Republican officials and dismissed delegates to

ARRIVED.
Brig John Aviles, Tracy, ltound Pend tor Weymouth.
Sch Nellie Chase, Sheppard, Salem.
Sch New Zealand, Simmons, Frindship.
Sch Caroline Kreischer, Devereux, Bucksport.
Sch Alwilder Morse, Morse. Bristol.
Sch Wm Rice. Pressey, Rockland for New York.
Deck load lime took lire 17 th and fifty barrels were
thrown overboard.
Sch Kosciusko, Preble, Thomaston, (parted chains
and lost anchors off Portland Light)
Sch Lucy Church, Marshall, Winterport for Boston
Sch Hero. McDonald, Winteiport for Boston.
Sch Charlotte Fish, Williams, Winterport for New

Erie

port for Boston, is ashore on Rice Point, Cape
Cod, and fall of water. She went on during
the storm yesterday. The schooner has a cargo of coal.

All line

Friday* March 17.

«, ex-CU7.113*
193
36
64
Union Pacific Stock.
66
Panama..... 133
Lake
64
urn

!

„„

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The

Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.67*
Pacific Mail.
2l!
.new

not

JSTEWST

PORI' OF PORTLAND

1867..12l!
do.123*

Tbe bark Mauno (Austria) from New York,
has arrived at Aberdeen and reports February
12, passed a schooner on her beam ends, supposed to be an American, and long disabled,
but could not make out her name.
The bark Sarah from Turks islaed, reports
had weather and Capt. C. F. Nichols lost overboard.
The steam tug Newcastle struck an obstruction in the river at Ledge Light, Thursday afternoon. and sunk before the could reach the
shore. Loss $20,000. Tha crew were saved.

they would

DATE

Aliuauac.march 18.
rises.6.06 I High water .5.45 PM
sets.6.11 | Moon rises.2.15 AM

MARINE

IVew York block and Money Market*
New York. March 1C—Evening.—The Stock Exchange iu the last hour of business was disturbed by
rumors growing out of large sales
to-day ol stock of
tbe National Bank of Commerce.
The?e sales
amounted to 2250 shares, a very unusual amount of
bank stock to change hands in a single day. In connection with these rumors the rate for call loans
loans was bid up to 1-32 and interest, but soon declined to 3 per cent, the final rate
After tbe close of
business it turned out that the sales of tbe Bank of
Commerce stock were made by one of the new board
ot the directors of the bank of tbe State of New
York, and the purchaser was a well known capitalists and thoroughly acquainted wi h the attairs of the
bank.
Foreign Exchange firm at 486* for bankers long and
and 490 for demaud sterling.
Imports ot dry goods for the week amount to $2,483,551; amount: marketed $2,179,007.
Gold opened at 114*, advanced to 114$, fell to 1143,
and closed at that price. The rates paid tor
carrying
were 3*, 4, 3, 2 and 1 per cent ; loans were also made
flat. The clearances at the Gold Exchange bank
were $18,627,000,000.
The Assistant Treasurer paid
out to-day $42,000 on acount of interest and $109,0u0
in redemption ot bonds. Customs receipts $249,000.
The specie engagements for Europe to-morrow
amount to $800,0o0, in American gold coin.
Governments were a trifle higher and steady. State
bonds dull.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United.-States coup. 6s,1881... 123*
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.118*
United States 5-20's,1865, new.119*
United States 5-20’s,
United States 5-20’s, 1868
United States new 5’s...
United States 10-408, coup.118'
Currencv 6’s..
The following were the closing quotations ot

General.

F O RE1

1120 box shooks.

90... 10*

New York, March 17.— Lo.ndon
specials
that the British bark Annie Putnam,from
Bull river, S C, February 16, for London,
foundered at sea. The crew were saved and
have arrived at St, Thomas. The British bark
Champion, Antwerp for Philadelphia has returned in distress.

mails

FOR

IVliiiaiure
Sun
Sun

Boston block Market
at tbe Brokers’ Board, Mcb. 17.]
3 Boston & Maine Railroad..
.103
1 Eastern Railroad....
Itj

state

±j

box

[Sales

NEWS.

_

The Only Way to Conquer Dyspepsia.
It is perfectly preposterous to introduce pepsin
and other artificial solvents into the stomach in the
expectation that they will assist digestion by acting
on the food itself.
They will not. Nor is it possible
thus to overcome dyspepsia. The only way to conquer that disorder, and prevent the numerous
diseases and disabilities which it assuredly provokes,
is to renew the activity of gastric action by
strengthening the stomach. Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters eradicates the most inveterate forms of indigestion by restoring vitality to the alimentary
organs and those which are tributary to them. The
liver, the bowels, tbe kidneys and the nerves, no less
than
the
stomach, experience the invigorative
effects of that standard tonic, which possesses alterative properties that greatly enhanoe its beneficial
influence, and give a permanence to its effects which

STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

NAME

Daily Domestic Receipts.
bush cornmeal to G.
W. True & Co.

Fouudrrcd at Sea.

auu

DEPARTURE

By water conveyance-1000

in Boston.

u.

..

children of Emma J. and the late Calvin C. DonneliJ
In Bath, March 14, Mr. Alden Potter, aged 65 years
7 months.
lu Kennebunk, March lOtli, Israel Kimball, aged
63 yeats.
In Kennebunkport, March 15th, Dea. William
Smith, aged 89 years.
In Kennebunkport, March 131 h, Mrs. William
Manuel, aged 31 years.

Foreign Imporu.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Bermuda -3 casks oil
to J Conley & Son, 5 packages merchandise to E Ex
Co, 0 bdls bags to J Porteous

Schooner Lost.
Eastport, March 17.—Schooner Olive Clark,
Eastport for Boston, is ashore off Baker’s Island bar, suppoeed lost.
Owned by James
Robertson. Valued at $2000; no insurance.
She was loaded with junk and iroD.
Insured

ubuuuuri

Arat Liverpool 14‘.b, ship St Charles, rrualley,
San Francisco.
Ar at Gravesend 14tb, ship Garnet, Oliver, Shields
for San Francisco, (see Mem.)
Ar at Queenstown 15th inst, brig Anita Gwen, Pcttengiil, Portland. 21 days
At Kio Grande Jau 29tb, brig Iza, Cbaudler, for

Cincinnati, March 17.—Pork is nominally unLard quiet ami firm; steam at 13$ j
at 23 00.
Boston.
@ 13$ asked cash; sales at 13 60 seller May; kettle at
Feb 26, brigs Julia F Carney, Collin?,
13$ @ 1$. Bulk Meats firm ; shoulders at 8| for cash; I At Mayaguez
wtg; Ambiofre Light, Schwaitz, cio; and others.
clear rib sides at 12 cash; 12$ seller for April; clear
Ar at Havaua 15th. barque Walter Aiming'.on, Jr,
sides at 12$. Bacon is in fair demand and market
Hooper, Cardiff; fcch Maggie Mulvey, Anderson,
firm; shoulders at'Jfc; clear rib sides at 13c; clear New
York.
si les at 13gc. Hot*?* in tair demand ami firm ;common
Cld 10th. brig Eva N Johnson, Yeafon, Matanzas.
to good light at 7 40 @ 8 20; tair to medium heavy at
Sid 10th. ech J E Sanford, Bray, Cardenas.
8 30 @8 50;
few butchcis sold at 8 75
9 00; reIn port 12(b, barque (J W (losevelt. tor New York;
ceipts 1725 head; shipments 488 head.
brig F 1 Henderson, Henderson, f»:r Philadelphia;
Detroit, March 17. Hour is Arm aml5@i0c
sch Arthur Buitou, Frohock. for North of Haiteias;
higher. Wheat is steady; extra While Michigan at and others.
1 44; No 1 White 1 32} bid; No 2 at 1 22$.
Corn is
Ar at Matanzas 3d, brig Agenora. Bucknam, from
steady; No 1 Mixed at 4Uo bid. Oats Arm; Mixed at Havana.
35Ac.
Ar at Matanzas 9tb, brig K W Messer. Hewett,
Receipts—1780 bbls flour, 6,290 bush wheat, 1020
Havana.
bush corn, 3910 bush oats.
SI i 14th, brig Dauntless, for North of Hatteras;
Shipments—724 bbls flour, 32G0 bush wheat, 000 sch Carl D Lothrop, McAllep, do.
bush corn, 787 bush oats.
Ar at Cardenas 13tb, schs Lena It Storer, Seavey,
Cleveland, March 17.—The Petroleum market it Havana: Susan B Kay, Endicott, Sagua; Ella M
firm: standard White at 11J.
Storer. Wade, Havana.
Sid 14th, sch Annie Bliss, Simmons, North ot HatNew Orleans, March 17. -Cotton is steady; Midteras.
dling uplands 12}c.
Ar at Sagua 14th, brig C C Sweney, Cole, navre.
Charleston, March 17.—Cotton in fair inquiry;
Sid 8th. schs Chas E Sears, Turner. Cardenas.
Arat Halifax 14th, sch Henry Wilson, Jameson,
j Middling uplands I2]c.
Mobile, March 17.—Cottou is quiet; Middling upBanks, (lost two dories.)
lands at I2$c.
Arat St John, NB, 15th, sch Keystone, Wilder,
j
New York via Portland
j New Fork, March 17.—Cotton easier; Middling

changed

Brig Geo Harris—2512 sliooRs and

heads, 13,400 hoops,

Have Been Paid for
Contractu.
Washington, March 17.—The House Committee on Post-offices aud Post-roads today examined Wm. A. Dauforth of Chicago. He
testified that Mr. Sanderson of Barlow, Sanderson & Co., had informed him that they
paid large sums of money to officials in the
Postoffice Department under Postmaster General Creswell’s administration to secure valuable Western mail contracts by means of strawbidding devices. Sanderson roomed with witness in Kansas City, and they were intimate
friends.
Sanderson told him that the firm
were bled
heavily by the Postoffice officials,
and that they paid to one of them not less than
§5000 per quarter. To another they had given
a carriage and a
pair of horses, and to another
a diamond pin worth $1000.
No names were
given by Sanderson in making the assertions.
Witness said he had seen one of the books of
the firm which shewed they set aside a considerable portion of their receipts from the mail
contracts to be devoted to such paymems. Barlow lived East arid attended to paying the monWitness said subsequently Sanderson iney.
formed him they bad burned their books and
suggested that he had better not remember
what had been told him on this subject.
The committee will next examine tbe bookkeeper of Barlow, Sanderson & Co.

-i

no

46 boxes cod fish.

CARDENAS.

Ia

is

bush of wheat, 68,8,0(0 bush barley,

Moravian..Portland... Liverpool.... Mch 18
Foreign fixpons.
MATANZAS.
Sclir Nellie Bowers—8018

j;u\

MARINE

Receipts—3000 hide flour, 6,000
000 hush coiu, 5.000 bush oats,
1,000 bush rye, COO hogs, 00 cattle.

Portland Wholesale Vlarket.
Friday, March 17.—The markets are firm and
unchanged to-day. Sugars are in good demand and
the prices remain firm at lOJc lor granulated and
9Jc
for Extra C. Grain is firm and in lair demand at
former quotations. Flour is steady and shows no
change worthy of note. Several of the cargoes of new
molasscfcare still unsold and the demand is dull with
few sales. Pork and lard are firm.

one.

—

its

_

Money Alleged

Barley dull and unchanged. Rye
unchanged. Whiskey steady at 1 06.

dull and

the administration in the system of tne ModHe confirms bis adhesiou to
erate party.
mouareby renovated by a ministry chosen from
the Left, and bas scut the King a list ot names
for future reference.
A Paris dispatch to the News s-vs 500
house were abandoned Wednesday at Nogs lit
Bur Marne.
The Senators and Deputies representing
Paris have voluntarily deviated two raoulhs*
salary to the relief of the sufferers.
The expedition of Malcampo, Governor General of the Phillipine Island, against the Zooluo
pirates has been snccesstul. It is stated that
the Spaniards lost 500 men during the operations.
Sir. Cordova, agent of the steam yacht Oatavia. purchased by the Cuban reuolntionists,
which is reported captured off St. Thomts by
Spanish war vessels, says the British government will take care of that craft as she was
flying the British flag and belonged to a British owner.
Servia bas determined to raise a compulsory
loan for military purposes.
uplands 12$c.
A Paris correspondent of the London News
Savannah, March 17.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
says present indications cause doubt whether !
the Senate is republican.
uplands 12$c.
that
The report
Greece was willing to enter
European markets.
into an offensive and defensive alliance with
London, March 17—12.30 P. M.—American securiServia and Konmania is prenounced untrue in
ties—United States new 5s at 105$; Erie at 17}.
well informed Belgtade circles.
Liverpool,March 17.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
Several members of the Ilalton chunter of
uplands at 0 7-lGd; do Orleans at6}d;
Deputies have heid a meeting and n soived to —Middling
sales of the day 12,000 bales, including 2000 bales
attend the forthcoming international confertor speculation and export.
ence in favor of arbitration aud to use their iufluence to induce the government to propose to
MARRIED.
the other states the conclusion of arbitration
treaties and the mutual reduction ot arinaIn Ellsworth, March 12, Midbury M. Heath and
ments.
___________
Miss Mary E. Curtis.
In Trenton. Feb. 20. Samuel P. Webber of Trenton
MIUOK TELKURAtltS
and Miss Sarah A. tirindle of Bluehill.
William Beach Lawrence prints a cird saying
In Surry. March 10, Frederick Jarvis and Miss
that the decree of the U. S. Circuit Court in
Lizzie Ereetliy.
iu
In
1809
estab;bhed
his Claim to the copyBoston
Aubuin, March 8. Chas. I. Libby of Auburn and
right of Notes to Wheatoo, and that Dana was Miss Ella S. Snow of Lewiston.
convicted of literary piracy.
DIED.
No less than 1577 packages ef goods from
Spain for the Centennial have beeu landed at
New York this week. Also one thousand tons
In Upton. March 2, Mr. Jonathan Scribner, aged
of goods from Holland were sent by rail yester- 87 years 6 months.
to
In
Philadelphia.
day
Harpswell. March 13, Sarah Dyer, aged 43 years
In Topsham, March 15, Sailie White, aged 75 years.
In Bath, March 10, Etta H. Donnell, aged 3 years
FINANCIAL AND COM MEKCIAL 9 months; 12th, Mary D. Donnell, aged 7 years,—

passed.

day.

seller March.

huudrtd thou-

Foreign Notes.
Gatibaldt has written a letter regretting his
inability to attend Parliament, and censuring

Washington, Alar. 17.
Air Douglass o£ Virginia, from tbe Committee ou Patents, reported a bill for tbe relitf
of tbe heirs of Wm. A. Grayham. Passed.
Air. Banning of Ohio, f’om the Alilitary
Committee, reported bill authorizing sales of
to the First
certain arms, ammunition, &c
Philadelphia Cavalry Passed.
same comthe
Air. llurlhut of Illinois, Horn
mittee, report*d hack the joint teeolution
authorizing the issuance ot certain anus to the
Washington Light Infantry of Charleston,
S. C., and the Clinch Kifles of Augusta, Ga,
Passed.
Air. Hewitt of New York, from the Foreign
Affairs Committee, reported bill to carry into
effect the convention between the United
States and China. Referred to Committee of
the Whole.
Air. Hooker of Alississippi offered a joint
resolution tor the relief of the Turtle Alountain
band of Chippewa Indians. Passed.
The House then went into Committee of the
Whole, Air. Wilson of Iowa in the chair, on
the private calendar, and only one private bill

♦ V,

firm sold tbeir stock aC satisfactory prices.
Witness understood that Fell’s appointment
MATTERS IN MAINE
was obtained through the influence of Orville
lsvui.'vuoourj
m a n lijs,
Grant. The post was worth $8000 a year. The
ajj
trade
at Standing Bock was worth about $10,New York: Harper & Brothers. For sale by
An Important Decision.
000 a year. Witness attributed the removal o(
Loring, Short & Harmon.
Farmington, March 17.—In the S. J. Court the firm
at that place to Orville Grant.
The attempt of David A. Wells to convey
now in session at this place a verdiot was renHaving heard that an order for tho revocaBound financial knowledge in the form of a
tion of the license of Durfee & Peck was issued
dered today in favor of the defendants in case of
from the Indian Office, witness asked the Secstory is a highly successful one. The tale wil1 Asbury Life Insurance Company vs. A. B
retary of the Interior about it, and the Secretabe heartily commended by all hard-money
Warren et.,als.
The suit was brought to rery informed him that the order was issued by
men who read it—and all should—and its
argucover back 83000 which the company alleged
the direction o* the President. Toe Secretary
said
ments must command a grumbling acquiesthey had been defrauded of by conspiracy of was that if he did not cut off a head when he
ordered to do so the President would cut
cence from whatever soft-money men can be
det’ts in effecting insnrance on the life of a sishis head off. There was no complaint whatevinduced to Icok over its pages. The constructer of WarreD, who, the company claimed, was
er against the
firm of Durfee & Peck.
The
tion of the story is certainly open to criticism
witness detailed the character of the contract
at the time sick with consumption, and who
with
from an artistic standpoint, the transitions
Athey. In consideration that he was to
died in a short time after tbe insurance was
buy up the stock of Durfee & Peck he was to
from the imaginary Crusoe Island to this
effected. The suit was brought against A. B.
receive a salary of $1500 a year till he should
blessed country of curs often being abrupt and
Warren, Luther Curtis and E. Fenderson. It do so. This was doue to protect the interest of
confusing, but it is vastly entertaining both as will be remembered that Curtis aud Warren the firm as they had $40,000 worth of goods in
the post, and as Athey might have the goods at
a tale and as a clever satire.
Mr. Wells starts
are the same parties who were convicted a year
any time, and uutil Athey should buy the goods
with the discovery by Robinson Crusoe of the
of the firm they were to pay Surveyor General
ago of the crime of conspiracy to cheat the
three great bags of money in a chest, which
Babcock $750 a quarter. This they did forlhrte
It was regarded
company by false pretences.
were utterly useless to the exile because
making $2250. This was in considerthey by many as an improper conviction, but a mo- quarters,
ation of Babcock’s having procured the conpossessed no utility, no exchangeable value, tion for a new trial was overruled and they were tract. In further
testimony, witness said the
and no price. But with the cowing of other
effect of making the posts monopolies increased
sentenced last fall to eighteen months and two
people to the island a new Bod's! order of years, respectively, to confinement and hard the prices required to be paid for the goods by
things is established. The story opens with a labor in Auburn Jail. Afterwards a petition both soldiers and Indians. On further examination witness said C. W. Babcock was Surveyor
condition of things in which money had clearly
for the pardon of Curtis, signed by almost all
General of Kansas at the time he became a
neither utility nor value, and goes on to show
party to the contract to which reference is above
tbe prominent business men of the county was
made.
under wbat change of domestic circumstances
denied upon hearing before the Governor and
Witness said the proclamation of the Presiit;became useful, acquired value, became an Council.
The present verdict is received with
dent extending the great Sioux reservation enobject of exchange, and constituted a standard great favor by the community, as it is a
hanced the value of posts on that reservation.
virtuaj
for establishing prices. As the tale progresses
Cheyenne and Standing Bock were on the
reversal of the decision by which they were
great Sioux reservation. Tho effect of the
the inhabitants experiment with different kinds
convicted.
was to drive away all competiproclamation
of currency, go to war and get into debt, adopt
Tbe Storm nt Bridgton.
tion.
and
suffer
therefrom
March
16.—The heaviest snow
much as
paper money,
Bridgton,
Q Do you know tho reason which iuduced
we suffer to-day.
All the absurdities which
storm of the season. Twelve iuches have fall-t the issuance of the proclamation?
A.—It was geneially understood out there
have obtained in history in reference to ex- en and it is still snowing.
that it was through the influence of Orville
St. Patrick’s Bay.
change, money, or currency, are committed by
Graut.
the people, and mercilessly exposed by the
Biddkforp, March 17.—St. Patrick’s Day
Q —To close out all competition?
has
A.—Yes, sir, which it did.
been generally obserVed by the Irish citiauthor.
Adjourned till tomoirow.
Mr. Wells announces in his preface that the
zens.
The Irish Catholic societies paraded
book took its origin in a suggestion by certain
with a band and attended mass at St. Mary’s
CADETSHIP SALES.
prominent friends ot hard-money of a prepara- church, Eev. Father Bradley officiating.
tion for popular reading of a traot or essay in
Bangor, March 17.—The Irish celebrated St.
Lilly Takes the Blame and Acqaits Conwhich the elementary principles
underlying Patrick’s day by a large parade of all tbe Cathgressman Hays*
the important subjects of money and currency
olic societies in town, and high mass at Saint
New York, March 17.—A
Washington
should be presented and illustrated from the
John’s church. An entertainment will be giv
special says the charge against Mr. Hayes, of
Cadet Beardsley for money,
having
appointed
this
ABC
en
them
evening.
simplest
by
standpoint. Finally it was
now seems ndt sustained, If
indeed it is not
concluded to make a story the medium for comwholly disproved. The testimony as it now
stands certainly clears him.
municating instruction, and so a remote island
MASSACHUSETTS.
Lilly, the New York lawyer, who received
community was imagined, in which, starting
the check for §3000, says he kept it all himself;
Evacuation Day in Boston.
from conditions but one remove from barbathat Hayes made the appointment for him as a
Boston, March 17.—In honor of the 100th kindly ac^, understanding his action to be legal
rism, hut gradually rising to a high degree of
of the evacuation of Boston by the
and right, and did not know Lilly was paid for
civilization, the progress, the use, and the anniversary
British troops, the custom house and many
it. Lilly testifies that he secured ’the appointabuse of the instrumentalities and mechanism
places of business were closed at noon and the ment of other cadets and pocketed the whole
of exchange—through barter, money and cur"
at
the
State
House
at
1
m.
departments
p.
amount of money paid.
In one case only did
Flags are profusely displayed from shipping in he divide, and that was wiili a member of the
rency—were traced consecutively, and the
the harbor,| state aud national buildings, and
39th
to
whom
he paid $600. This
Congress,
effect of the application of not a few of ihe
many private edifices. Large numbers of hismember was a Democrat from Pennsylvania.
most popular fiscal recommendations and theotorical buiidiogs iand locations have been
Testimony of Beardslee, Hays’ Appointee.
decorated. Salutes were fired at sunrise from
ries of the day practically worked out and reIn the Beardslee cadetship case today before
corded. Thus a subject, commonly regarded the forts aud navy yard and different quarters
the sub-committee of the judiciary committee,
of the city. There was a large attendance at
as dry and abstract, is invested with sufficient
young Beardslee himself was examined. He
Historical
( the old South church this forenoon.
testified that jn his way to Alabama (to make
nridrpsRPCi wpm ilplivprpd lw T?.ptt Dp TCllintt.
new interest to render it at once attractive and
a constructive residence) he called at the house
intelligible to those whose tastes disincline and Rev. E. E. Hate. Music by Germania of Wm.
Lilly, the Washington broker who
Band and singing of patriotic songs.
them to close reasoning and investigation.
obtained the appointment for him, (receiving
The exercises at tbe Old South were largely
$3000
therefore,
and wa«t t.hprrt intrndnpAd tr»
The intentions of the author have been happily
attended.
Addresses were made by Dr. Sam’l
Mr.Cbas. Hays of Alabama, the member who
Eliot, E. E. Hale, Josiah Quincy, James Freecarried out, and the result is a volume which
gave the appointment; that Mr. Hays expressman Clarke, Charles Francis Adams, llev. Dr.
should be placed in the hands of every Ameried the hope tbit he (Beardslee) would not fail
Means and Judge Hoar. Services In Music
can voter.
Hard-money men will do good mis- Hall occurred iu the afternoon. Mayor Cobb to pass the examination, as the two boys whom
sionary work by interesting themselves in its presiding. Remarks were made by Mayor Cobb he had previously appointed had done, and that
no inquiry was made from
him by Hays as to
and Rev. G. E. Ellis. Iu the evening calcium
distribution. It is published in paper cover
lights were displayed as follows: Four on Bun- his age, parentage, education, residence or moand sells for fiftv cents.
tive for his going to Alabama.
The original
ker Hill, one on the State House dome, one on
documents in connectkn with the appointSonosJon Religion and Life. By John Stuart Washington Heights, one on Telegraph hill,
ment
were obtained from the War
Blackie. New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
Dorchester Heights, two on Boston Neck, and
Department.
ooe at the
For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
place where tbe British troops em- The form of the acceptance in which the resi
&c
is
set out was signed by young
denc“,
Rice
a
Gov.
barked,
gave reception.
Professor Blackie is well kuowu as the auBeardslee and his mother, but both were very
thor of a very scholarly work entitled “Four
positive that they had signed it in blank. The
Phases of Morals,” and of an excellent volpapers also contained a manuscript letter from
WASHINGTON.
young Beardslee to the Secretary of War writume ou “Self-culture,” but, however success,
ten at the time of the appointment, hut the
Senator Spencer’s Case.
ful he may be in prose didactics, his verse will
young man says he simply copied it from a
not add to his prestige. When a metaphysician
Washington, March 17.—The Senate Com- draught written for him by Lilly.
mittee on Elections
began an investigaHays has been present at the last two days
deliberately seals himself to the composition tion of tbe chargesto-day
brought against Senator examination, but has not asked witnesses any
of verse, with the dim uocertainty whether it
Spencer of Alabama, that he secured his elec- questions,
ft is understood he will make a
tion by corrupt means.
tarn out “a song or a sermon,"the odds are
Mr. Spencer was presstatement before the committee.
ent with his counsel, Matt Carpemer, assisted
greatly in favor of the sermon. And nothing
by Charles Myer, chairman of one of the two
is less inspiring than rhymed theology, hexCK AFTY PENDLETON.
Republican state committees of Alabama.
ameter philosophy, and the cosmos set to a
Gen. John S Morgan [appeared in behalf of
the memorialists of tbe Alabama Legislature.
ballad.
The theory upon which Profes-or
$30,000 of (he Kentacky£CentraI Claim
A number of other citizens of Alabama weie
Blaekie forms his poetry is rather depressing,
Traced (o Mrs. Belknap.
present.
and seems unnatural in a Professor of Greek,
marsh Coming Back.
who must suiely have kuowu the delight of
General
Attorney
Pierpont several days ago
Pendleton’s Denial Founded On a
beauty, unfettered by didactic intent, in the sent a message to Canada to bring Maish to
The Attorney General heard
Washington.
Quibble.
poems of the oldtime singers. The purpose
from his agent to-day and reports that Marsh
with which these poems of Irs are written is
will soon be here. Terms of safety have been
New York, March 17.—The Post’s Washoffered to him which in all probability will be
he says, “the cultivation of religious reverence
ington despatch says: Evidence has been disacceded to.
without sectarian dogmatism * * * to regcovered showing concluisvely that 830,000 of
Republican Caucus.
the money received by Pendleton for getting
ulate the conduct of life,” &c. &c., addicK
At the adjourned meeting of the caucus of
the
Central Bailroad claim allowed
“all true poetry is a concrete philosophy.”
Republican Senators to day there was a further wentKentucky
into the bands of Mrs. Bowers, now Mrs,
This polemical passion of the Scotchman is
interchange of views respecting the general
Belknap, hut was not paid to her directly The
that should be adopted in regard to large
evidence already taken shows that Pendleton
arranged in short, hard phrases—showing ihe policy
reductions made or contemplated by tbe House
had
tbe amount of tbe claim divided into
undue influence of German verse, whose tightof Representatives iu the customary annual
three treasury warrants, one of which amounty packed maunerism is doing to death the talappropriations. After a long discussion it was
ing to 830.000, wa9 endorsed by him and made
uuanimously agreed unwise and impolitic. It payable to the National Park
ent of some of our English-speaking
Bank of New
poets—
was agreed that the
Senate Committee on
and the effect of Professor Blackie’s
York. In tracing the last named draft acme
large, Appropriations should pass upon each item of was obtained which
followed
tesult -d in
being
philosophies', logical, but, alas, utterly unpo- reduction in the various bills separately, and
finding what is considered conclusive proof
should recommend 'oncurience only iu those
etical work set painfully to danco to favorite
that the money after passing through tbe
German airs, is decidedly heavy. It is with- reductions which after separate examination
hands of two persons was paid over to Mrs.
are found compatible with a continuance of
Bowers in person in the city of New York.
out intention of disparaging the author’s talrequisite efficiency.
ent, admirable in Its department, of which his
The Tomb.tone Contracts.
A Charge which no One is Willing to
Maurice J. Walsh of New York appeared
prose works above alluded to are flue examples,
Father.
before the Committee on Military Affairs tothat the reviewer is obliged to deprecate the
New York, March 17.—The Albany corresin reference to soldiers' tombstone conform, while respecting the substance of the day
of
tbe
pondent
Evening Post telegraphed the
tracts.
He claims that although his bid for
following- “The following report has obtained
present volume.
first class Carara marble was only some $900,considerable
here: Gov. Tilden aud
currency
Original Plays. By W. S. Gilbert. New York:
of
out
which
500,
§200,000 was to come back to Lieut.
Gov. Dorsheimer of New York are reScribner, Armstrong & Co. For sale by Loring, the government in the shape of duty on imon
ported
good authority to have recently reported articles, the contract was given to a
Short & Harmon.
peatedly declared that they have in their hands
Mr. Bridges of Keokuk, Iowa, for §900,000 for
Mr. Gilbert is perhaps better known in this
au original letter of Geo. S. Boutwell to
American marble of a very iuferior quality,
Henry
country by his “Bab Ballads,” though among and without any such advantage to tbe govern- Clews which affords grounds for the impeachment
of
President
S.
Ulysses
Gfimt, aud that
ment. He charges that Bridges’ bid was put
his
works "The Wicked World” and
describe the letter as written to Mr.
in
tbe hour fixed for
opening of tbe bids, they
“Pygmalion and Galatea” have won him great andafter
Clews by Mr. Boutwell as Secretary of the
aflpr two of his own
in-n
J:
aDddeserved attention. This reprint of some opened. He asserts that Bridges was also CD
kU
-J
CUIU
1UI-,
860,000 to the Itepublican state committee of
of his best plays will secure for him a wide1
favored to the extent ot §75,000 in cbaugo of
for
the
of
Pennsylvania
purpose
securing the
recognition and heartier praise. They have al1 the requirements in the specifications after the success of the
Republican ticket in that state
bids were in,
been highly successful on the
at
the
election which was to occur in October,
Various Matter*
stage, and wil
and promising on the authority of the Presicommand attentive perusal iu the
Ivilbourne has written a letter from jail to
closet; for
dent
to reimburse him by
early secret informathere is that in them which commends the
Speaker Kerr, reminding him that it is his
tion of tbe sales of gold to be made by the
plays to the reader of taste and sensibility, duty to certify the facts in his;ca?e to the Dis- Treasury Department, by means of which
intrict Attorney that he may bring the matter
which does not depend upon costumes and footformation be could gamble securely and suebefore the graud jury, aud demands that the
in
cessfnllv
the
anil
gold
stock
and
market
in
Wall
for
a
Jights
scenery
hearing. The old certificate be given so that he may enjoy the street. The Governor
wheu questioned as to
myths, as in "Pygmalion and Galatea,” and right to a speedy and public trial by an impar- tbe correctness of the
report, was silent lor
‘The Palace of Truth,” are treated with an tial jury.
some moments, then said the
Halleck, the Treasuiy robber, was sentenced well founded. Wheu asked if report was not
bo could give an
airy grace, with a fine wit which never de- to-day to four years' imprisonment. Otrnan is
idea as to where tbe report originated, be said
pends upon broad effects and never descends on trial.
I bad better wait aDd see him again The Govto quibbles, with a delicate humor which is
eruor said the Lieut, Governor
knew a little
akin to pathos. The subjects receive a treatless about the matter than he did.
THE NAVAL INVESTIGATION.
Du qnesLieut
Governor be told me he had
ment which charm 3 the reader because
tioning tbe
Jit conno letter like the one refeired to in his
possesstantly suggests a reading between the hues, a
Norman Wiarl’a §140,000.
siou, but said ‘there is a statement that there
deeper meaning than shows upon the surface.
New York, March 17.—It is stated that the
is such a letter.’
In "The Wicked World” the author
evidence given before the Naval Committee
goes to
niTEOHOLOKICAL.
yesterday shows that Wiard had uo pateut for
Eairyland, and from that point of view sharp
his boiler attachment, lor which the
FOB THE NEXT
l
PROBABILITIES
TWENTY FOUR
governly but good-naturedly satirizes the mortals rneut paid him
§72.000; also that the projectiles
HOURS.
whom he sees
and
for
which
he claimed a patent, were
guDS
toiling and fighting and loviDg
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
worthless aud not invent-d by him.
below.
The Princess” is
The
announced as "a re1
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
amount paid for them by the government was
spectful perversion of Mr. Tennyson’s
March 18, (1 A. M.)j
not §32,000 hut §117,000
The tola] loss to the
poem ,‘
and though far irom being as
For New tngtaiiil.
on these contracts was
o

BOUSE.-

■

nr.xvn

The loss is estimated at several
sand pounds steeling.

Congress—First Session.

, Fortj-Fcurth

534
n:lil4

Congress Street.

sntf

war-

PEOPLE OF NEW ENGLAND,
Beware of thin bane of the age; «lo not be
cut down in the prime of lile a ml hurried
to the grave.
Remember Catarrh cuumcn
CouNumption. and by the u«c of ihia remedy you will certainly be cured.

HEN AND
we

you who are troubled with
alas! so common, suih as

mean

plaints,

REMOVAL.

WOMEN,
these

Brothers Fairbank,

com-

Partial Paralysis,
Neuralgia of the Head,
Him Vision,

MERCHANT TAILORS,
Have Removed from tlic olil Slali'l,

Loss of Energy,
Lose no time to ill youisclf ofwbat in time will bill
you, for all of tlie above are the icsults of neglected
•
Catarrh.

MOTHERS! MOTHERS!
We beg of
you do not give your little ones Worm
Medicine when they complain of
being stuffed up.”
no!
No,
they have what is far worse and more dangerous than a myriad of worms. They have

INFANTILE
Which,

when

CATARRH,

their bodies arc placed
in a horizontal position, leads
very often to what is
known as a SUDDEN CROUP, which in niue cases
out of ten cannot be cured, and jou behold your
loved one die before your eyes.
Mothers, always
keep on hand a box of

neglected, and

NO 54

SCIIOOt STREET,
TO

CHAMBERS

NO. 125 TREMONT

STREET,
Opposite Park Street
Clinreh.
Our Stock will be complete March 20th, and is selected from the finest qualities and newest styles to
be found.
Our Garments, in point of fit and finish, shall be
FIRST-CLASS in every respect, and second to none
* the city
in

Boston, March 1st, 1876.
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GERMAN SNUFF.
For sale everywhere Price only 35 cents. SMI IK
DOOLITTLE & SMITH, 26 Tremont St., Boston’
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our

Album.

This is a complete series ot ihe only correct and
authorized pictures of the Buildings, representing
them as they will actually be when comp eted.
o
public
Superior to anything yet oftere* It
i description circular to the New
for
Co 1C and 18 I ark
<
AND ENGRAVING
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Advertisements To-Day

a

Report—Merchants* National Bank.
Warned Immediately—Situation.
•Copyist—Wanted by a Lady.
Equitable F. & M. Insurance Co.

tifical service,
yesterday was

AUCTION COLUMN.
Mortgagee’s Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Constable’s Sale-F. O. Bailey & Co.
Religious Notices.
Bay Side Parish and Knightville Ciiueoh.

—Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastoy. Sabbath School at 1
p. m.-Preaching at 2 and 6 p. m.
Preaching at
Knightville at 10* a. m. Sabbath School at UJ a.
m.
Social meeting 7* p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. IT
A. Neely, Bishop ol the Diocese ot
Maine.—Sunday
cervices 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.

m., 3 and 7 p.m*
at

7* p.

m*

land are invited. Seats free.
First Lutheran Congregation.—Y. M. C. A
Rooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor.
Services at 10-30 a, m. and 3 p. m.
St. Paul’s Church, corner of
Congress and Locust street.—Services on
Sunday 10* a. m. and 3 p.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics*
Building, Concorner
gress 6treet,
Casco.—Religious Meeting.
Wednesday and Saturday at 7} o’c’k P. M.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10* a. m.; and 3
p. m. Sittings free to all, and all are welcomed.
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers,
pastor. Services at 10* a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday
'School at If p. m. Prayer meeting 7* p. in.
Sail Loft.—A free meeting of Divine Service will
be held at the sail loft, Commercial Wharf, until further notice every Sabbath at
10* o’clock a. m. All
are cordially invited.
Fibst Fkee Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Key. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching loj a. m„ and 3 p. m. Sabbath School at
-_ "““‘f*

“V.

IIIWCIUICCUUKS—ounuav

I.vo.

in’which the
heard to fine

evening 7 o clock. Tuesday evenng 7$.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
street, E'der E. A. Stuckman, pastor.
Preacliiug
Sunday at 3 and 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting at 10$ a.
m., and 1J p. m. Seats free.
Christian Church,—Reed’s Hall, 959 Congress
St. Preachings unday at the usual
hours—10$ a. m.
J3, m* Prayer meeting in the evening at 7
Seat* free. All are invited.
West Cong. Church.—Rev. J. F. Morgan acting
pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a.m.
Preaching at
J p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Seats fiee. All
are welcome.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilmoty—Rev. W. H. Shader Pastor.
Sabbath

1$ p. in. Preaching at 3 p. m. Social meeting at 7. p. m. Seats free.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
•streets.
Sunday 6cbool at 2 p. m.
Preaching
at 3n. m. Temperance meeting at 7 p. m.
Free
Free St. Baptist Church.—Rev. James MeWhinnie Pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 7 p. m.
Sunday School at close of morning service.
Arcana Hall.—Children’s Lyceum will meet

1$ o’clock, p. m. All are invited.
India St. UniversalistChurch.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Morning service at 10$ o’clock
Rev. S. S. Fletcher of Yarmouth, preaches to-morrow
morning and evening, as exchange with the Pastor,
buttfcct of evening lecture will be.—“Lessons drawn
from the Experiences and Confessions of the Portat

preaches

Moses Hull 'and Mattie Sawyer, will preach in
Arcana Hall, at half past ten and half past seven
o’clock, and at Iron Clad Hall, at 3 o’clock.
First Second Advent Church, 567$ Congress
Street.
Elder Peter Libbey of Buxton,will preach
Sunday at 10$ a. m., and 3 p. m. Prayer imeetings at 9 a. m., and 7$ p. m. Young ^people’s
meeting at 6$ p. m. Sunday School at 12 m.
Seats free.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust
and Conference Meeting at 3 p. m. Street.—Prayer
Evening at 7$
o’clock, Preaching by Rev Win. Merrill, formerly
Pastor of Casco St. Church. Temperance
meeting
Monday evening. All are welcome.
The Disciples will meet every Lord’s Day to Break
Bread, at 24 Gray Street. An invitation extend to
all that Love the Lord.
Confess Street M. E. CnuRCH.—Rev. C. W
Bradlee, Pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m., and 3 p. m.
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m.
Social meeting at 7 p.
m. Seat free. All are welcome.
Supreme Judicial Court.
The following decisions by the Law Court have
been announced:
WALDO

COUNTY.

Inhabitants of Belfast vs. Inhabitants of Morrill.
Motion and exceptions overruled.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Ignatius Sar gent, Ex’r vs. Inhabitants of Machias.
Exceptions overruled.
Rescript—Under the provisions of It. S chap 18,
5

oo,

iur me

raising

or

leuuvery

damages

ui

lowering a street,

or

consequence or

m

way,such damages

ac-

to the owner of the land at thettme of the injury, and do not pass to a grantee by the conveyance of the land alone.
All objections to the report of tho committee, acting under that statute, must be in writing, and
ruled upon by the presiding justice before such objections can be considered by the law court.
crue

Superior Court.
MARCH

TERM.

CIVIL

1876-SVMONDS, J.,

PRE-

SIDING.

Friday.—Hiram James et al.

vs. William Thompreported yesterday, the jury reverdict for the plaintiffs for eleven hundred

In this case,

son.

turned a
and seventeen dollars.
Thomas, Jr., for plaintiff.
J. H. Drummond for defendant,

Eagan

vs.

Fahey.

Assumpsit

upon

an

account

annexed for board amounting to eighty-one dollars.
Defence—payment. On trial.
Howard & Cleaves lor plaintiff-.
for defendant.^

_Haskell

municipal Court.
BEFORE judge knight.

Friday_Joseph McGuire. Intoxication. Thirty
days. Committed.
Thomas K. Sliuey and George Webster. Search
and seizure. Fined $50 each with costs. Paid.
John Mulloy.
Search and seizure.
DischargedCleaves.
_

Brief

Jottings.
Eabson will give the

opening

address at the Temperance meeting at

Preble

Washington

Chapel Sunday evening.
There was a very pleasant Centennial party
at Arcana Hall on Thursday evening.
It will
be repeated soon.
A block of two, one storied wooden stores are
to he erected on the corner of Middle and Garden stieets, next the Thompson block.
No news has been received from Mr. Nathan
Stover, who has been missing since the 6th instant.
Mr. J. F. Phillips, a conductor on the Boston
6 Maine read, is to accept a position as general agent of the road at Lowell.
A laborer named McNab, who lives on Port-

music

published,

advantage.

L.U

M
--j

v.

_ X
v»v

_l-i
•lun.u

lice force will be selected and
made up.
»

"When'did you get out of
question a lawyer asked liis
trial for liquor selling in the
terday morning.
Only thirty-five tramps at

■

.1

lino

the

jail,”

iuc

yi is

committees

tie first
client who was on
was

police court yesthe

police station

last night.
A correspondent living in Cape Elizabeth desires to have that town take some action at its
town meeting looking to the celebration of >he
250th anniversary of its settlement in 1G27
The Rossini Club assisted at a grand dnmat
ic and musical entertainment in Rath last eve.
ning, for the benefit of St. Mary’s church
Probably Fatal Accident,—Mr. John
Barnes of North Conway was severely if not
fatally injured recently by running the broken
handle of a pitchfork into the lower part of his
body. He was sliding from a load of hay,
when the handle entered his bowels about
thirteen inches. He received good medical aid,
bat is now very low and there is no hope of
his recovery.
will be a meeting under the direction of the Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union at Stroud water Hall, Sunday evening, March 19th, commencing at seven
o’clock. Hon. C. W. Goddard will address the
meeting. The public are

cordially iDvitcd.

",

MASONIC.-At the Annual Conclave of
Blanquefort Commandery, No. 13, held Thursday evening, the following officers were elected:
William P. Preble, Commander; Henry L.
Paine, Generalissimo; William O. Fox, Captain General; George E. Taylor, Prelate; War0. Carney,Senior Warden; John H. Hall,
Junior Warden; Marquis F. KiDg, Treasurer;
George W. Deering, Recorder; Robeit M.
Gould, Standard Bearer; Benjamin F. Whitren

Sword
Warder.
ney,

Bearer;

,J.

Ambrose

Merrill

in

on

late

runuers

of men will

com-

clearing the several tracks this morning,
As the snow was light it did not retard the
mence

railroad trains much.

The up train over the
Ogdensburg arrived at North Conway about an
hour late and Conductor Hartshorn’s train from
St. Johnsbury was a little delayed.
In some

places

the line of the road a foot of snow
fell. The Grand Trunk trains were nearly on
time, as were the Maine Central and Eastern.
The Pullman trains were not much late.
Personal.
From Chic tgo come very flattering accounts
of the progress in art studies of Miss Sallie S

Crocker, formerly

a teacher in our
High School
The Inter-Ocean reports the studies of the
of
Academy
Design in the costume life school
in which Miss Crocker showed special excel
lence. Her picture made from a female model
in the costume of 1776 is to be taken to the

county yesterday:
Portland—Lot of land

children to reverence the cross; so shall they
find rest at last in the eternal m acsions of the

blessed.”
Prof. Dooley
ual good style.

presided
THE

at the organ in his us-

CONCERT.

Real Estate Transfers.—Tho following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this

from Mosas Gould to

on

Montreal street

Bedjamin

F. Noble.

Funeral of Hon. Philander Coburn.—
The Maine Farmer says that “the funeral took
place Saturday alternoor, on which occasion a
special train was run up from Augusta, leaving there at twelve and returning the same

It seems scarcely possible that any entertainment, however attractive, could draw a large
house last evening, but despite the storm City
Hall was filled, and those attending were well
repaid for their exertion, for the concert was a
very enjoyable affair. These concerts on th»
evening of St. Patrick's Day are looked for
ward to with much interest by the little folks
who take part in them, and it is difficult to im.

night. Judges Libbey and Rice, Col. Darius
Alden, Thomas Lumbard, Ira D. Sturgis,
Charles Millikcn, Levi L. Lincoln and Russel
Eaton, were among those who wont from
Augusta. Others joined the party at Water-

agine

was

a

storm

them from
folks llftVP

sufficiently
attending. Of
'rnml

a

mnnv

severe

to

prevent

course these
frionrla wIia

little
inlar-

«3ted to note their appearance in public, thus
the crowd which attends.
But the concert
given last evening had attiactions other than
the children. Those who got it up secured the
services of several of the finest singers in the
Catholic choirs of Boston, and they made
maD.y friends-last evening by their fine musical
performance. The programme which was published in the Pkess yesterday morning proved
a very attractive one and several of the
numbers were encored. The children of the differ,

Catholic schools of the city were seated on
raised seats on the platform.
With the exception of the scholars from the Orphan Asylum,
all of them were dressed in white with green
sashes. Those of the Orphan Asylum were
dressed in white with pink sashes and were
seated in the middle of the stage.
The effect
eut

from the galleries was very fine, the pink
sashes dividing the collection in the centre.
The concert was in aid of the Orphan Asylum,
and it will net that institution a good sum.
New Casco.
The Transcript this week calls attention to
the extracts from the records of “The great
and general court of Massachusetts Bay,”

printed in the Pkess recently, and gives a
number of interesting facts in regard to the old
fort at Casco. The fort referred to was built
in ancient Falmouth on a point of land east of
the Presumpscot. Casco, as the settlement on
the neck where Portland now stands, was then
called, had been destroyed by the French and
Indians in 1690. Afier the peace of 1698 a
fort, instead of being built on the site of Fort

Loyal, on the Neck, was estaolished on a point
of land east of the Presumpscot river.
This point was called New Casco to distinguish it from the deserted Neck, which was
then known as Old Casco. The fort was intended only as a trading-post to accommodate
the Indians, in accordance with the terms of
the treaty with them. In 1703 Gjvernor Dudley held a conference with the Indians at this
fort, to which came, well armed and gaily
painted, the chiefs of the Norridgewock, Penobscot, Penucook, Ameriscoggin and Pequaket tribes; those of the Ameriscoggin tribe"
were accompanied by about two hundred warriors in sixty-five canoes.
The Indians professed the imost peaceful intentions, and
celebrated the occasion with singing, dancing
and loud acclamations of joy, yet within two
months “the whole eastern country was in a
ponfl

irrraf

Iati

v

a

Irniian

otnn.l!

r.n

....

*■* rwwM

-0

unattacked.”
This war coutiuued

for

-_

ten

yeats, during
which Falmouth lay desolate. The fort at New
Casco became the central point of defence for
all the settlements upon Casco Bay, and the
centre of the scattered population of Falmouth.
In 1703 the savages attempted t->
capture it by stratagem, failing in which, an

being reinforced to the number of five hundred

French and Indians, they commenced
lar siege. The fort was commanded

a

regu-

by Major

March, who

had

a garrison of but
thirty-six
enemy had nearly succeeded in
undermining the fort, when it was relieved by
the timely arrival of a province armed vessel,
which shattered the enemy’s navy of two

The

men.

hundred canoes, and compelled the Indians to
make a hasty retreat.
The fort was maintained through the war,though much complaint
was made in the Massachusetts
Assembly of
the cost of supporting it. At last the Assem-

bly succeeded in having it demol^bed in 1716.

The difficulties encountered in the first settlement of this country are
strikingly illustrated
by the fact that nearly a century after. Fal
mouth was first occupied, it was thus abandoned to the savages.
The old fort stood on a point of laud

making

into the bay, off against Clapboard Island.
Chas.-W. Goddard, Esq., of this city now has
an elegant summer residence there, and
just
across a little cove, on a narrow point of
land,
is Thornhurst Farm, the summer residence of

out

Gen. John M. Brown, also of this city. On a
reef a short distance from the shore the seals
have their breeding ground, being undisturbed
in this

quiet

spot.

police statiou and the two Clancys were arrested by officer Moseley. W |ci, gaj,s be Devcr
w he
did inform on them bu
proposes to as
sist Mr. Ring all he ca

Attempted Bubslaev.—Some time Thursday night an attempt was made to enter FranV.
liu Tukey’s grocery store on the corner of Quebec and Lafayette streets.
Yesterday a large

piece

of paper was found stuck in one of the
pines of glass in the door, but front appearances the would-be burglars were frightened
away
store.

by a large

Newfoundland

dog

in

the

was run
upon the main track by some person,
and the up night express train iun into it. The
engine and baggage car was smashed and the
track tore up for some distance.
Fortunately

one

the chief mourner, and was very deeply
affected at the loss of one with whom he had
been so intimately associated for so many
years. During all the years of their partner““'w

'“vJ

lvujuiuu

tuicicob

injured,

but the accident was a costly
The track was not cleared
yesterday morning, and all (be trains north of
the accident were cancelled.
was

one to

the road.

TCRNverein. At the annual
meeting of
the Portland Turnverien held last
were
elected for the
following officers
cusuing
year: E. F. Fassett,Speaker; J. Hudson, Leader; O. B. Wish, Secretary; C. S. Gosse, Director of Entertainments; J. C. Dennis, Treasur-

eveuing"ihe

er; J. C. Doldt, Armorer.
The Museum.—'"Green Bushes” was given
for the last time last night, At the matinee

today and at the evening performance “Lady
Audley’s Secret” will be put on the boards.
Monday the “Love Chase” is announced.

Town of Cumberland.—The report of the
the municipal officers of the town of Cumberland show3 that during the year 1875 the total
amount of tax assessed was $12,681 90.
The
valuation of the town is $546,900; the number
of polls 399, rate of taxation $2.10 per $100.

During

the year the expenditures were as follows: Poor $804 59; interestand notes $5,150.62;

contingent expenses $1,551.76; Whitney
age case $2,841.49; schools $1,300.80, in

damaddi-

tion to state funds. The liabilities of the town
$26,384.29, of which $20,500 is iD Dotes due
the Greely Institute. The availabilities of the
town are $5,397.95—leaving the debt of the
town $20,986.34.
The Greely Institute has
held three prosperous terms during the year.
are

The town

schools have

generally proved

satis-

factory.
Religious News and Notes.
Of the 436 missionaries in China, 310 are
w omen.
Of the 100 in Japan, 52 are women.
There is quite a religious interest in the Baptist cburchjat Lubec.
A good revival interest is enjoyed at Little
Falls, Gorham, ltev. Mr. Twart, pastor.
The Free Baptist church at Bat Mills is enjoying quite a revival. Several persons have
been couverted.
Ten persous were received into the Methodist

Episcopal

church at

Iiennebunkport, Feb. 27,
Forty have

by Bev. Mr. T. P. Adams, pastor.
joined the church on probation.

Bev. F. W. Bakeman, pastor of the Main
street Baptist church of Worcester, announced
at the close of his morning service, Sunday,his
determination to sever his connection with the
church, the resignation to take effect the second Sunday in June. He graduated at Colby
in 1867.
Bev. F. C. Bradcen of Dexter, in conjunction with Bev. Mr. Gerrish of Pittsfield, is
holding a series ot meetings at St. Albans,
and quite a religious;interest has been awaken
The

religious Interest still continues in Richmond. Some 30 to 40 have recently joined the
Methodist church on probation.
Meetings in
the different churches are fully attended and

deeply interesting.

The Times says that the revival in the Second Baptist church in Calais continues without
abatement.
Of the number of candidates
which have thus far come before the church,
more thao twenty will bs baptized next Sun-

day.

Rev. W. B. Merriil, pastor of the Maryland
Ridge, Sanford, charge, has just formed a new
class consisting of thirty members, the fruit of
the revival in bis charge. Between 75 and 80
persons have been converted and reclaimed during the fall and winter.
The Whig says that a revival of religion is
in progress in the Erst Orrington Congregational church’and about 42 conversions are re-

ported.
Rev. Mr. Hulse of Farmington, is at present
engaged in holding a series of meetings in the
neighboring town of Temple. About 20 persons were hopefully Converted under liis labors
at that place last week."
Eighteen new members were received into
the Congregational church in Cumberland on
March Otb, all but one on proressious of faith.

These.couversions were the fruit iu part of a
very quiet but very happy work of grace during the past winter. The religious interest is
still active.
Dr. Deems tells his church that ha is accustomed on the first of each mouth to pray for
all the members of his flock whose names comwith A, on the second for all whose
begin with B. and eo on through the
month and the alphabet.
At the anniversary of the
mence

names

Southwestern,

Bible Society, held last month in New Orleans
it was stated that of the 180,000 families
liviog
in Louisiana at'd the part of
Mississippi uoder
the Society’s jurisdiction, 40,000 were without
copies of the bible. Of 12,775 families visited
in New Orleans, 3511 were found destitute of
copies of the scriptures.
Revival intelligence comes to us from all
parts of the country.
Moody and

Sankey’s
crowded, and

meetings in

New York are still
the infinencs is increasing. Messrs. Hammond
and Bentley are still in Washington, The Rev.

Mr, Earle closed his services

at

Clinton,

N.

Y.,

March 7. They were very well af.ien.1orl
i?.
vival meetings are dow held in
mauy of the
churches of Knoxville, Tenn.
Messrs. Hall
and Cree, who are visiting the
Young Men’s
Christian Asso nations of the South,
spent
March 1—7 at Louisville. Much interest was
shown in their meetings. The series if union
gospel meetings held in Wisconsin during the
past fall and winter,met with such success”that
a second series was
begun March 10.
The Journal says that at the Axtel school
house in Belgrade, seven started on the new
Hfe on Friday, four on Saturday and
on

Election

meeting of
Macbigouue Engine Company,Thusrday night.
Jere Ilsley was elected foreman and Alberi
Mitchell clerk. This^election was
nice?sary as
”•
-*taud, the former foreman, has been
of

Officers.—At

a

ehoseu second assistant
engineer.

Suuday. There were seventy five exhortations
on Sunday
uight. The work is takiDg hold of
some of the
hardest cases in the community.
The bouse is so crowded that the
entry partition

is to be taken down.
The cost of the Moody and
Sankey meetings
at the Hippodrome in New York will be about
The ouly way this expense is to le
$40,000.
defrayed isby voluntary offriiDga. Mr. Samuel
Thorn at the Hippodrome wilPreceive
subscriptions.
The ^practice of holding missions, a kind of
revival effort, is becoming more geueral in the

Episcopal church. “The method of
conducting these, missions isja slight change
from the regular church work. The preaching
is pungent, personal and earnest; the sioging
congregational, and the hymns and tunes familiar ones.
The prayers are short, frequent
Protestant

and common.

An opportunity is given for di
personal intercourse between inquirers and
ministers. So far the woik has been very successful. The services generally occupy a week.
Preaching is held every uight, and crowded congregations attest the general interest.
The terms at the ministerial bureau at the
rect

Congregational house at Boston for assisting
clergymen to a permanent place are one per
cent, on the
salary lor the first year, or ten dollars

on

NEW

Newton TLeologicsl Seminary, opposed cam
pulsory Bible reading in schools.
He did not
believe that tbe failure of the government to
recognize the Bible would invalidate oaths, affidavits, etc., and it was his opinion that the

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS the circula-

law would stand without the Bible.
He said that he believed in the Bible and loved
to read it, but when the government undertook
to force it his cry would be “hands off!"
A new method of preaching to the poor is

common

being

tried in

every thousand.

The annual fee of five
to all the informalinn
1
obtamed. from the books of the
bnraau
ters secutm? a pulpit for a Sabhath
r pel cent, on the amount
bath n»»
pay five
received,
except those who have paid the annual
subscription of live dollars; these latter pay but
three per cent, instead of five. And
yet these
rates do not as yet meet the actual
expenses of

thufna,1.1!3 afub«nber
MpnSS
fi!

the bureau.

Philadelphia.

A bouse has been

tion of

ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

which,

STATE

month, exceed) 100,000,

per

Fire Insurance !

built ou Mervine street, near Diamond, where
Sunday morning breakfasts are given to the oc
cupants of tbe station houses. After tbe meal
suitable religious services are held.
Between
three and four hundred poor persons are thus
brought together every Sunday.

STATEMENT

OF

A parly of eight from BridgtoD, caught 45
cusls fiom Sebago Lake in one uight recently.
One of tbe fish weighed eight pounds.
A widow lady, living near Bridgton, had a
lively experience with a tramp the other day.
Her daughters were away, and she was alone.
Tramp advanced boldly to the front door, to
enter without ceremony, but he found the
door bolted. Tried another door, but found that
likewise barred. He then cooly seated himself
in tbe 3bed and eat, and sat, as if permanently
located. She opened the door aDd civily ie
quested him to depart. He muttered a low
curse, and theD, in a louder voice, and with a
ferocious look, said be wou'd not.
Tbe widow
tbeu perempiorily ordered him to leave.
He
made no motion. She seized a long handled
dipper, and filling it with boiling water from
the huge open kettle, advanced upon the enemy. It is needless to say the trampimmediately disappeared around the corner of tbe
house.
TbeBowdoiu Orient editors for the coming
vear are as follows: C. A. Perry, C. B, Seabury,
G. T Little, J. E Chapman, E W. Cousins,
W. C. Green, W. T. Cobb.
Thete are now ninety-three students attending medical lectures at tbe Maine Med.cal

An

Company,

PROVIDENCE,

January

R.

1st,

to learn the

One who has been
at

the

$400,000

Providence and New York bank stocks .$178,325
Delaware and Hudson Canal Co.’s stock
and bonds.
71,840
Rensselaer and Saratoga Railroad Co.’s
bonds. 14.040
City of Chicago, Buckner bonds. 45,000
New York, Prov. & Boston R. It. Co.’s
10.500
bonds
New York Mutual Gas Light Co *s bonds.
31,500
United states bonds.
0,710
What Cheer Corporation, (real estate)....
30,000
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co., participation account. 50,000
City of Providence notes. 20,0o0
Cash in banks.
42,160
Loans and co’laterals.
43,044
Bills receivable, (for marine premiums)... 13,912
Due from agents and uncollected premi-

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
41
86

$588,669

Dr. John Bush, who died in Vassalboro’ recently, at tbe age of 83, was a graduate of Bowdoin, class of 1814.
Through the encouragement of Rev. O. M.
Cousens a lodge of Good Templars with sixty
members was instituted in Sidney Tuesday, tbe
14th.
The lodge takes the name Sebago A.
H. Reynolds presiding officer. Mr. Cousens
abo aided .in establishing a simi'ar lodg) at
Vasselboro’ on Thursday evening the 16th. E.
W. Dunham was elected chief.
Work has been suspended at the jail workshop in Augusta until the April session of tbe
Commissioners. It is expected that the prisoners will be set at work on a cheaper variety of
goods. Cbas. H. Dunham will take the placa
of his father as superintendent.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Maine Central Railroad Company will be held
at Augu-ta, March 22, 1876.
Begular passenger rain leaves Portland for Augusta
at 7.00 a m., arriving there at 10.07.
Returning, leaves Augusta at 2,15 p. m, arriving
at Portland at 5 54
Stockholders, and no other persons, will be passed
free to and from the place of meeting, on exhibiting
their certificates to the conductor.
By order of the Directors.

THE

PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent.
Portland, March 17, 1876.
mal8dtd

Handkerchiefs

The
names

Augusta Reform Club have now 400
enrolled on the “Iron clad.”

$142,602 31
J. II. DeWOLF, President.
WARREN S. GREENE, Scc’y.
J. B. BRANCH, Ass’t Sec’y.

PORTLAND, ME.,

J. W. HUNGER.

C. L

COUNTY.

The Sunrise says that Mr. A. H. Turn“r of
Glenbutn, as he was returning from singing
school fell on the ice and broke his right arm.
The arm was doing very well, when he again
slipped on a door step, striking on his head.
His skull was tbit time fractured; and he is
now lying in
a critical condition.
He is deranged; and it is feared that he never will re-

OF

THE

Mr. C. E Miles of Oldtown, who is scaling
for parties in Bangor, was seriously injured a
short time since. While descending a steep declivity he slipped and received a severe fall,
which caused a severe fracture of tbe left shoulder, and in this condition be walked several
miles before he reached camp.
Abbott’s woolen mill in Dexter will commence running on full lime next month.
At a meeting of the stockholders of the Mercantile Bank of Bangor, Wednesday, it was
voted to surrender the char'er and close
the business of tbe bank as rapidly as consistent with tbe interests of the stockholders.
The
present Mercantile Bank was chartered in
1801), It took its name from the old Mercantile Bank, chartered in 1833 and whose charter
expired in 1857.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Lynn Praying Band are meeting with
good success at Skowhegao, where five of their
The

number have been laboriug for several days.
Victor Grange at Fairfield Center, numbeis
nearly 100 working members.
Tbe March term ot the S J. Court for this

docket contains 508-cases and we understand
that there are a large number of new cases to
be entered at this term.
The Skowhegan Reform Ciub Bumbers 282
members. The p'edge has received 700 signaAt the Sunday evening meetiug in Cotures.
burn Hall over one thousand people were asNo member has yet violated his
sembled.

pledge.

OF

The ladies of Calais gave a masquerade ball
for the benefit of the St. Croix library and realized the sum of $240.26, which has been handed to the treasurer.
YORK COUNT V

aua tue

prisoners orueriy

ana

He says clergymen seldom if
ever, visit this iail and that uo religious services are held there on Sunday or on any other

respectful

day.
Capt. Mark Priuce of Saco,
Fellow and

Wednesday

a prominent Odd
Knight Templar, died suddenly
evening the 15th. He was 04 years

of age.
The fourth term of the Free High School of
Sanford is now in session, and is attended by
eighty-one scholars. District Ne. 2 sends the
largest number, fortj-seveD, and District No. 8
the smallest, one.
David Fern&ld, for many years a prominent
citizen of Saco, died Saturday, March 11th, at
the advanced age of 83 years.
Benjamin Adams of Saco had a cataract re
moved from one of his eyes by Dr. Greene at
the Maine General Hospital and is now doing
well.
There were four fires in Biddeford Monday
night the 13*.h. The loss, however, was slight,
Dm

Libby,

who has teen treating chronic
diseases in this city during the past five
months with marked success, respectlully invite* all who are suffering from any long
sttuding disease, and who have becsme discouraged and incredulous, to call at their
earliest convenience and DOlice the names of
five hundred patients, many of whom reside in
this city and immediate vicinity, who will

cheerfully respond to personal inquiries in regard to the great benefit or cure experienced
from his treatment.
No. 7 Wilmot street,

(opposite

the Park).
Office hours from 2 to G p. m., and Saturday
evening from 7 to 9. Terms of trertment $5
for two months. Patieuts at a distance treated

by

Nearly everybody you meet is troubled with
a cold in the head.
Our advice is for them to
go at oDce to a drug store and purchase a box
of Baider's German Snuff.
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell today at 11 and
3 o’clock the balance of stock of oil paintings,

chromos, etc. Some of the best pictures remain

unsoldjaud
At 10

a.

this will be tbo last sale.
m, at basement salesroom,

furniture, carpets, crockery, &c.

lot

a

See

of

auction

column.

2^ o’clock p. m. the
furnishing goods in store
At

balance of stock of
No. 160 Exchange st,

46
00
00
78
10
00
3 336 41
18.983 01
13,838 02
24,500 00
2,590 04
20,000 00
23,977 50

Current expenses.
Checks and other cash items.
house.
Bills ot other national banks.
Fractional cutrency and nickels.
Legal tender note*..
Five per cent, redemption fund.

Exchanges for clearing

$1,891,566

32

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock.$ 600,000
Surplus fund-....120,000 00
Other undivided profits.251,434 62
371,434
National bank notes outstanding.
474,060
1.671
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits.
409,407
7,825
2,740
24,427

$1,891,566

32

Due to other national banks.

STATE OF MAINE, l
i
Cumberland, ss.
I, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of The Canal National
Bank of Portland,” do solemnly swear that the

knowledge

above statement is true to the best of my

B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
and belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this SevenGEO. C, PETERS,
teenth day of March, 1876.
Justice of the Peace.
WM. HAMMOND,)
Correct—Attest,
F. W. BAILEY, f Directors.

LORD, )

JOHN N.

mchl8d3t
REPORT

CONDITION

OF THE
-OF

THE-

MERCHANTS’ NATIONAL
THE

At

the close

STATE

OE

of Bukiucm* March 10, 1870,

erences.

Insurance.—We call attention of the insurto tho advertisement of the Stale,
ment of Fire Insurance Co., represented by

ing public

John W. Munger & Co. The senior member
of the firm has had twenty-seven years experience.

This agency never issued a fire policy
on which a loss occurred and proof was furnished, hut what was paid. The public patronizing
this firm caD rely on a fair honoiable dealing.
Dr. O. Fitzgerald
wonderful clairvoyant physician and
surgeon wilt visit Portland at the United States
Hotel on Friday and Saturday, Mar' 17 and 18,
for two days only.

Overdrafts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.

deposits.

S. Bonds on hand....
Other Stocks, bonds and mortgages.
Due from Approved Reserve Ag’is.

$517,332

68

300,000 00
100,000 00

U.

14,212 60
74.130 41

Due from State Banks and bankers.
Real Estate, furniture and fixtures.
Current, expenses and taxes paid.
Premiums paid.
Checks and other Cash Items.
Exchanges for Clearing House.
Bills of other National Banks.
Bids ot State Banks.
Fractional Currency (including nickels)..
..

Specie (including gold Treasury notes)..

Legal Tender Notes.
U. S. certificateSjOf deposit for legal ten-

22
24

25,930
1,503

1,938 43
12,393 77
25,625 00
3,415 40
18,000 CO

ders.

fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 percent of Circulation).
Due from U. S Treasurer, other than 5
per cent redemption lund.

Redemption

13,500

CO

Total.$1,109,755

29

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock paid in.

$300,000 00

Surplus

Fund.
Other undivided Profits.
National Bank notes outstanding.
State Bank notes outstanding.

Dividends Unpaid...
Individual Deposits subject to check....
Demand certificates of deposit.
Time certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States Deposits.
Deposits of U. S. Disbursing Officers..
Due to other National Banlts.
Due to State Banks and bankers.

1,651

CO
07
79
68
85

1,716
34,0G1
46,230
14,960
19,946

14,202 70

Notes and bills re-discounted.

Bi.'ls payable.
Total.

52

207,595 31
33,300 00

$1,109,753 29

State of Maine,
I
County of Cumberland ss. j
Charles
I,
Pay son,Cashier of the above named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement is true
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 17th day of
March, 1876.
CHAS. O. BANCROFT, Notary Public.

(Seal)

Correct—Attest.
Jacob McLellan,
Gko. S. Hunt.

)

J Directors.

Winthrop S. Jordan, )

dtf

Remember that Dr. Fitzgerald undertakes
incurable cases, but will examine all who

may call on him free oe charge, and will
frankly tell them whether a cure can be effected or not.
mchl5 4t
__

Dietetic Saleratus.—Universally
acknowledged the best in use.
Each pound
bears the name of James Pyle. Noue
genuire
Pyle

s

without.

nnel9Sly

Situation Wanted.
COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
moderate salary, by a young lady.
Unexceptionable references given. Address

AS

mal7dtf

«A.» at this Office.

January

$336,502

LIABILITIES.

unpaid.$11,750
1,156

Dividends.

Commissions,

taxes and office
expenses.

House and Stable to Let,

32

vvjro

ZO

Barley. 8
Hominy...6

Pearl

standard. 67,156

87

05

ARNOLD,

President.
JAMES E. TILLING HAST, Sec’y.

Munger & Co.

AGENTS,
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.
J. TV.

MERGER.

C. L.

HUNGER,

mhl8

dtf

Cell.

«

Bbl.

Choice Michigan.
8.50
St. Lours.9.00
Minnesota Patent.9.50
Best Wisconsin Patent.10.00
*•
Minnesota Patent. 10.50
....

,C. A. WEST©A &

€©„

Nos. 21 & 23 Free St., Forttand.

mala

(]2w

Woolen Hosiery.
Having decided to sacrifice

several lots of Winter Hosiery which we wish to closeout, we shall
oiler them at prices which cannot fail to induce our
customers to buy. even if they do not need them before next fail. We offer

Lot for Children at 2 pairs for 25c.
Lot at 20c per pair.
Lot at 25c per pair.
Large Lot of Full Finished All Wool
Hosiery in all sizes for Ladies, Misses
and Children at 37c per pair.

reduction of from 25 to 50 per cent,
from our regular prices, and presents one of the best
opportunities to Hosiery buyers wo have ever offered.
a

dtf

Copyist.
by lady of experience situation
WANTED
would like writing
copvist
book-keeper,
kind to
of
Gas Office.
a

a

or

any

mbl8d3t*

do at home

or

Address

P.,

than

they are

large

as

as

Company

any

pay whose

can

surplus is not swollen by forfeitures.
The Life Insurance Laws of Massachusetts require
Massachusetts companies to give in Life Insurance
the value of every dollar paid into its treasury, withuui

aujr

uuiun uu me

part

ui

me

policy

noiuer.

parly insured in this Company fails to pay the
premium on his policv when due, the net value or
egal reserve of such policy must be used as a single
premium to purchase a term insurance, the length of
which, to be determined by the age of the insured;
thus securing to every policy holder young or old
rich or poor, a fair equivalent for the money paid.
In addition to the above safeguard, this Company
will give, if desired, a paid up policy for said net value, or will pay it in cash if preferred.
In all other State companies (with the exception of
the paid up insurance feature) this net value, or leyal
reserve which belong to the policy holder, is forfeited,
unless the premium is paid when due.
When you insure your life, insure io the Company
that
If

a

Congress St. Cor. Brown.

dec29

dtf

as

would

respeclfully

name

of

a

announce

22d,

10 o’clock

at

a

m.

at the Auction Rooms

O. Bailey A Co., 35 Exchange street, in Portland and said County, the following personal property to wit: A lot of Woolen Goods suitable for Overcoaling. Suitings. Pan.s, Ac., Ac.
O. W TRUE, constable
F. O. Bailey Sc €•
Auctioneers.
Mcbl8
d2w

of F.

Sheriff's Sale
—OP—

GENTS’ FIRMSH1NG GOODS
BY AUCTION.
STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland, ss.
ou
an
TIIAKEN
execution and wU] be sold at public
A auction to the highest bidder, on FRIDAY,
March 17tb. at ID and
o’clock, at the Store of A.
1.. Farnsworth, No. 160 Exchange street, in Portland
wit:—A large and valuable mock of Gents’ Furnishing Goods, Jewelry, etc. The above stock will be
sold iu lots to suit customers. Terms cash.
MAT. ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.
F. tl. BAILEY dr CO., Auctioneer*.
Dated at Portland, March 13,1876.
mal9d3t

Furniture,

Carpets, &c.,

BY AUCTION.
March

at 10 o’clock A. M.,
and 37 Exchange
general assortment of

18th,
Basement Salesroom 35
ON atSATURDAY,
shall sell

Street,

we

a

Furniture, Carpets, Bedding, Crockery, Glass Ware,
BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer..
d2t

for the money you have Paid.

Information, Documents or

Insurance

apply to

V. C. TAR BOX,
Commenting

General

Agent New England Mutual
Life Insurance Company,

For the purpose of carrying on the Printing business
in all its branches at their former old Staud

No. 1 Exchange, Cor. Fore Street.

customers.

mallisdlw

If you want. Coal Tar Rubbers you can
get them where they are advertised.
We keep only FIRST QUALITY WOODS
and shall continue to sell
MEN’S Rl'BBERS, all sizes, 30 CENTS
-•
<•
“
33
WOMEN’S
“
•«
»•
30
MISSES’
and other Kuober Goods in proportion,

l^et.

&

—

AT

—

Salesroom 35 and 37 Exchange St,
we

shall sell about

lOO
COR MIDDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS,

Fine

Oil

Paintings

APPROPRIATELY FRAMED.
Tew

more

Active

Agent.

Wanted.

Exhibition

On

Tlondny,

Apply

MUMGER, Agt.,

PORTLAND, ME.,
feb25

d&wtf

INSURANCE

LIFE

TTrtT
PRICES.

No.

$2.50 each.

3,
No. 2,
No. 1.

COMPANY,

January m, lo/O.

oLaieiueiiL

dti

Made to Order 1

OFFICE 166 FORE STREET.

CASH

-

3.50

“

4.00

“

DELIVERY.

ON

Accumulated Assets

$5,492,635
Gross Liabilities,including reserve
4,834,182
Surplus Jan. 1st, 1876
657,453
Anuual Income
3,391,645
Policies issued dur’g 1875
6,408
Ain’t of new insurance 14.575,219
Am’t of Ins. in force 35,907,240
OFFICERS.

WILLIAM WALKER, President.
HENRY J. FURBER, Vice President.
JOHN H. BEWLEY, Secretary.
GEORGE L. MONTAGUE, Actuary.
EDWARD W LAMBERT, Medical Examiner.

AGENCY

mhl4

493 Congress St.
apr28_deowlylp
COAL. TAR GOODS,
such as shoe dealers advertise as
RUBBER GOODS, I will sell at

following prices:
Men’s Hip Boots
Men’s Heavy Bools
Bovs' Heavy Boots
....
...

•

Hall’s Rubber

d3w

To Ijet-

An 7Upstairs
rooms.

City Building.

Formerly Craig & Jackson

Plasterers,

MASTIC WORKERS.

Ornament* in every Vnrictv of Slj l< s.
Designed by the best artists in the country, such as
Cornices Centre Pieces, Brackets, Columns, &c
can always be furnished at the shortest notice.

Repairing,

Plastering. Whitening and
Tinting done in the nenteM manner.
No. 4 South Street, Portland, i?Ie.
N. B.—The most delicate woik packed to go safely

any distance.

Joseph Craig.
mai7d3mJames Wilson.

W. W. CARR.

Portland fratc Deposit To.
and after this date the vaults of this Company

will be open for business from nine o’clock A.
M. until four o’clock P. M.
A W. COOMBS, Secretary.
mbl7nalw
March 16,1876.
Jo Let.
first-class tenement, six rooms. Cor York and
E. PONCE,
Tate St. Inquire of
mhl7dlw
Cor. Middle aud Exchange Sts.

$3.00
3.35
3.35
44
1.34
35
30

We also have a superior quality
ot RUBBER GOODS at

DEPARTMENT.

CHARLES P. GRIFFIN, General Manager.
SAMUEL I. KNIGHT, Superintendent.

Charles Custis &Co.,

Men’s Overs
Men’s Arctics
Misses’ Overs
Ladies’ Overs

Tenement to let, at 20 Parris Street;
Inquire at Superior Court Room.
T. C. HOOPER.

UNDER
ocM

Store,

FALMOUTH HOTEL.
dtf

_mal7dtf

NOTICE.
in tlie Jail Work Shop for Cumberland County may be visited by tbeit friends on
WEDNESDAY of each week Irom 10 to 12 o’clock
a. in., and from 2 to 4 o’clock p. m.; and other prisoners on THURSDAY of each week at the same
hours.

PRISONERS

Per cider of County Commissioners.
W. L. PENNELL, Sheriff.
mhl0d&w3wll
Portland, March 9,1876.

LADIES !
We open

A full assoitment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures trken and nice fitting Boots made to order tor

No. 255 Middle
THIS WEDNESDAY, MARCH

Great

JVC. <3r. PALMER.

,ia28dtf_
THE

AERATED

cure for Caturib, Asthma, RheumaDyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Disoffered to all who are afflicted, at 3M5
Coogren Street, Portland Me., Room 3,
Cahoon Block, where a large number of testimonials can be seen.

tism,
is still

onmuauon ana tnaiuoserroe.

calprnia

IN

—

BLACK ALPACAS,
BLACK & COLORED SILKS,
TABLE LINEN,

NAPKINS, CRASHES

laizinsawniu

urn

Bargains
—

BLACK BBIUL I ANT JNES,

GENUINE

A

St,

15, ’76.

BLACK CASHMERES.

Oxygen Treatment.
eases

oar

NEW STORE,

AND HANDKERCHIEFS

eras!

WILE BE OFFERED.

a

gratitude lor your liberal patronage in the
past, we invite you all to come and see our

offer

MEW STORE AMO MEW GOODS.

With
Ju’it arrived

direct from California,

choice lot of Limn
the trade

nt

pi ices

Kean*,

to

which

we

*uit.

HODGDON& SOULE.
ma!6

_il3t

New Store, New Firm!
AT

THE

RINESBROS.,
*255
in a

jRiddle

Street.

15

dtf

Portland Turnverein.

—

at No

my24distf

WILSON

Plain and Ornamental

I3th

march

F. O BAILET & CO., Auctioneers.

—

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Daufoith Street.

CRAIG

on
Tuesday, March 14th, at
11 A. M., and continuing at 11 A. M.
and 3 P. M.j each day,

OFFICE

copartnership

M.N.&F. G. RICH,

ONE

as.
on a

writ and will be sold at public
ATTACHED
auction, to the highest bidder*, Ou Thursday,
March

the most I.ife Insurance

GuarnntecM you

men or women.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

ON

dtd

&Q, ^C.
E. O.
malT

OWEN & MOORE, Side Lace Boots!

A

All liueu, for Ladies, slightly damaged,
at NELSON & CO.’S, 495 Congress St.,

Co.* Auctioneers,

on

One
One
One
One

mhl7tf

&

CONSTABLE’S SALE.

50

dividends of this old Company are not larger
any Company in this country or the world, but

Bailey

Cumberland,

17 Ac 19 Warren Street, N. V.

Butter.25 and 30
Flour, Good Family.$8.00

ANU

Show Case and Fancy Goods. The fixtures consist
of Show Case. Stove Scales, tfew Measures, Ker.
Oil Cans. Desks, Small Sofh, Ac.
By order of the mortgagee.

«

FRONT room, without board, suitable tor a
gentleman au 1 wife; also rooms tor Ladies or
Gentlemen, at house No 1*J7 Newbury street; also
tenement on Munjoy HIM tor six dollars pei*m"iith.

Handkerchiefs

wa-

567,000 00

meau

insured in 1875..

«*

To Let.

cheap,cheap,cheap !

1,375,000 OO

UNIVERSAL

Flour. 4
28
Corn Meal. 2£
45
Tomatoes. (3 lb. cans).15
“Can 7 Cans
Yarmouth Sugar Corn... .18
6
G
Blueberries.18
#<
Peaches, 3 lb. can).23
5
lb
6
Squash. (3
can)_,....18
Horse Radish.10
“Btl.ll Btls.
11
Pepper Relish.10 "
Sugar. Granulated..,.It cents Lb.
Extra C.10
Golden C.••••.10
New Orleans. 91
Yellow C.9

83,313 27

$253,189

John W.

to

OOO OO

1,393,000 00
1 00o,000 OO

0

Graham

A

oi six

cellar, stalls deep, wide, light and well
ter,
ventilated. On new street from Brackett to Clark.
Spring Street Horse Cars pass very near. Apply at
No. 70 Brackett St.
febmatf

Crushed Wheat. 7.
Fine Oat Meal.••• •5
Coarse Oat Weal. 7

Sago.10

To

3.250 00

Reinsurance rcsetve, New York

3,141

1875.
Accumulation in 1875
Surplus over liabilities January
l- 1*76
Surplus to be returned to policy
holders in 1876 as their premiums fall due.
eipenses

00

.‘100,000 OO

Income for 1875.
Returned to policy holders in

“Lb.11 Lb?.
12
li
it
13
18
15
22
15

00
40

40

about.915,000,000

Ratio of
amount

WE

to

Market value ot which, more
than cost, Jan. 1,1876.

J. W.

elldtfM. G. PALMER.

$16,156

liabilities) amounting

ure

M. N. RICH.
F. G. RICH.

Market Val.
Bank stocks.$132,750 00
Heal estate in City of Providence. 120,000 00
Loaiis on bond and mortgage____
15,000 00
City bonds. 25.0 0 00
Loaned with collateral security.
3,611 00
Cash in bank and office. 22,871 48
Premiums in course of collection.
16,469 84
Accrued [rents.
800 00

at 2 1-2

shall sell at Salesroom, 35 and 37 Exchange
St, a large and valuable stock of Groceries Ac.
consisting in part of 300 cases Corn, Peas, Beans, Tomatoes. Peaches, Pear*, Cherries, Pine
Apple, Blueterries, Blackberries, Strawberries, &c.; English and
American Pickle*, Sauces, T ibaceo, Cigars, Teas.
Coffee Starch. Spices, Creamtartar, Saleratus. Sugar, Beans, Vinegar, Lard. Candles, Fancy Crackers,
Soap Sago, Raisin*, Prunes, Figs, Tubs, Pads,
Brooms, Brushes, Blacking. Ac together with a

F O.
Mclil8

Accumulated lund (to meet fut-

13
12
11
11

Green Pea?.7_10
Carolina Rice.10
Louisiana Rice.9

our

Tuesday, Mch. 20th,

malO

1.35

Poitiand, March 1,187G.

ASSETS.

FRED W.

35

$2«o,09O

tupuni,

an

$1.75

We would respectfully invite a share of public
patronage and pledge our personal efforts and care
to execnte all orders in a manner entirely satisfactory

1st. 1876.

_m

Losses

«

SUNDRIE

The above is

1, 1876,

uary

50 cts Lb.
60
«
35
35
30

Best French Prune?.15 cts Lb. 7 Lbs for $1 00
Best Turkish Prunes.10
11
"
Valencia Raisin?.13
8
California Raisins.15
7
••
Loose Muscatel.18
6
«•
Choice Bag Figs.20
6
«
Sliced Dried Apple........15
7
«
Dried Currants. 10
li
**
Citron.35
3
Medium Beans.7
“Qt.15 Qts.

to

casn

Megs.'..

under the firm

PROVIDENCE, R. I..

No permit requited for change of Residence or Occu
pal ion. This Company possessed Jan-

75 cts.
75
75
75 **
75

Pure.

*•

THE
that they have this day formed

F. k I. Insurance Co,,

mhl8

rooms, Sebago water with every
modern convenience. Stable has
HOUSE
Sebago
cemented

Spices, Strictly
Cassia.15cts.Qr.

Cloves..
15
Allspice.10
Pepper. ...••••.18
Ginger. 8
Mace.50

undersigned

EQUITABLE

I.ife

Policies Liberal and Equitable.

COFFEES.

vi

in

t'nderwriling.

Rio, (Green).22 and 25 cts.
(Roasted or Ground).30
Maracaibo, (Roasted or Giound).35
Old Gov’t Java, (Green).32
(Roasted or Ground).40
Pure Coffee. (Roasted or Ground).25
Paper Coftee...12 and 20

FIRE INSURANCE.
STATEMENT OF THE

Nearly Half Crnlury Experience

For

English Breakfast.60
Green Tea.40,50, 60
Formosa, (very fine flavor).80

Nut

On

Chromo given with every
pouud.

Keantiful

Oolong.40,50, 60, 70 and
Mixed, (Green and Black).. ..40, 50, 60, 70 11
Japan.60, 70

60.000 00
109,090 37
2G7,000 00

..

This

no

TEAS!
A

Tapioca.10

RESOURCES.

GROCERIES & STORE FIXTIRES
o’clock P. JM.

Street.

Split Pea*.10

MAINE,

LARGE STOCK OF

OF BOSTON.

—

Pea Beans. 8
Y. E. Beans. 9

PORTLAND,

A.T
IN

BANK,

AT

WESTON’S TEA STORE,
Nos, 21 & 23 Free

00
62
00
00
80
27
63
00

Certified checks.
Cashier’s check soutstandiug.

Fellows’

m

DAVIS,Sec^v.
did

JOSHUA

—

Loans and discounts.$1,140,736
U. S. bonds to secure circulation.
533,000
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages.
13,100
Due from redeeming and reserve agents
63,757
Due from other national banks.
13,747
Banking house.
20,000

Spring

Term of the
Eaton Family
School for Boys will commence the 27ih inst.
This school stamls as one of the best institutions of the kind, and parents intending to
send boys from home will do well to correspond
with the Principa', who will give Portland ref-

LnrcVTKTn

Attest:

RESOURCES.

win De sola.

The

fTITPUT^A V

Price List of Goods

At Close of Business March 10, 1876.

mht8

mail.

II „11

mch!8

U\IK UUU1 UIUC1 XNailUUttl l^auao.

Alfred jail received a visit from Burnham
Wardwell ieceutly. He says he found.tbe jail

THERelief Association will be held at Odd

—

Loans and Discounts.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

I. O. O. F.
monthly meeting of the O ld Fellows* Mutual

PORTLAND, ME.,

county commences nextTuesfay at Skowbegan.
Tbe continued
Judge Virgin is to preside

uuy,

City Employment Office. 516 ConMemhl8d3t*

—

CANAL NATIONAL BANK,
—

class cooks and

St., Portland,

gress

cover.

auu

for first

eod3w

—

mchl8d4wt

Wanted Immediately*

REPO ST OF TIIE CtlNDITlON

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The Supreme Court at Dover adjourned finalon
ly
Friuay, after a session of a little less than
two weeks, much shorter than usual.
This we
believe is tbe first term of court that Judge
Win, Wirt Virgin ever held in this couuty and
he has given great satisfaction.

eieau

TJjCil’eitNSmr,

^

Nova Scotia
SITUATIONS
girls and others iu city and country. Also girls
wanted at Forest

HUNGER.

mhl8

OXFORD COUNTY.

afternoon the 15th, M. W G.
Master n. u. ntone, assisted Dy it. w Marshall
Byron Kimball, installed a Lodge of Odd Fallows at West Paris, to be known as West Paris
Lodge No. 15.

(Hf

bOOK The "Wonderful Blessings of God ou
Labors of 1QOODV Ar SANK l£V in
Europe
and America. Best book and chance for men or
women wanting a good business and do
good
offered this year. Also new maps of U. S. A.,
World and all Bible lands and Centennial
Combination.
Apply at once to U. ■
Pub., Concord, N. O.

5^5
H
£5

Sale.

The

mbl8

NO. 166 FORE STREET.

Wednesday

PENOBSCOT

cheap, cheap, cheap.
r—

MiGEiU CO, ACTS,

J. W.

All Linen, for Gents, slightly damaged,
at NELSON & CO,’8, 495 Congress St„

o. W. ALLKW.

of

Furniture and General M irchaif
dise every
Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignment* solicited.
0 Ml

CENTBAL RAILROAD.

MAINE

75

Unsettled losses.$ 29,591 10
Re-iDSuraneo fund. 111,460 76
1,550 45
Unpaid dividends.

Regular sale

Mortgagee’s

dtf

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
LIABILITIES.

Life

a

00
00
00

Rut Nil I

St., cheap, ch?ap, cheap!

19.203 73
9,373 00

ums

Accrued interest.

School.

73

Mule.room. 33 and 37 Exchange Ml.
». O. BAILKY,

INCORPORATED IN 1835.

mbl8

ASSETS.

F. O. BAILEY & CO,

Ei\GLAi\D

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

High
Apply

School preferred.
at this office.

AUCTION SALES

busi-

All Linen, for Children, slightly damaged, at NELSON & CO,’8, 495 Congress

INCORPORATED 1799.

A E W

years of age,

Printing

years

insurance.

intelligent

iHandkerchieis

I.,

187G.

Cash Capital,

active,

boy, about 17

few

Insurance

Wanted.

Apprentice
ness.

NEWS.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

auu

purse, occupying the same house,
neither of them ever having been married, and
it was publicly said at the funeral that no unbind word had ever passed between them.
relations were much more intimate aud
Tbejr
confidential than were even those of David
and Jonathan, whose hearts were said to be
“knit together as the heart of one man.’* We
believe that this family once consisted of eight
brothers and several sisters, bnt three brothers
are all that now remain.
The funeral services
were very impressive, and there were evidences
of much genuine sorrow and regret at the loss
of one who had contributed so much to the
prosperity of the town of Skowhegan, and in
fact of the entire county of Somerset
common

eight

Kailroad Accident.—A severe accident oc
curred on the Boston, Concord & Moutrea
Itailroad, at East Haverhill, N. H., Thursday
night. It seems a box car left upon a sidliDg

no

ville and Fairfield. The obsequies were had
at the late residence of the deceased and was
attended by a large number of the business
men of Somerset county. Ex-Governor Coburn

I'»

At Hie Boston Baptist ministers’ meeting on
Monday, Rev. Dr. Hovey, tbe President of

on

shores, which were dear to you, to seek t. home
and hving^in America. Like the patron saint
you have sacrificed much, but like him be trae
to the cross of Jesus Christ, and educate your

—

Temperance.—There

Deesing hue were
the evening. A large force
the

cars on

Centennial Exhibition as tho representative
work of the Academy ct Design. She will
come to Portland next summer to fill some
orders for crayon portraits.

Assault.—As Mr. James Welch was going
home about 8 o’clock last evening be was set
upon by Michael and James Clancy and severe,
land street, while chopping wood yesterday,
ly beaten. The assailants told him that he had
his
on
severed
toes
the
left
foot
a
nearly
by
been informing Deputy Sheriff Ring that they
glancing blow from the axe.
were selling liquors and they proposed to
give
The Boston Globe says: “A shower of flesh”
him Ins pay for it. During the trouble Martin
would not come amiss in these parts,if it would
an
Kavanaugb,
employe at the Grand Trunk,
exert any tendency to reduce the price of beef
| happened along and rescued Welch from tis
steak.”
assailants.
Complaint was entered at the
Mayflowers injMarch, just think of it. The
woods are full ot ’em at the Cape.
A special meeting of the City Council will be

thing very unusuil for this season of the
year.
The stoi m continued last eveniug and the
horse cars were compelled to withdraw.
The

labors. He spoke highly of his life-long labors
to convertg a heathen people to Christianity,
and cxhortedfhis bearers to follow the example
set bv this self-denying priest. He closed his
eloquent remarks with these words: “Many
of you, my brethren, have left your native

land Reform Club.

New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Havden
to-morrow morning, on how Christian” love
is to be Shown to the Evil; Math. v. 43-4-5.
Evening meeting in the Vestry at 7; Morning Subject
•continued.

preceding
nothing compared to it. The street cars continued to run but it was with great difficulty,
and the snow plow was called into use. At the
commencement of the storm several distinct
claps of thunder were heard, which is some-

Bishop Healy

Eev.

At the close of the mass Eev. Father Itegan
delivered a eulogy upon the character of St.
Patrick. In opening he trace! the life of the
Saint from his early days to tlig close of his

Providence Washington Insurance Co.
I. O. O. F*—Monthly
Meeting.

r-

finejappearance. Eight

officiated, assisted by the clergy of the Cathedral. The ceremouy opened with a graDd Pon-

Nelson & Co.—3.

a.

bration consisted of services at the cathtdral
in the morning and a fine concert at City Hall
ia the evening.

which on this occasion were of a very pleasing
The altar was brilliantly illuminated and the interior of the Cathedral presented

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
I)auch5*s Avert isements—l
Maine Central Bill road—Annual
Meeting.
Report—Canal National Bank.

Thursday evenings

mem-

character.

Libby.

on

entirely different,

was

The Cathedral of the Immacn.'ate
Conception
was filled with a large audience at 9
o’clock,
who were deeply interested in the services,

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
The Spring Term—Eaton Family Scho.l

Bethel Church—Services 10*

ce!ebration

EELWIOUS SERVICES.

Record—Loring’s Specific.

Braver meetings
All from 6ea and

Iu former years the different Irish societies,
both civic and military, have paraded the
streets, making a fine appearance, but yester-

though perhaps jitst
appropriate to the
ory of this distinguished prelate.
The cele-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Dr.

tin.

Ibis

as

entertainment column.
-rfusio Hall—Hutnpty DumptyThe

in

Yesterday, the anniversary of the birth of
St. 1’atriok, the Patron Saint, was not as generally observed as is the custom in this city.

pay the

of L.

New

Observance

The Storm.—A thick, driving snow storm
set in at about 2 o’clock
yesterday afternoon.
The light snow fall of the
night was

meeting of the Portland Turnverein
for the choice of officers and the transaction ol
THE
the usual business
Annual

Wholesals Proice Commission

House,

113 Center Street.
We shall receive shipments of Gilt-edged Vermont
Butter and Cheese over the P. & O. Railroad semiweekly through the Soring months and weekly by
lefngerator cars through the Summer mouths direct
from some ol ihe best dairies in Vermont, made
from pure imported Jersey stock, aud shall offer the

same to the trade at fair market rates.
»(ntrineiiIn and Square
onr

Wright*

Motto.

Truthful
will be

D. IIAKVEV & CO.
dtf

mhl4

HEALTH LIFT F

will be held at their Hall, on
FRIDAY EVENING, March 17th, at 8 o*olocV. A
full atteudance is requested.
Per order
ma13d5tOSCAR R. WISH, Secy.

WHY

AMERICAN SILKS

ladies
IN TEN

FUR

aad

—

gi:atlfth:^

MINI TE9UNCE .% I)AV.

Doubles the strength in three months. Dors not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes ami invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.

SPRING

J. II.
0025

GiUBEKT, Proprietor.

These Silks, manufactured in the most
manner, are warranted not to
color in wearing, and snrI cut or change
pass in weight, finish and durability any
that can he obtained at corresponding

prices.

For Sale

by All the Leading Retailers

“Cheney** American Silks combine mo-t beautifully in costumes with a'l the soft wobl fat) s now in
vogue, and

beauty
If

1876.

approved

Exrrcihf and Nulr*rooiu

237 Middle Street, Portland. Jle

!

Black aud Colored Gros Grains.

4 THOROOHGB GYMS4ST1C S1STEK
—

BROTHER^

we

heartily

recommen

th),u

o

their

and durability to .he attention u « u readm:»17i dim
0*18,*’—Scribner's Monthly.

POETRY.
Prayers.
BY M. G. V. B.

Gold-let!ered, and with curious blazonry
Encircled, was the page whereon I read,
’Mia monkish chronicles of saints
long deal.
A tender legend writ most tenderly,
And telling that all prayers by true
Ups said
Jn earnestness, God hearing,
straightway He
Would Quicken, as they sought Him through the sky,
To angels who should work the wishes prayed.
And 1 was glad, ana thought. “How
many a wing
Must guard my lady’s ste|« by day. must bring
All good things to her hand,
upon her head
All blessing aud all peacefulness must
shed;
And how the angels in a glittering ring,
Score deep, must stand at night around her bed.’’
—Harpers Magazine for April.

_

^

[Fcr the Press.!

Uncle Timothy.

%

BY'

ATLANTA.

Oar family consisted of my brother-in-law,
John Percy—a hanker of English parentage,
quite young, sufficiently rich, and the best of
good fellows; his wile—my sister Laura,
considered by John and her affectionate
brother the very sweetest woman in New
York; the three children of the aforesaid
John and Laura—Nora, Ned (my namesake)
and Alice, the

baby; lastly myself, Edward
Wilson, journalist, a sub editor upon the
staff of one ot the great daily
newspapers'

It is not at all my present intention to
describe journalistic experiences, or to dilate
with pride upon the power of the press. It
is with no wish to advertise our paper that I
write—I who in capacity of brother, uncle,
brother-in-law, nephew-iu-law and Greek
chorus generally, assisted at this episode of
the Percy family. It was in the first week of
December, 1873, that John rented a pleasant
house in Forty-filth street, somewhat removed from Fifth Avenue, it is true, but in a
quiet, agreeable neighborhood. On the evening of the 20th of December we, with the ex-

ception of tbe'.little Alice, were sitting around
the fire, in the library, John reading his letters and papers, Laura sewing. I turning over
the pages of a magazine.
“This reviewer doesn’t fancy your last
critique, Ned,” said my brother-in-law.”
“He says it is narrow-minded and onesided.”
“Cleaily he is right,” I answered. “But
his opinion is perhaps modified by the fact
that lie wished to be a member of the common council last autumn, and we told wbat
we knew about him.”
“He says thitt pet paragraph of vonrs was
stolen from Rusbin.”
“Of course,” I rejoined, “that’s always
the case. A writer in these days has not a
fair chance. I always notice that Rusbin, or
Shakespeare, or Mark Twain or some other
beggar has usually quoted my best things before it occurred to me to say them.”
“How horrid ot him!”
sympathetically

murmured my sister—meaning the rival
nalist, not Shakespeare.

jour-

And so we chatted, in desultory
fashion;
and all the while, the letter that was to affect
the fortunes of this family, lay
unopened
upon the table. At last John tock it up,
•ooked a little curiously at the unfamiliar
hand of the address, opened it, read a few
lines, and exclaimed:
“My uncle Timothy!”
Evidently this was not a mere objurgatory
phrase, a harmless species of profanity.
There was clearly some connection between
the letter that had caused his emotion, and
this individual of whom he spoke.
Again
he repeated the name, and Laura asked,
“Who is your uncle Timothy, dear?”
“My father’s brother, you know—he ran
off to sea when he was a bey.” (Here
my
small nephew Ned became
deeply interested,
a vista opened to his
imagination) “We never
said much about him in the
family, my grandfather disowned him—but my grandmother
grieved for him her life long,” continued

John, gravely.
At this sad denouement, Ned, I fancy, returned to his favorite plan of keeping a candy-store when he should be a maD.
“It seems from this letter,” said my brother-in-law, “that after many adventures, of
course merely alluded to in
it, that he settled
in India, in the country a few miles from Delhi, amassed a fortune in the indigo trade;
and wishes, an old man, to spend Christmas
with us; and, if mutually agreeable, to
pass his few remaining years among the
consolations of home and relatives.”
“How perfectly lovely,” exclaimed Laura.
“My dear o!d boy,” said I, with the fatal
prescience of a newspaper man, “he will be
no end of trouble to
you, he will make the
P.hilrirpn ill TPlth

tw onu

liAnlvnno

hn

mill

for unlimited curry in everything,
and make a row with your cook; and finally
die on your hands, leaving all his money to
missions.”

cam or

“Ned,
sister.

perfectly horrid,” cried my
Then I felt sure that she agreed with
you are

me.

“Moreover,”

I said, “this sort of uncle exonly in fiction or the sensational drama
of powerful domestic interest”—
“Edward,” interposed my brother-iu law
with dignity, “my uocie Timothy will be
welcome to my home. He is already in the
city, at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, and tomorrow I shall bring him to the house.”
I expressed my regret at having spoken
with disrespect of the newly found uncle,
and the evening passed in
customary cosy
ists

fashion.
The next day Uncle Timothy made his appearance, attended by a brown,quiet, Hindoo
servaut. Even I was forced to
acknowledge
that Uncle Timothy was in all respects the
ideal Uncle from India.
Apparently about
seventy years of age, yellow as parchment,

wrinkled, spare, wearing a wig very little deceptive, carrying a gorgeous Indian handkerchief—this was the appearance of the retired
merchant in indigo. His manner was gentle,
affectionate, patriarchal. My brother-in-law
received his blessing with epjotion; Laura
pronounced him “perfectly lovely,” and the
children were charmed with him.
I only,
hardened by the experience of journalism remained impassible. Could I have done Iess>

considering my predictions

of the inconveni-

he would cause to my sister’s household ?
Nevertheless I blamed myself for it, reence

doubled

my attentions

the good old
gentleman, strove to feel for him the
affection ho so richly merited—and became
convinced that I had a bad heart. The geniai
manners, the frank address, the thoughtful
courtesy of Uncle Timothy proved that in
in him, too, the pleasant family traits of the
Percys were innate; and his habits, though
a little eccentric, were simple and
kindly.
Later it will appear how ill-grounded were
my prejudices, and how, through the means
of worthy Uncle Timothy, I have become a
prosperous journalist, with ten thousand dollars to the good. This is, however, not the
place for a homily upon hasty judgments—
wu«
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to

iusi uncle
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to pass the Christmas-tide with his relatives
as far as possible, inspired by a
spirit

shall be,
of

charity

and

goodfetlowship entirely

Dick-

ensesque.
In the course of a few

bolts with which he fortified his little strogho’d.

and set of studs in diamonds—the old
man’s Christmas gift to his niece and nephew,
and a curiously woven bag of Indian manufacture, made of some fibrous grass, in which
were diamonds, unset and even unpolished,
belonging to Uncle Timothy himself.
The good old man warned me too, repeatedly, of the dangers that I might encounter
on the way to the newspaper office; and, indeed, I proved by experience the wisdom of
his words. One morning I remember, how
alarmed afre h by the account of an especialcross

days, Uncle Timo-

thy had

become quite domesticated in the
family. It was about this time that a series ol
told and skilfully executed robberies was
alarming the city. They were evidently the
work of professional Burglars; varied in detail, without any criminating clues, occurr-

ing frequently—they were the despair of the
detectives, who had not succeeded iti capturing any of the thieves. This state of things,
commented on by the press, spoken oi on the
streets, greatly alarmed Uncle Timothy, who
—brave among treacherous Hindoos, fearless
before the fierce beasts of Indian jungles—
showed himself a
very coward in regard to
these rapacious
bciugs. His nervousness was
extreme, he could haidly listen to the particulars of these robberies which ho
read,
nevertheless, with a paintul minuteness and
interest. Tippoo, his Indian
servant, must
sleep ou a mat before his door at night; and
he eDjoined upon John and Laura the
greatest care in regard to their valuables in the
silver safe—which iucluded some very tine
jewels of Ihe Percy family, given by John to
his wife, much costly silver plate, a supeib

to take care of

chamber, and wrote my review ; and turning down the gas to allow my
eyes to rest, gave myself up to meditation
upon the probable discomfiture of the litterateur whose novel—“Under the
Lion’s
Skin”—I had just reviewed.
I had fallen
asleep in my chair—I confess it—when I was
startled by a sudden sound,
very slight, but
sufficient to arouse me
thoroughly. I listened without
moving.
Suddenly—a foot on
the stairs.
Then an instant of silence.

At the moment I
door iu his solicitude.
of the old man.
the
words
of
little
but
thought
I was even impatient of his gentle, detaining

Again—a step. After this had been several
times repeated, I became certain that this
was no trick of the imagination. I rcse, look
off my slippers, armed myself with a pistol
that I was accustomed to carry when obliged

ly bold robbery,he advised
my watch and pocketbook, speaking hurriedly
and tremulously, following me to the outer
me

hand upon my arm—I, who oughi to have
respected the timidity of the kindly old uncle
whose fear had rendered him prophetic.
When I reached the office of my journal—my
watch was gone 1 It was hopelessly lost, it
might have been stolen anywhere between
45th street and Printing house Square—for I
ad no recollection of consulting it, upon the
way. The black cord which held it had been
cut with some sharp instrument; and the
watch, a valuable oue which had belonged to
my father—was lost.
I related my misfortune to the family, at
dinner; and though I fancied that I detected
upon the face of Uncle Timothy a little gratified vanity at this proof of the reasonableness of his fears, he kindly forbore to remind
me of his caution of the morning; and, indeed, was so overcome by his terror at the
idea of the robbery that he could scarcely
finish his meal.
“Tippoo,” he said to his servant, who as
usual, stood behind his chair, “did you have
the lock of my door repaired ?”
“Ye1, Sahib,” answered Tippoo—and this
phrase, constantly repeated by the soft, low
voice of the Hindoo, in reply to the various
commands ol his master, was, with a single
exception, the only oue that I ever heard
him utter while he lived under my brotbern-law’s roof.

to return at a late hour from the newspaper

office—and noiselessly opened my door, which
was ajar, and walked along tbe hall that ran
through the third story, in which was my
I descended the flight of stairs, meetroom.
ing no one; and paused to reconnoitre. Again
I heard a noise—and my cars, sharpened by
excitement, recognised the sound of the
turning of the door-hanule of the diningroom.
What should I do—speak to my brother-inlaw, at the risk of alarming my sister, possibly (or nothing ? Should I ask for Tippoo’s
powerful arms to help me in a desperate and

probably an unequal encounter.
Tippoo
had, on account of the extremely cold weather, been promoted to sleeping in Uncle Timothy’s dressing-room, instead of upon the
So I could not reach
him without first awaking the old gentleman,
and that was out of the question.
I could
not have the heart to disturb him, as I stood
beside his door, peering down into the darkness of the lower hall, I was even
happy in
thinking that the sleep of the good old man
would not be broken, even though the dreaded robbers were actually in the house. Again
a sound—the slow, light
grating of a file!
Were they opening the safe? I hurried noiselessly down into the basement.
Was I dreaming—was I going mad ? A candle threw a clear light on two figures, kneeling before the safe, busily at work with their
files. These figures were—Uncle Timothy
and Tippoo!
Without his wig, dressed in
the costume of the ordinary New York rough
’door-mat as at first.

That evening John received a visit from a
gentlemaD, wishing to transact a little business with him.
They had already met at
the house of a mutual acquaintance, but my
brother-in-law had not been especially pleased
with the other, although he had never heard
Kim

Afliornrien

fTion nrnll

—m oruer ruai ne

In the meantime, we, in the library, hardly
heard or regarded the business-like voices in
the hall, so intent were we in listening to
the wonderful story of an elephant hunt
which Uncle Timothy was relating, with

perched
the other,

on one arm

of his

chair,

Ned

his

knee.
When John returned to the library, he at
once told us of his visitor and the box confided to his care.
Uncle Timothy was disposed to blame his nephew a little for so
readily allowing a man, but slightly known to
him, to become acquainted with the position
of the safe.
on

and the

baby

on

“You say, John,” said he, “that your
knowledge of this man is merely by reputation—that you have met him but once.
He
may be, very likely is, one of the best of men,
but you should not allow a sudden impulse,
a liking for his cordial manners, to lead you
so generously to confide lo him the situation
of your safe.”
“I admit, unde, that it was somewhat irnprudeut,” returned John, “—but I wished to
tacit amend to him tor a certain
groundless dislike that I experienced for him
upon our first meeting, and which I feared
might have rendered my manner a little
brusque toward him.”
make a

criea tne cnua"ad,you uisuxeu mmi
like old man, “trust to these impressions,
Second thoughts
they are rarely at fault.
You may havo comare not always best!
promised the safety of your family and your
property. Who knows—this man may be
connected with the terrible band of thieves
that are preying on the community.”
The simple old gentleman seemed to have the
idea that it is possible for a man to be entire-

ly honest, estimable,

and

yet

not

precisely

to

one’s taste. I thought with some amusement and much contrition of the unreasoning
and trival prejudice that had been able, to
influence me with regard to himself; and I
hoped that John and Laura had forgotten, as
they had pardoned my foolish words.
Although John’s sturdy and unsuspicious
nature of the Englishman could hardly be led
to credit the possibility of danger that might
ensue from the visit he had received—he- accepted, for the sake of re-assuriug Uncle
Timothy, my offer to go to the station and
describing the gentleman, whom I knew well
by sight as he was occasionally at the office
of my newspaper, inquire if he had taken
I arrived at the station
a ticket for Chicago.
three-quarters ot an hour after the train had
He
left, and interrogated the ticket-agent.
replied that he had not noticed such a gentleman ; might have sold
him a ticket, but
thought not; in the crowd and bustle it might
well be that he had sold the ticket without
ooking at the buyer; the gentleman might
have had a mileage ticket, or perhaps a fre e
pass. Clearly, nothing was to be learned in
I returned to the house, told
this way.
my unsatisfactory story, and found that
all disagreeable impressions of what had
occurred earlier in the evening were being dispelled by the pleasant chat of Uncle Timothy,
who seemed unselfishly determined to conquer his own fears, and atone for the uneasiness his prudence might have caused. This
time it was a story about the faithful Tippoo,
who had more than once saved his master’s
life in India; and the narrative proved so exciting that the old gentleman forgot to lsave
us for the night until after ten o’clock, an
tAiianuiuaiy

tuiug
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primitive habit of going to his
room punctually
at nine.
To sleep, prolonged and entirely tranquil, he said he owed
much of his good health, ^hich might have
been compromised by the climate of India.
When I passed at night the door of Uncle
Timothy’s room, I never so much as heard a
sound of breathing; and I envied this old
man who had no vexing cares, no
harassing
worriments, or pressure of braiuwoik to disturb his profound sleep.
As the clock sounded half-past ten Uncle
Timothy arose from his chair, Nora rang the
bell for Tippoo; and, after kissing the children and bidding us a pleasant “goodnight”
the old gentleman went up stairs to his room.
Soon after, the family separated for the night.
I went to my room, but not to sleep, for had
not mine enemy written a book; and mine
was the grateful task of withering, scathing
As I passed
and utterly confouuding him.
the door of Uncle Timothy’s room, the old
gentleman opened it and spoke to me. I recall vividly his figure as he stood in the doorway, the blaze of gas behind him throwing
into strong relief his tall form, a little bent;
his venerable benignant face; his gay Indian
dressing-gown, and the slender wrinkled fingers, like yellow ivory, that quivered with the
tremor of excitement as he spoke to me.
“Edward,” he said, “shall not you or
John keep watch for thieves to-uigbt?”
“Oh no, sir,” said I, “believe me, dangers
of this sort are always exaggerated.
We
hear of the few houses that are robbed, of the
thousands that remain undisturbed we hear
nothing.” The timid old gentleman sa’d no
tained the

mild blue eyes earnestly
instant; then shock his
head gently, and retreated into his own room.
I heard the click of the various locks and

more, hut fixed his

upon my face for an

an

aspect

much more venerable than was his wont.
It was Tippoo who first heard a sound at the
door—a hard-drawn breath of astonishment,
that escaped my lips.
It was Tippoo who ejaculated “Thunder
and turf I” in an unmistakable Celtic brogue.
I cocked my pistol.
“Do not rise from
your knees, Uncle Timothy,” I said politely,
“I perceive that I have disturbed your derotoions t the powerful Brahma—lock.
You
will see that resistance and escape are impossible. The basement windows, as is usual
with New York houses, are barred with iron
—and I stand at the door!”
Then I shouted for John, for the police;
aud in a brief half-hour our revered relative
—whom the officers of the police recognised
at once as the Slippery Sam, one of the most
skillful of New York thieves—and Billy McCork, alias Tippoo, alias half a dozen other
noms de guerre, were at the stationhouse.
My brother-in-law found his safe unharmed. The following day the clerk of the
gentleman who had left the box of valuables
in Mr. Percy’s care, called for them with tho
order from their owner, received them and
took them to be deposited in a bank.
Uncle
Timothy’s diamonds were carried for inspection to a jeweler, who pronounced them lo
be the finest quality—of paste. Aud my ten
thousand dollars? you ask.
Certainly it is
to Uncle Timothy that I owe my present
prosperity—the amounts offered lor the
capture of the robbers amounted to that sum,
aud I was not above receiving it at the hands
of several wealthy men.
I invested it im-

visitor said that he had been suddenly summoned by telegraph to Chicago, and must
'eave in the train in fifteen minutes. The
banks were of course closed for the night,
and he dared not leave his little box of valuables at the rooms where he lodged.
Might
be confide them for the night to the care of
Mr. Percy, who he knew had facilities for
keeping them ? His clerk should call for the
box in the morning, with an order signed by
himself. My brother-in-law consented.
Ail
this was transacted in the hall, for the stranger did not wish the delay of entering the
library where the family was assembled. He
accompanied Mr. Percy to the diuing room
closet, in the basement,where the safe stood;
saw the box placed inside, and the safe
locked. He then departed, hastily expressing
bis thanks.

Nora

migui more easily make

escape—Uncle Timothy presented

Tlio
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I went to my

[

mediately

in

the

which pays well.

stock of our

The

newspaper,
greater part of the

property stolen, including my watch, was
recovered and returned to its owners—a
smaller part of it was irremediably lost.
Slippery Sam proved to be an English convict,
who had escaped, stolen a passage in a steamer to America, and become the leader of an
organized gang of thieves. After his capture,
he turned states evidence, and his disheartened and demoralized comrades were easily
taken.
Ip. his youth he had lived on the estate of
John’s grandfather, and had learned enough
of the circumstances of the life of the real
Timothy Percy lo enable him to assume sufficiently well the role of a man of whom no
personal recollection existed and but little
knowledge from hearsay. The true Timothy Percy may be alive or dead—we
pruuauiy snail never Know—uih l am inclined
to think from all that I have heard of his tur-

bulent youtb, that in his old age he would
not have been so quiet and agreeable an inmate of the household as was his counterfeit
Even though a conscience
presentment.
somewhat sensitive might accuse me of having failed in respect to Uncle Timothy—as,
for instance, in my impatience when his
gentle hand upon my arm warned me of the
danger of losing my watch upou the street,
at the same time averting the possibility of
such a misfortune by furtively appropriating
the article himself; or even more markedly
when I, pointing a pistol at his venerable
head, commended him to the not too tender
mercies of the police-officer—I have not in
spite of all this lost my faith in the worth of
first impressions. And let it be written in my
favor that I had even too sedulously respected the profound slumbers of Uncle Timothy.
No measured breathing was indeed to be
heard from his room, when he was perhaps
a

READER,

A

kinds of circular
Address
all

Have you risen from your bed alter a short sleep to
find yourself nearly suffocated with Catarrhal matter
in your nose, head, and throat? Uave you noticed
what a depressing influence it exercises on the mind,
blunting its faculties, besides enervating the body as
well? How difficult to ihl the head of this foul matter all can testify who are afflicted with Catarrh,
How difficult to protect the system against its further
progress towards the lungs and bronchial tubes, ail
Physicians t an testify. It is a terrible disease, and
cries out for relief. To be freed from the
danger cf
suffocation while lying down; to breathe freely, sleep
and
to
know that no poisonundisturbed;
soundly
ous, putrid matter defiles the breath and undermines
the system; to know that the body docs not, through
its veins and arteries, carry the poison that is sure to
destroy, is indeed a blessing. To purchase immunity
from such a fate should be the object of all afflicted.
But those who have tried many
femedies and physicians despair of relief or cure. They become incredulous. With such the long array of testimonials
from our best citizens, physicians and druggists in
favor of

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Must convince them that it possesses great merit,
while the new and original u ethod of its preparation
when stndied with the disease satisfies tne mind oi
any reasonable person that its method of cure is the
true

short

a

time the very worst forms of Ner-

Headache, Neuralgia, Tightness across the
Temples, Kinging Noises in the Head, and Wakeful-

might have shouted, beaten his

door—it would not have disturbed an absent

occupant.
I sometimes go to the Tombs to lake notes
for a thrilling description of this or that
villain ; and on these occasions I always call
upon Uncle Timothy, who, behind iron bars,
seems not unlike the tigers of his recitals.

Actor, romancist, journalist—any profession
that requires powers of perception, imagination and language, he might have graced. He
chose to be a thief!
I offer him tobacco; he meekly accepts it;
and never fails to ask about the children—
whom he seems really to have loved. Who
shall say there is no good in him; or how
much of it—its

existence

being granted—is

due to the innocent presence of John’s child| ren, while

he lived under the same roof
with them?
“The moral?’’ you ask.
Thank you for kindly reminding me of it.
Perhaps there is none—at all events it does
not occur to me at the moment.

GAS
V Pat. May

CONSUMERS!
1874./

THE ELLIS PATENT

lias Burner, Regulator and Shade

Combined

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Cleanses the nasal passages in a single application
admirable Inhaler, which accompanies each
package free of charge, and is more serviceable than
any other form ol in baler.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Removes by a single application the hard, encrusted
matter irom the nose, opens up the nasal
passages,
allows tbe sufferer to breathe freely and enjoy for the
first time the pleasure of a full breath.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Allays pain, inflamation

and soreness of the mucous
membrane of the nasal passages
It is the most
soothing, healing, and grateful 'preparation ever applied to these inflamed surfaces.

oahhubju a ltAUlt Aii

UlIKE

Is also taken Internally, where, by Its action on tho
blood in eliminating from the system the acid poison
always present in Catarrh, it attests the whole constitution.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Thus becomes a powerful purifying agent in overcoming the poisonous action of the rotten matter that
has, during sleep, dropped into the throat and mingled with the contents of the stomach, to be absorbed
into the system.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Is a local and constitutional
remedy. It strengthens
the system by internal use, while
endeavoring to
throw oft the disease, and soothes and heals the inflamed nasal surfaces by direct application.

pressures varies, and need to l>« constantly watched,
as all know, beside the
great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and
chimney*
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow tha heat to pass upwards,
alter being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving ot from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any oilier burner.

C.

Li.

Is a great and reliable medicine, and when
every
other remedy is tried and found
wanting, this, by its
immediate beneficial effect, passes at once into

itIS

Agent Wanted.

Exchange Street.
octlldlt
Now Ready.

VOL. II. CENTENARY EDITION.

BANCROFTS

HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.
Thoroughly revised edition. To be completed in 0
volumes. 12mo. Cloth. Price $2.25 per vol.
It does such justice to itsvoble subject as to supersede the necessity of any future work of the same
kind.**—Edward Everett.

monthly

LITTLE,

BROWN-*- CO., Publishers,

134 IVneltitiKlon Street, Rotlon.
ma15
d2t

as

Book

keeper by a lady compc-

tent to take charge of a ret of
double or single eutry. A< dress

mhl5dlw*

hooks kept bv

BOOK-KEEPER, Press Office.

Lost.
Congress cr Exchange Striets, a Email Locket,
containing one picture. The finder will be
rewarded by leaving it at Stoekbridge’s Music Store.

ON

te4_____dtf_

A
Jan4?__

jan26

nar7W&Slm

"clairvoyant.
MRS. L. T. B. KING,
RELIABLE Clairvoyant can be found

at

the

remedies,

a remarkable
healing power which make3
very successful.
fel>17dtt

ROSS WOKE HOTEL,
of Brondway, 7ili
Arc.

Junction

FURNISIIED

Depot.

CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delevan House, Albany, N. Y., ano Claren-

Hotel, Saratoga.

feb2id&wly9

HOTEL,

ON THU EUROPEAN PLAN.
Carver Irvine Place and l«h Street New
York.
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FERBIN, Prop.
sep27d&wlyi0
the Genuine!

Beware

Imitations

or

THOMSON’S
WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

Glove-Fitting Corsets
each

!

EIGHT

rfgsggg^ggssgsBSaa-

COR«ET^S^SgbADE8
‘THOMSON” *||F
Stamped

OF

fy/jr

\,\m^

with

TEADE.f

A*°

THE

To Let.
RENTS, $10, $15, and $20 per month.
J. It. KING,
Apply to

SMALL
mnr8tt

Rear of 30 Danforth St.

Ffcasatit Rooms to Let
board; also a few table boarders can be
accommodated at
MRS. ADAMS’.

WITH

fjb23dtf

63

To

’JJI^

HABK A

CROWN.

Afreet.

HOUSJ?
deci5
on

Spring St.

Let.

nt ti 12 Dow
tbe prctuinea*

Enquire
dtf

JLET 1

TO

Room In the Seconfl Story ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Arply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THLBSTOH &
CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
ocI2

dtf

A
nace.

DESIRABLE bouse lolet on Congress St., No.
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, furInquire at No. 641 Congress St.
Ue:3tf

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danfortb Street,
THEcontaining
all tbe modern improvements. Inat

quire
jnelS

No. 10

Central Wharf.

dtf

TO
No. 55

!

J-ET

tbe easterly side of Exchange
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
front and rear offices in same building. Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,

STORE

on

Middle,

uov2dtf

of

Exchange St.,

HENRY DEE RING,
39

"HOTEL
THE

corner

Exchange

St.

HEW ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

PINE,
CEDAR,
OAK,

AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland. Me.

ORTUNK

TELL»>K

Madame

Blacls.

Tlie Greatest Selling Ccutennial Cook Is

MOM

$JUuU

nflT II
IIULJJ

mar4

For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
Sold by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
Dr. F W KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.

N.

A~.

Madame vl. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, <£c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the
greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons
entering intoany
new business or profession, the
conducting of which

they

do not

understand, will

find it to their advanvisit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for tbe same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels .>iuce she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1 00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no9dtt

RH

a

WHITE AND TINTED BKINTOL

tt\J CARD., with name. 'AOc. or SO Snow
Fluke. Marble. Damask. Rep. Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. H. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
street,, Lewiston. (Please state what paper yon saw
this in.
un3d2w*tf
1.000 AGENTS, Teachers, Students. Men and
Women, wanted
to
sell
CENTENNIAI.
GAZETTEER of the IT- S. shows grand
results of lOOYcan Prsgrrm Awhole Library* Boston Globe.—Not a luxury, but a aect ally.
Inter-Ocean.—Best selling Book Pub. Gootl S»ay.
Want Gen. Agt. in every city ol 10,000. Address.
A. C. DIcCCBDY &
Plrila , Pa.
febl6
d4w*

ja*t received

a

line

ol the
Ncwtd Work

Newark Hand
Wear, New and Nobbj.

Celebrated
for Gent*’

LEAVITT

to insure
continued development.
There is also found in great ahundauce on this rich
traet*of land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL. superior IKON ORE, SLATE,
LIMESTONE and FIKE CLAY, lying convenient to
the point of shipment. The moveable
property consists in part of
1 Steam TFow Rout, Barges, Locomotives uiatl Boiling Stock.
and Ihe necessary utensils to carry on this extensive
business. There is also a
HTEt.UllAWAyD GRIST Iflll.I, AND
sHIvGI.E M ACHINIC. OWEI.I.ING
tinlSKO tt ARICHOIIsE8,W««K
SHOPS, IHKUS, Ac
This property is ottered for lin* ihnn the coat
of improvement!!. Titles perfect and terms liberal
The owners invite investigation.
For further particulars call upon

UPHAM & GARDINER,
At No- 7

&

fcb!9

OATMFAL

F11ANK H.

MONEY

Roswell F.

Rolen,

who alone is authorized to sign in liquidation.

PARIS

FLOURING

CO.

mlil0eod3w

1876.

For Sale.
WILLIAM ARTHUR, 175 tons old measurement, cariies 150 M. li ng lumber, and 220
tons coal. Apply to
DAVID oKBAZEti,
feb29d3w
117 Cmmercial St.

SCHlt.

United States
PORTLAND,
Hotel duriug
rjIHlS
remodeled and

Hotel,
ME.

the

past year has been entirely
J.
enlarged bv the addirion of 24
new rooms, also new dining room,
reading room,
sample rooms and billiard ball, giving it a capacity
of accommodating 300 guests, making it now. with
one exception, tbe largest Hotel in the city.
It lias
been newly painteo anil frescoed, refurnl bed, (many
of the rooms with black walnut lurniture) and newly
carpeted, and is in all respects a new hotel, clean
and bright, and will be kept in all respects as a first
class hotel. Most centrally located in the business
part of the city, it otters superior advantages to commercial men anil pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplies with the
choicest that the market affords,
TIMVTBV WOLCOTT, 1‘r.grirtor.
a agio
eodff

Vaults,

Cleaned.

ORDERS promptly attended to by canlu
at or addressing
R. ClIiSON
588 Congress Street
jan!
ctf

All

RESIDENCE

Harmony,

:13T SPRING ST.
d3m*

trar4

I

■—.-

THE

LOAN

ON

$10.

to

72 page Book,
Wall Street,

TJSI3

Tablets,

UPONLYIN »LCS BOXES.

PUT

A TRIED AND HIRE REMEDY.

For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C GOuDWIN & CO., Boston, Ma«s.
d4wt

SENT
FREE. HSRTS'g*;
Bankers and Brokers, 7'J Broadway, New
jnelSeodi-wly,

Dealers.

Alfred Woodman, Dry Goods.

FORGET CITY AND JOHN GROOliM

F. O. Sawyer, Fish Dealer.
J. W. Sawyer, Fish Dealer.

will, until further notice, run alternately

and

are

CO.,

212

ORGANS,

be made by energetic salesmen with onr
\y goods. Call at 42J Exchange Street, between
i) and 10 A. M., or enclose $1.00 foi
sample, directions,
&c., to Box 1932, Portland. Maine.
ia 20deodtf

fl"'^N

received
A Libera! Discount to

men's

Schools,

Churches,

WANTED.

Lodges,

Special inducements

x?;

AGENTS

etc.

fo the trade.
IllusMeat*
HORACE

trated
Catalogue
*
WATERS
SONS,
New York. Box, :M07.

WANTED

Teachers, Ministers,

IS l

A

City

to let for

a

„,

feb21eodtf

■

A

m

Centennial

UNIVERSAL

newspaper

Advertising.
NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
Containing a complete list of all the towns in the
Uuited Slates, the Territories and the Dominion ol
Canada having a population greater than 5.000 ac-

Wholesale Store,
Thompson Block, Nos. 17 & 19
IN Middle
Street. Good location below the Post
Oftiee
the

where all the wholesale drv goods and other
classes of trade are located. The finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and
elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably if applied for s *on.
Apply to
15. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32* Emery St., on the Spring St. Horse Car Route.
mhU
<ltf

Slate Mantles.

Marblized

WHOLESALE ARB RETAIL
We Lave purchased of ME3SRS SHEPARD & Co.,
their entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
by the Mayfield Slate Co soleagents for Portland
aud

vicinity

for all

goods

manufactured

by them.

We hove ou hand Ike largest aud be*t ascmrimcui of aav bonne ^u the slate. BUILD*
DON KKinoUM veil Bad it to
their adrnniage to call aud examine our

goods.

(HITTER BROS. & CO.
aul7

li9 UJarkst Square Portiaud Me.
eodtf

NICE

FITTING

AMD SHOES

BOOTS

—

No.

AT

—

Street.

Elm

1

PREBLF^JDAVJS.T’ } LEAVITT & DAVIS.
janG

jalSeodtl

Boys’

Clothing !

Custom
FIRS.

fTcT CHASE

$1250 Profit

investment of

on

S206.
fc. ot our customers purchased a spread on 100
shares of N. Y Central, the put @106 call @'08,
buying 100 shares against the put @107, which were
sold @114. Selling at the same price the other 100
shares called @108. Netting profit of #1250; this operation e?n be repeated every mouth In the year. #10,
#20, #50, #100, #1000 will pay as well for amount invested. Gold StocKs, Cotton and Tobacco bought and
sold oncommission; advances on consignments; send
for price lists and circulars.
P. O. Box 3774.

ON

CHARLES

Address GGO.P. KOWELL & CO.*
<11 Park Bow, New York.
se7(1134m

Cape Elizabeth Alms House.
f (1HE undersigned will receive sealed proposals unJL til the 24th inst. for a Superintendent of the
Alms House and Town Farm for the ensuing year,
in the town of Cape Elizabeth
Those who apply
will please state the number in the family.
The
overseers reserve the right to reject
any or all proposals not deemed satisfactory.
Thomas Hannaford,
\ Overseers of the
Clfment Jordan,
Fawm House.
j
mchlG d&wtd

charm,”

82oislie's

Sale—At.a Low Figure.

half of new frame, slated roof dwelling
House, containing eleven rooms, with all modem improvements, and located on Congress near the
head of State Street. First-class in every respect.
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LOIUNG & ADAMS,
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
mliHdtf

UPPER

Wanted,
COMMERCIAL Agent in an old and well established blour and Grain House on Commercial street. One who could command a good trade
might eventually succeed to an interest in the firm.
Address
P, O. Box 818.

A

mchl5-lw*

“PORTLAND,”

Magic Oil J

J. W. PERMIAN A: CO.,
aul7

fcbl7eod&w3ui

be

and

see

NEW PHILADELPHIA

the

or

TRIUNE,

Which sells at 40 per cent, less than other first class
Shuttle Machine. Call, or sent f >r Circulars and

Samples

B3"o.

ot

Work,

at

£3 Casco £5t.

AGENTS*

WANTED.

FIFTY DOLLARS

d3m

REWARD.

MOST cruel and rascally use of cair firm name
lias just been brought to our notice
A few
days since some person with an evident intent to
injure us in our good name, left one of our business
cards at the residence of a respected
citizeu, a member ol whose family was
lying at the point of death.
I he above reward is oftered tor the
discovery or the
unfeelingscamp who thus sought to bring us into ill

A

repute

m

dlwteod3m

STEAMSHIP

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

FOR NEW
This

is

Only Inside itome
Avoiding Point Judith.

Ml peril steamer unoile
Islaud, every
and Friday, and wim
ele®nd popular steamer
Stonington
erery Tucsay, I hursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other liue. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston * Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams', 22 FxChange St and W. L>. Uttle & Co.'s,49} Exchange St.
W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Oen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocll '73
dif

Monday, Wednesday

I;.

of Smuggler,

Merrymeetiog Farm, Bowdoinbam

MML LIN a TO

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

|

,

1111:113_eo(12m&w3mt0
rooms
without board, suitable
or a young man and bis

for
wife. InW. W. CAKK.
Newbury Street.

A NEW MAGAZINE.

a

AND

ILADEB.PHBA
tine.

Ai© Wharfage.
From f.ong Wharf,
From Pine .Street

delphia, at 10

Boston, 3 p.ru.
Wharf, Phila-

a. m.

Insurance one half

sailing vessels

'he rate of

Freight tor the Wed by the Penn R lt.,aud South
by connecting line9 forwarded tree of Commission.

IRON-WARE
—

Store,

For

Mi.

dim

POKTKOUS. Agent.

1-oaTc each port every WedVy & Sit’d’jr.

Madison Sqnaie, New Yoik

AT

JOHN

—

Publishers,

MERRILL’S Hardware
375 Congre.M, for. of Green

fcl121

leave Grand Trunk Railway
’Wharf, every SATURDAY at
4 00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway.
tor Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Picton, and
steamers fo* Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Pane
Breton, aud at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns
N. F.
^-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. in. on day cf sailing
For further information apply to J. £j. COY I
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
I

Pllf

of the “Rebellion Record
Beauiifully printed with an elegant steel portrait
ot the late millionaire, W» U. Astor.
The moat attractive, interesting and readable
monthly magazine ever issued. Sold by all book and
news i.calers, and sent free by rna'l, on receipt of
price, 50 cents, by

—

Im
v.

"boston

event in any part oi the world, together wbli a
selection of the choicest miscellany of the month,
carelully indexed, and edited by Frank Moore,

MABBLE1ZED

to
Friacr F In»rd
BreioannoNi JoFan, N.

The splendid new iron steamship
“BEK\1UI>A,”Capt.Cleaver, will

capital i

Monthly Magazine, or sort of Reference ScrapBook. Being the monthly record ef very important

L

laud,(!npr

F*

Jiini Published—The first number of

ma13deodlui

With conurcliouM

oct28dtf

Record Z. Year

,

tie

SiTlf

to serve his own mares kept their. He will be limited •
to 30 goal mares for outside parties. He lias put tlie
price within reach of everybody. Only
pvr !
Keafton.
If not in foal, to have the use of horse
any time he is in the stud. Smuggler, Jr., is one of
the most remarkable colt? of his age (5 years) in New I
England.15 bauds 3 inches, beautiful bay, perfect picture of his sire, but liner grained, gaited
exactly like 1
him and very fast
Grand good pasture and best of l
care of broed mares.
For further purticulars addr*“
A. V. AOALUM.

H. IV. CARLETON & CO

<> T H E K N.

the

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

SMUGGLER.

new

YORK,

OF ALL

ton & Providence K. K. Depot
daily, except Sunday,
at 3.30 p.m., connecting at Stoninirton with the en-

Druggists.
dlwt

—

PLEASANT
young men,
'1Umh1<d
mllHlf

YORNt

MKW

AHEAD

Mass.

owner

€0.

feTONIffGTOH

SMUGGLER, JR.,

T.

FEDERAL STKEET.

MAINE

COST.

EDWARD TILDEN.

BU1SCE.

SMK IM A K t. liS

191
Jar.21

WITHOUT

Attorney and General Agent ot Massachusetts of the
Craftsmen’s Life Assurance Company, No. 49 Scars

the community.

MORSE &

Portland.
VYM. P. CLYDE & CO., GenM Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue. Philadelphia.
jar. 11 ly

meals extra.
Passage in State Room
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St John, and all parts of Maine.
Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. A!., on the day* they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

The great benefit I lave received from the use oi
VEGETINE induces mo to give my testimony in its
favor. I believe it not only oi great value for restoring the halth, but a preventive of diseases peculiar to
the spring and summer seasons.
I would not be without it for ten times its cost.

BY

Philadelphia

York.

VEGETINE

—

Steamers,

between Providence
every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
"Portland and all ot her points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyoDd. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn Central and the Phll.& Heading R R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South and southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full information £Tveu by i>. D. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J B. COYLE, Jr.,
D(1

with tine accommodations tor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York an<l Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New

pleasant

All

Lino of
Running

1

Will until furthPT notice leave Fianklm Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, aud both she and the Franconia are fitted np

Vegetable

MACHINE,

sure

Cly(leTs Iron

Steamers Eleanora rind Franconia

medical profession, that the remedies
supplied by
the
Kingdom are more safe, more successful in trie cure of disease, than mineral medicines.
Vegetine is composed of roots, barks and herbs. It
is
to take, and is perfectly safe to give an
infant. Do you need it? Do not hesitate to
try it.
You will never regret it.

by

—

I* IS I LA FfcJELPH1 A.

TO

health after trying different physicians, many remedies, suffering for years, is it not conclusive proof, if
you are a sufferer, you can be cured?
Why is this
medicine performing such great cures? It works in
the blood, in the circulating fluid.
It can truly be
called the Great blood Purifier. The great source
of disease originates in the blood; and no medicione
that does not act directly upon it, to purify and lenovate, has any just claim upon public attention.
When the blood becomes lifeless and stagnant, either
from change of weather or of climate want of exercise, irregular diet, or from any other cause, the
Vegetine will renew the blood, carry off the putrid
humors, cleanse the stomach, regulate the bowels,
and impart a tone of vigor to the whole
body. The
conviction is, in the public mind as well as in the

_W

BEFORE fil l ING A

SEWING

Ai»D

public.

is Sold

touching

m.,

PORTLAND

To Lei.

General AgrntM, Vorslnuil. Hr.

a.

Are not the many testimonials given for the different complaints satisfactory to any reasonable
person
suffering from any disease mentioned above, that
they can be curet? Head the different testimonials
given, and no one can doubt. In many of these cases
the persons say that their pain and suffering cannot
mv cA^icaBcxi, os m wine ui
ocoriuia, wnere, apparently, the whole body was one mass of corruption.
If Vegetine will relieve pain, cleanse,
purity and
cure such diseases, restoring the
patient to perfect

COL. 11. N. RUSSELL,
Jr. has sent him to

This is a purely vegetable, general family
remedy
Keep it in the house to u.-e in case of emergency.
thy i » internally;
It cutes Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea. Cramp,
and Pains in the Stomach, Indigestion, Sore Throat,
Coughs, Colds, &c.
USE IT EXTERNALLY.
It cures Neuralgia. Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sprains,
Cuts, Bruises, Old Sores, Headache, Toothache, and
in fact almost all the aches and pains human flesh is
heir to. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass

LOWELL. will leave Hnrni.
well Mondays and Saturdays at
at €b<beniene, Little* Chebeague and ConalMlnad Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf, at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings Will touch at Cousens* Island each way.
For particulars inquire ol Cantata on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St
my8
dtf
"**■

Mpinal Complaint*, can only be effectually
cured through the blood.
For Ulcer* and Eruptive Di*ea*c» of the
Mkiu, I»u»tule«, Pimple", Blotche*. Moil*,
retter9 Mcaldhead aud Ridgworm, Vegetine has never failed to effect a
permanent cure
For Pain* in the Back. Kidacy Com,
plaint*, i>ron«y Female VVeakoeu, Leucoi-rlauu, urisin* from internal ulceration, and
uterine diseases aud Gcuerat Debility.Vegetine
acts directly upon the causes of these complaints.
It invigorates and strengthens the whole
system, acts
upon the secretive organs, allavs inflammation, cures
ulceration and regulates the bowels.
For Catarrh, Dy*pep*ia, Habitual Co*tivenesM, Palpitation ot the Heart. Headache, Piles, JVervouMue** aud General
ProMtration of the Nervous Nfiteu, no
medicine has ever given such perfect sat i fact ion as
the Vegetine.
It purifies the blood, cleanses all
other organs, and possesses a controlling power over
j
the nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom wo
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In fact, Vfgetine is the best remedy
yet discovered for the above diseases, and is the only relia
blcBMlOD mtlHIK yet placed before

Vegetine
Marl!

HARPSWELL,

On and after October 8th, 1875,
4Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
i'l

the Stomach, and all diseases that ari«e from impure blood. Mciatica,Inflammatory and Chonic Itheumatiiim
Neuralgia, Gout and

40 Brond Street, Near Gold & Stock Exchouse, New York.
U&w3m4
janl2
n

»

system every taint of Mcorfula,
Mcrofuloud Humor, Tumor*, Cancer, CanHumor, Erynipcla*, Malt Kheum.
Syphilitic iiihcaiPM, Canker, faintne** nt

BuitdiDg, Boston,

every

(!"**"*

cate from the

ITS

!

A.. R. STUBBS, Agent,
mar24dtf

cerous

TIMES

WEEK

are

Vfgetine is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected narks, roots and herbs, and so
strongly concentrated that it will effectually eradi-

TEIY

PER

Until further notice the Steamer Chase will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday at 1 p. m.
Connections made at East pore lor Kobbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
ilia, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.> Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederlckton, Charlottetown and
Sutcmerside, P. E. I.
Z3f"Freight received on days of sailing nntil 4
o’clock, p.m.

8

FOR

John, Digby,

On an<* a^er Monday, Decernber 20th, the Steamer New Bruuswic!a*, Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave
»Itailroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
very Monday at 6.00 p. m., for

FOR

BE

St.

Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John end Eastport
Thursday.

TONIC,

WOT

and

TEMPS

w

SOLVENT AND DIURETIC.

BANKERS & BROKERS,

mal5

For

TWO

Purifies the Blood, Renovates and Invigorates the Whole System.

SUIEDLEY & CO.,

“It works like

Calais

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

VEGETINE

WOULD

pre-

fallowed by the

Windsor and Halifax.

this woaderlul Box.
Endless amusement foi the children.
Sent to any address, with full directions, on roccint of
25c. LOTBIDGE & CO., 23 Dev Street, New
York.

ALTERATIVE,

To he

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Etafttport*

PUFF 1 PUFF!! PUFF!!!
iVlngicnl Puzzle Rox.
Thousands of Magical Bings oat of
•

would inform her old customers and friends that she
has reopened the store Corner Portland and
Mechanic Streets, where she is prepared to
cut and make Boys* Clothing in the latest styles.
Trimmings constantly on hand. Old Maxim—‘‘First
come first served.”
mcbldtf

cording to

the last census, together with the names ot
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
Also a catalogue of newseavb of the places uamed
papers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing ove» 5,000copies each issue. Also, all the
Keligious. Agricultural, Scientilic and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting,Musical,
Fashion, and other special clhes journals; verv complete lists. Together with a compete list of over
300 German papers printed in tlit United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything wlrch a begiauer in advertising would like to know.

*

p

ACENTS WANTED.

Medical Propertied

day from Monlieal.

Intermediate passage... 48
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, appiv io
H. & A. ALLAN, No i India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and
outward, nut] lor
Sight Dratts on England for small amounts, a only to
JAMES L. FAKMEtt,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 23. 1875.
nov2tdtf

A. A. GBAHAM, C7 Liberty Street, Now York.

Ils

one mile of the
term of years.
J. B. THORNTON,
Oak Hill.

HISTORY

close of the first 100 years ot our National Independence, including an account of the coming
rand Centennial Exhibition, 700 pages, fine engravings, low price, quick sales. Extra terms. Send for
Circular. P. W. ZIEGLER & CO., 518 Arch Street,
mhllHw
Phila., Pa.

vious

Steamship Circassian, Capt. Smith
Passage to Londonderry ar.d Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). j)J(» to £80

Carries a
inch ball with accnm
racy fifty leet, without powder or
(j\
percussion. Brass barrel, hair trigger. For salo
by dealers. By mail, free for 75 cents, with permanent ammunition for target
practieo indoors,
and for sporting out of doors.

TO LET.

Broadway,
roal4d4wt

SATUKHAV, March INth, IST8,
Immediately after the arrival ol the Train of the

M

z

NEWLY fenced Pasture within

Concerto,

PRICES EXTREMELY IOYV for cash
<1uring thin Month.
Monthly Iu»tnll-

The Steamship
MO It AVIAN, Capt. (Iraliaia,
Will leave this pert for Liverpool on

Broadway,

W

Ce.

Steamship

CONVEYANCE OF TBE

FOB

Passengers looked (o London
derry and Liverpool,
Iroturn riolreta
|
granted at reduced tates.

Ndw York.

■

Gen’l Agt.

t'anailUnKw! United Ntntn Mail..

■'m
r <
O m

Pasture

REST

NEW
ORCHESTRAL,
VE«P*K,
CHAPEL, VIALE* I E, and CliHBFLLA, cannot be excelled in tone or beauty.
The CONCERTO »TOP is a fine IMITATION of the HUMAN VOICE. Warranted

UNDER CONTRACT

d&wtimll

__

Ocean

nomrcal

Souvenir.an < (Mementoes ever I.mucI. A
complete outfit of magnificent samples for agents, in
velvet-lined Morocco case—inc'nding the Bust of
•‘George Washington.” Grand Entrance International Exhibition.
Memorial Hall (Art Gallery)
Horticultural Hall. Main Building, and the grand
representation ot the Signing ot the Declaration of
Independence (designed by Trumbull), in gilt—sent
by mail on receipt of dratt or Post office order for
$3.50, or will ship by express C. O. D. upon receipt of
express charges. Agents’ circular and Price List amt
one sample sent upon
receipt of 50c. Immense
profits. Sells at sight. Extensive fields lor enterprise. Address

U. S. MEDALLION

the various

ALLAN LINE.

Silver Trade

a

$1.00.

No. 2t>6 Middle street
Through Tickets to New York via
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual
dec2I-75
J. «. COYLE, Jr.,

§10 Fer Day

ihe Tone, Touch. Workmanship,
Durability Unaurpasged.

WATERS’

FARK

MEDALLIONS,

larger than

«

Pas<-enpers by this line are reminded that they se
cuiea comfortable night’s rest and avokl the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms f r sale by D. H. Young.

dollar, beiug 14 inch, in diameter, handsomely put
up and sell readily at sight
The mo»t valuable

PERSONS

MADE;

and

(Miiiidnp

o’rlock P. M.r and I.1DIA
BOMTON, daily at 9 P. U.
xccplcd).
7

at

WHARF

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in appe iranco,
wear and color to
SOLID SILVER OR GOLD,
Presenting a large variety of beautiful Desisn* in

Rpliefi
These Medallions

follows:

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Dully

WANTED.

CENTENNIAL

as

Letving

Aroostook, Washington, Hancock aud Waldo, is nowprepared to dispose of connly rights at a fair rate,
and in a few weeks will bo
ready to fill orders for the
cliuru. The Inventor has a sample chum on exhibition at the City Hotel, where be is ready to
explain
its operation to aDy who may call.
mal4
dlw&w2w

requiring work done please apply to
“Home” ot W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-makiDg,
copying, embroidering ami fancv-work in wools, &c.. &c.
oc29t*

WATERS’

PIANOS,
UPRIGHT
ARE
THE

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

THE

of

explaining everything.

STEA'MERS.

BOSTON

undersigned having seen the operations of
the Sprague Churn, now on exhibition at the
4,'itv Hotel in Portlnud. hereby certify that a
prime quality ot Butter was produced from ordinary
cream inside of three minutes and a half, and that
the same was washed and salted in first rate order
w ith the churn without the assistance ot the hands.
We consider the Sprague Churn the best in use and
cheerfully recommend it to the public
W. D. Ames, of Nutter Brothers & Co.
S. H. & A. R. Doter, Planing Mill and Lumber

$500.
!ead^ato fortune?11 A
Men aud Idioms

entitled.

Tlie
Steamer
LEWISTON.
Captain Deering. will
leave
Railro d Wharf, Portland, every
ibarMlav ereainv at lO o’clock
For Rockland. Camden, Belfast. Searsi»ort, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor. Alt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonespoit and Machlaapoit.
Returning, will leave Machlasport every ill on«Im> iti«iruing it* !i 1)0 o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bucksport) arriving in
Portland same night.
CYRUS STURDIVANT.
nov27dtl
Gen’l Agent.

Spragne Chora I

tie

Wells’ Carbolic

firm of

the business of said firm will be closed by

TO

Real Estate aecurity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, tares
paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to P.
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estato. Office 379*
Congress street, Williams' Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
»u28tf
first class

FOR

SKILLINGS

Flouring Co.,

Farnsworth,

Long Bange Breech Loading
Practice Pistol & Targets,

BULLETIN.

_

having withdrawn Himself and capital from the

Paris

C.

Estate

Kcal

SOAP.

DAVIS,
dcodtf

Term will commence March JTili.
For Cltculars and Portland references addic‘8
H.F. EATON, Principal.
auglO-if

mlll5

Exchange Street.

Tatterson’s

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

Sprin*

P.O.Box 5270.

d3m

tr,

r.

MACH1A w.

MOitltlDGEWOCK. MAIA'i;.

Edw

—

FENOBSCOT, MT. DESERT AND

Family $chcoi For Boys,

Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ*

70H Til*

—

—AT—

profitably

Oatmeal Soap is known woriri wide as Robinson’s Oatmeal Glycekine. It is the cheapest fine
toilet soap in the world, and the only perfect winter
soap. Ask tor ROBINSON’S OATMEAL SOAP.
feh!3
i!4wt

Price, Twenty-live Cents.

No. 1 ESlns Street.

now

geuine

to the

We have

Eaton

AGENTS

7 .'2 Miles of well-furnished Railroad,

cy St.

<i4wt

Hand Sewed Boots.

lias a superior Seminary Course for. Ladies. For
circulars address
REV. A. W. BURR. FrincM.
Hallo well. Me.
ttb26eod3wSMi&\V

COAL." MINE,

A

tor MIX YE A KM.

WAS and 19, treating of our history and
government, varied soil and climate, vast mountains,
lakes, rivers, great cities and manufactures, wealth
in minerals, internal improvements, free
schools,
wonderful achievements, agriculture
commerce,
A
NPLENl»il>
finances, curiosities, etc.
VIEW of
thi*
MIGHTY
YANKEE
NATION, Ricni/Y ILLUSTRATED,
like
it
extant.
Nothing
Large size, low price.
Terms essy.
Agents wanted quickly.
Address
HUBBARD BROS Springfield, Mass.
ma2f4w
As it

Walnut.

Extensive and cl superior quality
operated, with

Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quin-

fe!9

We are giving 865 Sewing Machine*.
Hunting Case Watches, Velvet Vestp,
and Black Silk Dresses, free with our
Greenback Packages.
Send to Inventors Union. 173 Greenwich Street,
New York.
feb29t4w

WINTER AND SPRING ARRANGEMENT
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

MR. CYRUS COLE of Cape Elizabeth,
having purchased the right to said churn for the
Sfate of Maine, except the counties ot
Penobscot,

POPX.AR

rooms

1n24deodtf_

They give

first class dealers everywhere.
THOMSON,
LANGDON A CO.. N. Y., Sole Importer*
and Patentee* for the II. S.
feb?9fl2w

—

Notice.

i>!> 4LL THROAT OISEASES,

fastening

Spring Term oi Thirleon Weeks
Opens March 20th.

which may be found in paying quantities,

cu

LEASE.

FIT.

entire satisfaction. Every lady who has
them recommends them. Be sure to get the
A novelty, Thomson’s patient
capped corset steels They are unbreakable, and
their fastenings do not abraid the dress. For sale by

ACRES
OF

*«*•

TO

C0FGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

worn

—

HEltlLV TIMBERED LID!

frb8

Peifecs

genuine,

IteamboatT

To Let.

EACHA

|W

viz:

—AND—

the Corner of High and Danforth
Streets. House in good repair, has 0 rooms, and
pantry and attic; good cemented cellar, furnace,
gas and Sebago water; good wood house and i.trgo
garden. Inquire ai No. 18 High Street.
maMtf
PETER HANNA.
on

tage to pay her

TjVD"Op
-I- TYXi Ei

Cumberland

on

To Let.

and

___

WESTMINSTER

LET.

oruufurni.hcd. Apply at
IVo. ‘J l a.co St. References required.
mhl5
dtf

and two Stores; is
nrssenger station oi the
Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any ot her Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and tbe terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the
city and
suburbs. Address

4£d Street,
NEW YORK CITY,
Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, neai the
Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
£jeyated
\v all Street. A new and
elegantly furnished Hotelall modern improvements.
Rates $4 per day.
Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand

attention of the enterprising
to the following list of prop-

bamls for sale,

our

12,600

mchl5-tf

House contains 40
TUE
situated opposite the
Grand Trunk

HOTELS.

ft IVTT
*
J-iAN

erty placed in

*

I#S Newbury Street.
Also Store or Shop in basement corner of
Congress
and India streets. Inquire as above.

or

rear>of

possesses

Get

T-ou,<* invite the

Capitalists of the State

Situated

No. 110 Newbury street, 6 rooms; $12.50
HOUSE
per month; Sebago water included.
Enquire

172

30 Danlorth St., where she will examine the sick, and advise or
prescribe as each case demands. Term* Sl.OM. She will visit those who
are unabie to come to her residence if desired.
Mrs.
King, in addition to her clairvoy .nee and

don

For Setlo-

—

House

Academy.

AValuable Property

—

TO

Properly

Ex—Located
or

Tor Salo.
house occupied by me, No. 327 (formerly 153)
Spring Street, PorOan 1
ftl'24'ltrNATHAN CLEAVES.

LET

Il««J!S

for Stale

River,
Clinton County, Kentucky,

"toIlkt.

$yCse SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER after
exposure to cold, wet weather.

Central

farm
lor City

in Deering.three mdes Irom Portland;
gjfc-...
p», nty of wood and water; Goodorcliard
Buildings in nine order. Price S3,500. Apply to
WM. II. JEURIS, Rea1 Estate Agent.
March 7, 1876.
ma7d3w*

To Let.

Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
For sale by Druggists everywhere
WEEKS &
POTTER, Boston, General Agents.
Dr.

her

chnnae

Lost Dog.

SMALL KING CHARLES SPANIEL. The
under will be suitably rewarded
by leaving
any information from him at
THIS OFFICE
dtf

_TO

Rood

a

Msu

STEAMERS.

halloweliT
Classical and Scientific

THE

LOST AND FOUND.

favor,

which it retains forever afterwards.

MARSTON.

I'KOlPItlETMIt FOK MAINE.

WaiMrd.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

A

Wooden Dwelling, No. 88
wiihout the furniture), is
a bargain and on reasonable terns
or
of payment. Possession given Mav 1st
For particJOHN C PROCTER,
ulars, apply to
mhlldlw
£3 Exchange St.

malldif

with the

Portland, March 9,
Fdec ed to be the best Gas Light ver produced—
quite as steady as the Arsand, which varies as the

a

Portland, M

ness.

mile away, pursuing his midnight metier of
His saintly dreams were felonious
I

Wanted.
Grocery Store, by a young
who 1ms bad ov»r two y ars experience*
can furnish best of reference.
Address or apply to
‘•CLERK,’* Central Tea Store, 4' G Congress Street

A

desirable 3

Story
Sireet (with
THEStale sale
at
offered

or

vous

burglar.

realities.

MORRISON,
West Cumberland, Me.

Qian

SIT CATION

SALeT^

FOR

other mill machinery

and

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
Believes in

and

EDUCATIONAL.

ESTATE

J. p.

SITUATION In

A

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
permanently cures every form
of Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the ulcerative
stage, together with all its sympathetic diseases.

saws

mal3d2w*

one.

Instantly relieves

REAL

Wanted.
SITUATION as filer, by a young man who
thoroughly understands filing and running

!

P483Art B Th.A” HOLLARS
Freight ot Passage apply to
K 11. MAiTSFMWA,
4gcutt

Jn23-ly

TO Lous Wharf, Boston.

